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ABSTRACT

FAMILIAL TACT I LE CORRELATES OF BODY | MAGE IN CHILDREN

Problem

This study was designed to investigate the relationship between

body image in children and the nature of the touch they receive from

their parents. Body Image in children was assessed for (1) body

sentiment (the child's like or dislike for his body) and (2) body concept

(the child's perception of the cognitive model of his body). The nature

of both mothers' and fathers' touching was examined for eight qualities

of touch: location, action, sensation, duration, frequency, extent,

intensity and trunk contact.

Procedure

Forty middle class, Caucasian families having a child of eight,

nine, or ten years of age volunteered to participate in the study.

Each family (father, mother and child) spent one hour in a laboratory

playroom where (1) the entire family's involvement in a nonverbal

activity was videotaped, and (2) two measures of body image were

administered to the child -- the Body Sentiment Index and the

Draw-a-Person Test. The touching which a child received from his parents

during the nonverbal activity was preserved on videotape and analyzed

at a later date by three independent raters. To analyze the touching,

the raters employed the Tactile Interaction Indicator--a coding system

developed by the investigator for rating the eight qualities of



interpersonal touching. Body concept in children was determined by

application of The Sophistication-of-Body-Concept-Scale to the

Draw-a-Person Test of each child. Body sentiment in children was

determined by administration of the Body Sentiment Index, an assessment

tool developed by the investigator. Spearman Rank Correlation

Coefficients were then computed for the relationship between body image

scores of children and the qualities of touch displayed by mothers

and fathers.

Findings

The results of correlational analysis served as a foundation for

a construct of tactile arousal in development of body image. This

construct provides a model for parental use of touch in interaction with

their children. In order for adequate cognitive and affective awareness

of the child's body to occur, application of certain qualities of touch

to the surface of his body seem necessary for a sufficient level of

arousal in the brain. The level of arousal or excitement which functions

most advantageously to support perception of the body may be called

tactile integration. Parental touching was found to be integrative in

one of two ways: (1) by decreasing potential for tactile deprivation

(a reduction in the overall level of tactile sensory input to the brain),

and (2) by decreasing potential for tactile satiation (an overload in the

overall level of tactile sensory input to the brain). Fathers utilized specific

qualities of touch which functioned to decrease potential for tactile deprivation



in both boys and girls, while mothers utilized specific qualities of touch which

functioned to decrease potential for tactile deprivation in girls but to decrease

potential for tactile satiation in boys. Fathers and mothers demonstrated

significantly different integrative qualities of touching and distinct

differences in the significance which the qualities of touch displayed

for high level body image in boys and girls.

In sum, the construct of tactile arousal in development of body

image which emerged from this research stipulates (1) strong

differences in the tactile needs of boys and girls for development of

body image and (2) differences in how mothers and fathers function to

best meet these needs through touch.

V
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CHAPTER 1

| NTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

This study examined the relationship between the body image of

children and the nature of touch that they received from their parents.

In order to accomplish the purpose of this study, five interdependent

steps were taken: (1) an integration of theoretical and research

efforts concerning body image and touch into a meaningful conceptual

framework; (2) the formulation of a transcription system for

analyzing tactile acts; (3) the description and differentiation of

information contained in a tactile act; (4) the development of a

tool for assessing body sentiment in the child; and (5) a critical

inspection of familial tactile correlates of body image in children.

The research is reported in six chapters, the first of which

provides an introductory orientation to the study and a discussion of

the major literary approaches toward the concepts of body perception,

touch, and their potential relationship to each other. The second

chapter presents the statement of the research problem, a conceptual

framework created by the investigator, the specific hypotheses for testing,

and operational definitions of the research variables. Chapter | | |

describes the design, the sample, the tools which made data collection

possible, procedures for data collection, and the method of data analysis.
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Chapter IV sets forth the results of the study; and Chapter V provides

a discussion of the results. The final chapter outlines a summary of

the research, limitations of the study, implications of the findings,

and suggestions for further research.

THE MOT | WATION

The relationship between touch and body perception has particular

relevance for all health care professionals. Professionals in the

health care setting have a special role in relation to the body since

they represent a reservoir of individuals who have access to the

client's body throughout the life cycle: 1) as an infant in the

delivery and post-natal period; 2) as a child through pediatric services,

family counseling services, and school health services; and 3) as an

adult in all preventive and treatment services provided by the health

care system. Access to the body arises from the primary nature of health

services, preventing and treating somatic disturbances. In the health

care process, the body represents the prime focus for attention.

Body image, the mental picture which one carries of his own body,

is the attitudinal framework which defines and influences an individual's

long term perception of his body. An individual's image of his body is

crucially important to his ability to tolerate stress due to somatic

disturbances and in maintaining a realistic orientation to these

disturbances. Only with the firm anchor of a well-defined body image

can the individual maintain a realistic orientation to his body and

tolerate stressful situations (Fisher and Cleveland, 1968). Even then,
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physical illness can alter the body image, affecting an individual's

well being (Schwab and Harmeling, 1955). Without a well-defined image

of the body, progressive deformities, changes in body function, acute

dismemberment, neurologic disease, metabolic disorders and other forms

of physical disease can lead to serious inabilities of recognition and

orientation in the body sphere, non-realization of actual body part

absence, illusions of displacement, abnormal somatic sensations and

perceptions, hallucinatory behavior, and loss of body boundaries. Since

the individual's body image appears to be an important indicator of his

degree of personality organization and ego strength (Blaesing and Brockhaus,

1972; Fisher and Cleveland, 1968), awareness of what conditions affect

the ability to establish a firm, well-integrated body image becomes a

must for all health care professionals. With a knowledge of these

conditions, potential for prevention and treatment of body image

disturbances in the field of health can become a reality.

Although all senses play an important role in development of the

body image, touch offers a very unique and major contribution. Touch

has been described as "the first and most fundamental means of

communication," (Barnett, 1972: 102) "the sense that gives us access to

reality" (Armstrong, 1962: 31), "delivering the simplest and most

straightforward of all messages (Geldard, 1960: 1583).

Since the skin is the largest organ of the body, it offers many

sites of potential neuromuscular excitation and thus greater opportunities

for body awareness. Touch, therefore, has gained recognition as one of
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the primary means for experiencing the body. From the rampant encounter

group phenomenon, to the upswing in respectability and use of the

massage parlors, to the teaching of sex skills to clients in the medical

educational system, one can see a vast attempt to give touch a more

expansive, legitimate role in our social system. "Getting in touch with

the body" has even become a frequently used cliché.

This study has explored the relationship between two basic constructs:

(l) the body as a perceptual object to the self, and (2) touch as an

interactive modality. This exploration examined a number of propositions

concerning the relationship between body image and tactile interaction,

with implications for development of one's body image and potential

interventions in health care. This introductory chapter begins with a

general discussion of the meaning of touch, including reference to quali

tative components of touch, then moves to a discussion of the meaning of

the body, and finishes with a look at how these constructs relate to

one another.

TOUCH

The major premises of most psychosocial research on touch have

defined touch as a positive commodity that is satisfying in nature and

necessary for healthy mental and physical development. In regard to this

issue, Montagu has claimed that "what one perceives through the other

senses as reality represents nothing more than a good hypothesis,

subject to the confirmation of touch" (Montagu, 1971: 107), and that

awareness of self is largely a matter of tactile experience (Montagu, 1966).
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He also stated that a measure of an individual's development as a

healthy human being is "the extent to which he or she is freely

able to embrace another" (Montagu, 1971: 218). Touch has been viewed

as an integral part of communication, offering one of the most

concrete and straight forward ways of stating, "I am saying

something to you now in this situation," (Lowen, 1958; Mintz, 1969).

Otto and Mann (1968) and Rubin (1963) have stressed the superiority of

the tactile modality in dyadic interactions of a stressful or threatening

nature. Gibson (1952) has even claimed that the Haptic System (the

set of bodily organs concerned with the science of touch) provides

an adequate means of social interaction and communication independent

of other perceptual systems. However, the assumption that touch

represents an all-pervasive, all-positive attribute of interaction

did not form a premise of this research.

Rather, a more object i ve approach to the psychosocial character of

touch arose from the literature to form the guiding framework for the

study. Ethological and neurophysiological research contributed the

most valuable information to the general overall understanding of

tactile interaction. The following material presents the contributions

of both ethology and neurophysiology to a grasp on the meaning of touch.

The Ethology of Touch

Ethology, offering a convincing argument for the function of

touch, views man as a primate displaying fundamental behaviors laid

down in his prior days as an ape and possessing basic biological

properties due to this evolutionary origin. The meaning and function
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of allogrooming in the animal world shed light upon the tactile

interaction of man. Allogrooming or allopreening is a tactile behavior

displayed in primates and other species in which one animal draws the

other's hair through his fingers, combs it, smooths it, and collects

and discards foreign matter from the other's body. This activity

usually takes place either with the hands or through licking, though

other body parts have been utilized. The tactile display of allogrooming

serves two basic functions: 1) allogrooming maintains the skin and

hair in biologically healthy condition; and 2) allogrooming reduces

or removes certain social barriers between individuals, thus facilitating

other forms of social interaction (Montagu, 1971; Morris, 1967;

Rosenblum et al., 1964).

Studies have shown that in meeting the basic biological needs of

the animal, tactile stimulation affects intestinal motility, metabolism,

altered rates of anabolic processes, and vasomotor balance, as well as

glandular, biochemical and muscular changes in animals receiving such

forms of physical contact (Montagu, 1971; Patton, 1963). Interactive

behaviors evolve from these same basic biological behaviors which

function to meet the animal's biological needs. Physical contact begins

to take on a satisfying tone, facilitating immediate exploration and

learning (Harlow, 1959), as well as functioning as a reassurance display

in times of distress or fear. Allogrooming appears to operate as a

stabilizer of relationships and pair-bonds in the animal society (Morris,

1967), aiding interactions between primates and keeping them satisfied

with one another and open to mutual undertakings.
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An analysis of human touching cannot afford to ignore its

evolutionary antecedents. Just as it does in the more primitive

animal, physical contact between humans serves definite biological

functions, and bears definite consequences for development of one's

full social potential. The importance of tactile functions for

human beings as well as the potential consequences related to

different types of tactile behavior remains unclear. The progression

from licking to toothcombing to fingergrooming to handstroking or

caressing holds many implications. Man's naked skin and the exposure

of his sensitive nervous pathways offer a much greater scope for

body-to-body contacts, and yet, what has become of man's need to be

allogroomed and his urges to allogroom? What meaning has tactile

experience assumed for the human primate?

The Neurophysiology of Touch

The Haptic System (the biological system pertaining to tactile

sensations) has a direct neurophysiological relationship to development

in the human being. At birth, the infant possesses a faculty within

his Central Nervous System for registering and associating sensory

impressions received in personal contact with other human beings (Ribble,

1943). The activity of the CNS is determined in a large measure by

afferent impulses received from receptors located at the surface of

the body (Kuntz, 1945). The stimulation of receptor organs in the skin

causes physiological excitation of the body surface which is replete with

nervous pathways. These pathways possess neurons of different size,

degree of myeli nation, and synaptic structure. These differences in
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specialization of nervous pathways enable neurons to respond

discriminately to external stimulation with divergent qualities of

feedback to the CNS. Differences in innervation, myelination and

density of synaptic arborization in body areas determine opportunities

for accurate reception of stimulation, and successful transmission of

the nerve impulse to the CNS.

The sensory pathways subserving kinesthetic and tactile activities

are the first to complete myelinization in the infant (Kolb, 1959),

followed by myel inization of the auditory and visual senses. All

cutaneous stimulation, which is experienced as neuromuscular

excitations of the body, travels via nervous pathways that pass through

the spinal and brain stem levels to reach the cerebral cortex. Since the

earlier a function develops, the more fundamental it appears to be

(Montagu, 1971), touch gives man a base for higher order operations

(Burton and Heller, 1964; Hebb, 1949), and determines much of the initial

cell assemblages which form the basis for future learning (Sinclair,

1967; Hebb, 1949; Gibson, 1952; Armstrong, 1962). Hebb (1949) has

described the process by which any frequently repeated, particular

stimulation will lead to the slow development of a "cell assembly," a

diffuse structure comprising cells in the cortex and diencephalon.

Development of perceptions and conceptions which later provide the

individual with meaning depends on those initial tactile experiences

to which he is exposed. Each separate tactile impression which is

experienced becomes related to the next and is mentally strung out in

an orderly fashion. These initially developed cell-assemblies thus
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afford the core experiences and resulting meanings which an individual

comes to understand. Schopler (1965) labels this structure a receptor

hierarchy, whereby learning through tactile stimulation is necessary for

learning through other modalities. Lack of exposure to significant

tactile experiences can thus affect later perception.

In conjunction with the theoretical approach outlined above, the

following forms of tactile intervention have been utilized. Brody (1956)

and Casler (1965) found that infants who received an extra twenty minutes

of handling per day demonstrated a greater visual attention than those

not handled an extra twenty minutes. Ribble (1943) discovered that

increased handling of infants aided respiration and blood flow with

resultant increase of oxygenation to growing brain cells, in contrast to

infants who were handled less often. Schopler (1962) has shown that

bodily contact with autistic children aided symbolic representation and

corrected some distorted body perceptions. Touch, as one aspect of

sensorimotor training, has been found to positively influence perceptual

and cognitive functions, working on the hypothesis that enrichment of

the environment with sensory stimulation should produce an accompanying

and proportional increment in development (Ball and Edgar, 1967;

Cratty, 1969; Delacato, 1959; Kephart, 1960). Such studies have

provided valuable information concerning the importance of touch for

human development.

In sum, the meaning of a tactile experience cannot be derived

totally from the mere presence or absence of touching, for the quantifiable

amount of touch per se is not in itself a reliable measure of the

significance of touch (Gibson, 1952). The meaning attached to a
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tactile experience evolves from those circumstances surrounding its

occurrence: (1) pretactile signals occurring in any or all communicative

modalities, i. e. facial expression, gesture, et cetera; (2) the actual

occurrence of the tactile act; and (3) the responses of all individuals

involved in the touching. The primary concern within this dissertation

was the second circumstantial attribute: the tactile act itself. The

process by which the organism gains information about the tactile act

requires a discrimination of one stimulus from another, and the form or

quality of the touch can decidely change the perception of a tactile

experience. It is within this framework of diversity in the quality of

the touch that an understanding of the meaning of a tactile act occurs.

BODY PERCEPTION

Renewed interest in the body as a significant perceptual object can

recently be seen everywhere--from the commercial media ("milk is good

for every body"), to the momentary popularity of "streaking," to the

philosophical and psychological realms of bioenergetics, gestalt, yoga,

et cetera. Contemporary attention to body appearance, body accessibility,

body awareness, body accomplishment, and general body accountability most

likely stems from the many years of so-called unembodiment (Laing, 1967)

or body estrangement (Burton and Heller, 1964; Reich, 1949) which has

existed. The subsequent about-face reaction of society in claiming

something so long dispossessed becomes understandable in light of the

meaning the body holds for each human being.
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The body acquires perceptual meaning to an individual as the

container for cognitive, affective, and physical systems, and as a

visible representation of the "I" that is each being. Each individual,

throughout development, has the difficult task of meaningfully organizing

the raw sensory input from his body, f he most important and complex

phenomenon in his total perceptual field (Fisher and Cleveland, 1968).

Cratty (1970) hypothesizes that an awareness of the body begins in

utero, and that the awareness continues during the birth process where

the fetus experiences many kinesthetic and cutaneous sensations. The

early years of life offer multiple opportunities for acquisition of

body meaning since, at this time, body experiences provide the primary

means for relationships with others. Being an inevitable accompaniment

of an individual's awareness, the body has great influence on the

individual throughout his life. A person's entire developing sense of

self, although not limited to sensations generated by the body, appears

to be rooted in body awareness, body functions, and body activities

(Witkin et al., 1962). One's feelings for the body and one's feelings

for the total self have been found to be significantly related to each

other (Cardone and Olson, 1973; Fisher and Cleveland, 1970; Secord and

Jourard, 1953, 1955; Zion, 1965). The meaning the body acquires as a

perceptual object to oneself thus becomes an extremely important

construct in the individual's development.
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The image an individual possesses of his body has been described in

various ways. Henry Head (1920) initially coined the term schema to

describe the standard model of the body, developed primarily in

childhood, against which all subsequent body experiences are unconsciously

registered. Schilder (1950) expanded on Head's conceptualization,

stressing the importance of the erogenous zones in the structure of the

body image. Freud's own formulations concerning the erogenic body zones

and libi do local ization focused on the importance of the body as a

psychological object in development of ego structure and in the etiology

of psychopathology. Freud (1960) considered the ego as ultimately

derived from bodily experiences chiefly those springing from the surface

of the body. Many areas of research into various aspects of the body image

have evolved since these three major theorists.

One contiguous element across the various approaches to body image

is the assumption that most aspects of an individual's behavior are

appreciably influenced by the ways in which he has learned to deal with

his body as a psychological object. Solley and Murphy (1960) found that

body cues influence selectivity in perceptual processes, with perceptual

and interpretative processes linked with and partially controlled by the

body's autonomic and proprioceptive feedback mechanisms. Fisher and

cleveland (1970) discussed dramatic alterations in body feeling which

accompany personality disorganization, consistent with the loss of body

contact in schizophrenia as described by Lowen (1968). Kagan and Moss

(1962) found that body anxiety significantly influenced behaviors related

to sex role, aggression, and intellectual ability; while Secord and
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Jourard (1953) discovered a strong correlation between feelings for the

body and one's sense of security. Peto (1972) described how early

disturbances in the mother-infant relationship correlate with a specific

weakness in body perception and resulting impairment of object relations.

Reiser and Block (1965) discovered in their research that individuals

utilized the scanning of their own body cues subsequent to a stimulus

to augment the accuracy of their perceptions of that stimulus. Such a

scanning has been referred to as the body landmark model, a body awareness

signal which presumably guides behavior and decision-making (Fisher and

Cleveland, 1970). Serious consideration of the aforegoing studies thus

lends strong support to the idea of an important relationship between

body image and the personality structure of the individual.

The close relationship between one's body image and the resulting

organization and functioning of his personal ity represents the most

important rationale for understanding development of body image. The

body image has been described as a mediating device between the senses

and abstract concepts in the process of integrating behavior (Wapner

et al., 1965). Both sentiment for the body and the cognitive model of

the body have been related to specific forms of pathology (Schopler,

1962; Wapner et al., 1965; Witkin et al., 1962), with a distinct

relationship indicated between degree of psychopathology and degree of

body image disturbance. Such findings have encouraged the assumption

that perception of the body may prove to be an unusually sensitive index

of level of adjustment or modification in level of adjustment. The fact
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that one defines one's body in certain ways and ascribes it definite

qualities, renders the body a stable influence in perceptual situations.

Therefore, the body image may well be a fundamental substratum which is

necessary in order to build up other response systems, a primary dimension

in an individual's overall system of standards for interpreting the

world (Gorman, 1969; Fisher and Cleveland, 1968; Schilder, 1950).

THE MEANING OF TOUCH TO BODY PERCEPT ION

A Qualitative Relationship

Touch from an other and one's body perception share a particularly

important relationship. In mere body perception, immediate perception

of the body is confined to specific awareness of body cues; whereas

in tactile interation, a relationship is perceived between one's body

and a tangible other in contact with it (Armstrong, 1962). The dual

sensory experience of touch thus aids the process of separating the

"me" from the "not-me," encouraging a greater awareness of one's own

body (Bosanquet, 1970). Schilder (1950) maintained that every touch

provokes a mental image of the spot touched; these images are necessary

for localization of the body parts and functions. Schopler (1962) held

that if a human infant is not given the handling necessary for binding

early undifferentiated bodily sensations, the effect may be a basic

distortion and lack of perceptual integration of the body image. In

light of the above proposals, touch as a communicative modality clearly

has implications for furthering awareness of the body.
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However, whether there exist diverse tactile experiences which

encourage differential development of body perception remains unclear.

Available literature offered only a minimal background to an understanding

of diverse qualities of touch. The work of some investigators has lent

support to the thesis of qualitative components of touch (different

qualities of touching which produce different effects). The body does

possess two cutaneous afferent systems, the protective and the discriminative

system. The pattern and locus of sensory stimulation determines the

manner in which these two systems of the body come to be utilized (Hebb,

1949). Henry Head (1920) originated this concept, in what he termed the

protopathic system and the epicritic system. The protopathic system

(protective) is designed to protect, warn or defend the organism against

potential harm; the epicritic system (discriminative) is concerned with

higher discriminatory function. Overactivation of the protective system

interferes with cortical association responses which are essential to

perception (Ayres, 1972). Thus the individual with an overactive

protective system is inhibited in his ability to perceive and learn since

his sensory modalities are physiologically inhibited. Either a distortion

in neural representation may occur, or a saturation effect ( a level beyond

which no response can be carried to the CNS), or lack of any response at

all due to the insignificance of the stimulus (DeReuck and Knight, 1966;

Zubek, 1969). The accompanying sense of pain, disgust, fear, or tension

versus a sense of closeness, comfort, relaxation and yielding which takes

place during the touch gives the tactile act further meaning as it is
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carried to the central nervous system (Schilder, 1950). If an organism

is so engaged in protecting itself from what it interprets as potential

harm, those perceptions which take place when the discriminative system

is functioning cannot occur--namely, a mental picture of the body.

Clearly then, the quality of the cutaneous stimulation conveys the

tactile message to the body, and gives the meaning to the touch.

With such a knowledge of the power of quality in touching, further

investigation into the qualitative components of touch became essential.

Differences in the quality of touch may be significantly related to the

manner in which the body comes to be perceived, and continues to be

perceived. The meanings which evolve from touch have the potential to

form and alter the image of the body as a perceptual object, thus

determining in large part the susceptibility or resistance an individual

-

develops to disturbances in body perception. And yet differences

between expected, healthy tactile correlates which can function to

support body image, versus variant tactile correlates which function

to damage body image are not known, and hence can neither be diagnosed,

nor treated. This investigation took place in an effort to fill some of

the important gaps in knowledge concerning the relationship between

tactile interaction and body image.
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A CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In an attempt to bridge the knowledge gap between tactile interaction

and development of body image, a specific problem statement, a conceptual

framework, hypotheses, and operational definitions were identified.

The problem for investigation asked the question: What relationship exists

between the body image of children and the nature of the touch they

receive from their parents?

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

A Psychosocial Approach to the Problem

The conceptual framework for this study was derived from several

theoretical statements and experimental findings and woven together by

the guiding constructs of a Symbolic Interactionist Model (Blumer,

1969; Mead, 1934, 1956; Shibutani, 1961). The resulting conceptualization

presented a psychosocial model for studying the relationship between the

meaning of a child's body image and one specific dimension of human

interaction--touch.

In Symbolic Interactionist theory, human interaction represents the

medium through which meaning evolves, while the symbols within the

interaction transmit this meaning. Meaning emanates neither from the

17
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intrinsic make-up of the body, nor through a coalescence of psychic or

physiological elements in the child, but grows out of the ways in

which significant persons act upon the child's body. Choice of this

model in no way disavows other possible approaches to the study of

body image and its relation to touch. Frameworks focusing on (l) the

development of meaning through interaction with the inanimate environment

(Piaget, 1954), (2) the development of meaning through perceptual-motor

experience (Cratty, 1970; Kephart, 1960), or (3) the development of

meaning according to an internal biological preset (Himwich, 1967),

all have their place in the multifaceted discovery of meaning. However,

the Symbolic Interactionist model affords a particularly relevant and

effective model for studying the body image--touch relationship as a

component of human interaction, and with specific implications for the

parent-child, professional-client relationship.

Self and Body Self

The developing meaning of the child's body was first explored by

determining the relationship of the body to the self. The Total Self

is an entire personification which exists concerning an individual's

being. Here in the term self has been used to signify this entire

personification. The self-personification differs according to whom

is perceiving self. Therefore, the meaning of the self to others

outside an individual may be quite different from the meaning of the

self to the individual. The meaning which the self holds for others

may be called the self-presentation. The meaning which the self holds
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for the individual himself may be called the self-image. Self-presentation

is the public manifestation of self-image, and self-image is the private

experience of self-presentation.

The differences in meaning which the self holds for different

individuals result from the variations in symbols and roles to which each

individual has been exposed in his environment. A symbol is a visible

sign, arbitrary or conventional, which signifies something invisible or

intangible; a symbol functions as a modifier and gives an act its meaning,

both cognitive and affective. As an individual is acted upon by the social

objects in his environment, he begins to experience various symbols which

send forth meaning. The way an individual organizes the available symbols

during his development influences the nature of the roles taken on for

his self-image, as well as the roles he is able to place upon others in

perceiving their self-presentations. Roles are names for descriptions of

parts of the self. They represent ways in which the individual comes to view

his self. Just as symbols are carriers of meaning from person to person,

so are roles the habitat of meaning for the individual. As an individual

learns to take roles toward himself, he gradually comes to take these same

roles towards other individuals. Role-taking, then, not only provides for

the structure of the self-image (the relationships of all existing self

roles), but allows one to make inferences about another's self-presentation

by relating the other as an object to oneself as an object.

The self consists of many subselves; for example, the social self,

the maternal self, the intellectual self, the body self. There may be

as many subselves within a self as there are aspects of that individual's
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existence. Therefore, the development of the various subselves will

be different for each person, according to extent (degree of significance

for the total self), and nature (the actual meaning the subself holds).

The nature of the subself depends upon the roles which create it. Roles

are names for descriptions of parts of the subself. (For example, one

role extant in the maternal self might be "the nurturing mother" versus

"the callous mother.") The presence of certain roles which the individual

has taken on thus affect the resulting nature of the subself. As

described by Epstein (1973), each subself then retains a degree of

independence according to its extent and nature, yet is influenced by

and influences the total integrated self.

The one subself of particular concern to this study was that of

body self. The body self has been described throughout the literature as

the basic subself, in that the body self facilitates development of other

aspects of the self which proceed in an analogous manner (Epstein, 1973;

Schwab and Harmeling, 1968; Waterbor, 1972). The body self is the

foundation upon which other subselves are based, for all of the initial

interaction the child experiences is via his body self. His capacity

to take on roles is strongly entrenched in his experiences with his body self.

Body Image

As with the total self, the body self may be perceived from two

perspectives: that of self (the body image) and that of other (body

presentation). The focus of this study was the body image, the mental

picture or schema which one forms of his own body self.
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Body Presentation Body Image

(The body self as perceived) (The body self as perceived)

by an other by the self

Body Self

6%
--> Body Sentiment

Body Concept*

Figure 1. Diagram of the body self as perceived by self and others.
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Body image implicates a dual process: (1) body concept, the subject and

object of cognitive activity, cognitively understanding what parts

contribute to one's body; and (2) body sentiment, the subject and object

of affective activity, emotionally attaching value to these separate

parts as well as the total body. The body concept signifies those roles

which give form to the cognitive model of the body according to location,

shape, size, structural and functional differentiation, and spatial

interrelation. Body sentiment signifies those roles which give form to

the evaluative feeling for the body, as a source of satisfaction or

dissatisfaction to the individual. The affective roles taken on for the

body are tied up with the past history of the body and are associated

with acquisition of the cognitive roles taken on for the body. Thus

the body concept and the body sentiment represent two complementary and

interrelated aspects of the body image, which, as described by Wapner

et al. (1965), appear to possess a reciprocal relationship.

Tacti le Symbols

Evolution of the body image begins through the process of symbol

formation as the newly born organism interacts with the social objects in

his environment. A tactile symbol is a visible modifier of a tactile act

which signifies something invisible or intangible and gives the tactile

act its meaning, both cognitive and affective. As the infant is acted

upon, he begins to experience various tactile symbols which send forth

meaning. These tactile symbols which the infant experiences provide a

language of touch which functions prior to any other symbols to influence
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the body image of the organism. The sensory pathways subserving tactile

and kinesthetic stimulation are the first pathways to complete

myelinization in the infant; thus the skin of the whole body surface offers

the initial source of information to the central nervous system concerning

the body image (Kolb, 1959). Assuming the neuropsychological position

that the initially developed cell assemblages in the central nervous

system determine later conceptualization and functional abilities, the

quality of the available tactile stimulation provides the foundation

upon which all future symbols are superimposed for the cognition and

evaluation of one's body (Hebb, 1949; Zubek, 1969). All later learning

tends to utilize and build on this earlier learning rather than replacing

it, and thus it can be limited and canalized by the early-learned

tactile symbols.

Parents are usually the most significant people in the development

of the child's body image, for the interaction with parents imparts an

indelible impression on the child (Blaesing and Brockhaus, 1972; Kolb,

1959). From the initial tactile interaction with mother, to those with

father, a child's perception of his body as a meaningful object begins to

form. While acknowledging that tactile interactions with other individuals

do occur at this time (siblings, grandparents, peers, et cetera), parents

endure as those individuals whose touching offers the most available,

consistent, and indicative source of symbolic information to the child

(Cratty, 1970). The body image develops against a background of

differences in the symbol ic media present in these tactile interactions
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between the child and his parents. The tactile symbols within the family

become integrated over time into an eventual total i ty, a personal frame

of reference for the child, against which the body self is registered in

all future interactions. Each separate tactile interaction which is

experienced is related to the next, so that the continuity of tactile

interactions over time affects the resulting body image.

The Development of Body Roles

The way a child organizes the available tactile symbols during his

development influences the nature of the roles taken on for the body self.

Roles represent ways in which the child comes to view his body's structure,

function, and worth. Just as the tactile symbols are carriers of meaning

from parent to child, so are the body roles the habitat of meaning for the

child. Seven role polarities are here discussed for their relevance in

body image development. The integrated resultant of these roles yields

the body image.

The Distinct Body versus the Nondistinct Body

Initially, the infant is an undifferentiated organism, unable to

distinguish between his body and the surrounding world. He is himself

not action ori ented, but receives touching from his mother, the primary

significant object in his life. Through this interaction with her, he

begins to define his body as an object. He experiences himself as a

recipient of the tactile action before he views his body as an actor.
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Figure 2. A pictorial model of role polarities in the development of
body image:

2^

2a. /

Fig. 2a. The role of "the distinct body" versus "the nondistinct body"

2b.

Fig. 2b. The role of "the formed body" versus "the amorphous body"

()
Fig. 2C. The role of "the autonomous body" versus "the dependent body”

i
Fig. 2d. The role of "the good body" versus "the bad body"
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Figure 2. A pictorial model of role polarities in the development of
body image (Cont.):

2e.

Fig. 2e. The role of "the differentiated body" versus "the undifferentiated
body"

H!

Fig. 2.f. The role of "the sexual body" versus "the asexual body"

|| ||
2g.

Fig. 2g. The role of "the corporate body" versus "the disjunct body"
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After the first six months, the infant begins to develop an awareness

of a body image, a beginning picture of his body (Fisher and Cleveland,

1968: liº; Peto, 1972:261). From this time he takes a more active role

in tactile interactions, and begins to increase the various meanings

which he can survey as possibilities for his own definition of his

body self. Through the consistency of his mother's touching, the child

gains meaning which is understandable both to her and to himself. This

meaning is transmitted through the symbols which mother and child start

to share. Through these symbols, the child begins to internalize

(that is, incorporate as conscious or unconscious guiding roles) the

touching, taking on those roles which will eventually yield his own

particular body image. In this, the first year of life, the infant

accomplishes the task of differentiating his body from the environment

around him. The infant acquires the role of "the distinct body."

This role defines the body self as possessing definite body boundaries,

with its own separate edges and occupying its own space (Blaesing and

Brockhaus, 1972). The child's tactile interactions with his mother

influence whether he assumes the role of the distinct body or the

nondistinct body, the first of the role polarities which the child

encounters (see Figure 2a).

The Formed Body versus the Amorphous Body

At this time, the infant begins to discover that his body possesses

a unique form of particular size and shape. As he is touched by mother,

an awareness of the contours and lines of his body should develop.
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In this process, the infant assumes the role of "the formed body"

as part of his definition of the body self, enabling him to reject

the role of "the amorphous body” (Witkin et al., 1962: 116). The

formed body versus the amorphous body is the second of the role

polarities encountered by the child (see Figure 2b).

The Autonomous Body versus the Dependent Body

From the ages one to three years, both parents afford the child

much tactile stimuli, as father now also acquires a more significant

position in the child's life. These tactile symbols offer the child

increasing options through which to see himself. In particular, the

child focuses on mastering his body self, and gaining some sense of

autonomy over it. He can begin to see his body as a truly independent

functioner, with control over its own acts. This perception signifies

the role of"the autonomous body versus "the dependent body" (Blaesing

and Brockhaus, 1972), which is the third of the role polarities which

the child encounters (see Figure 2c). The manner in which the parents

touch the child can offer him much information concerning the

appropriateness of taking on one of these roles. For instance, if a

parent attempts to assist the child's learning to walk by pulling him

along with a rough, painful grip on the arm, the child will

be acquiring certain symbolic messages through this touch which may

tend to discourage independent walking. The strong intensity of the

touch inhibits the child's perceptual discrimination of body balance

and its relevance to the autonomy of walking;, while the accompanying

sensation of discomfort may encourage avoidance of experimentation
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with such independent acts. The previous example represents only one

of many possibilities for the effect of touch in taking on the role of

the autonomous body.

The Good Body versus the Bad Body

Also during the years one to three, the role of "the good body"

versus "the bad body" begins to formulate and is the fourth role polarity

which the child encounters (see Figure 2d). The child acquires either

positive or negative feelings for his body, that is, he begins to either

like or not like his body (Cratty, 1969: 166). Such feelings or sentiment

for the body will continue to grow and develop, as the child grows and

develops. Taking on the role of the good body or the bad body has much

to do with the manner in which the body is touched by the parents, for

parents can communicate through touch whether the child's body is a

source of satisfaction or dissatisfaction to them. Thus does touch

help to determine the developing model of the body image in the one to

three year old child.

The Differentiated Body versus the Nondifferentiated Body

From three to six years of age, the child concentrates on a growing

awareness of specific body parts and their function, with gender

identification as well. At this time, the child is becoming more and

more aware of the body as differentiated into separate parts, each with

its own specific structure and function (Witkin et al., 1962: 116). This

awareness designates "the differentiated body" versus "the undifferentiated

body," the fifth role polarity the child encounters (see Figure 2e).
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Whether the symbolic meaning present in the touching between parents and

child accentuates the child's ability to discriminate the differences

and fine detail ing present in his body, affects which of these roles he

takes on as part of the definition of his body self.

The Sexual Body versus the Asexual Body

Also from three to six years of age, the opposite sex parent becomes

a large contributor to the tactile interaction which a child receives,

since experimenting with gender-associated behavior now provides a

viable learning mechanism for the child. At this time, the role of "the

sexual body" versus "the asexual body" is a significant one in development

of the body image (Blaesing and Brockhaus, 1972). The sexual body versus

the asexual body is the sixth role polarity which the child encounters

(see Figure 2f). Through touch, both parents communicate an acceptance

and acknowledgment of the feminine or masculine traits of the child's

body, as well as the pleasurable feelings associated with his developing

sexuality. If, for example, an opposite sex parent ceases to touch the

child, or certain parts of the child's body, or touches him only in an

abrupt or discomforting manner, the child might begin to perceive his

body as a sexual object, in a distorted manner. Some modifications of

touch at this time may be socioculturally expected, and accomplished in

a consistent manner appropriate to the particular sociocultural milieu.

A few correlations between parent-child touch and sexual dimorphism have

been found for infants, children and adults. These differences have only

been examined in relation to frequency and extent of touch, with females
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receiving more touching from parents, over a greater extent of the body

(Clay, 1968; Jourard, 1966; Money and Ehrhardt, 1972). Whether such

differences bear a relationship to development of body image has not

been examined. Gender identification is a significantly important

aspect of the child's development from three to six years of age.

The Corporate Body versus the Disjunct Body

From six until about eight years, a period of integration takes

place. The integrated resultant of past tactile interactions and their

symbols begins to form, as a child compares his body self to those of

his peers. At approximately eight years of age, a child can make

accurate discriminations of his body self as a distinct, formed,

differentiated, autonomous, good, sexual object; or as a nondistinct,

amorphous, undifferentiated, dependent, bad, asexual object. In other

words the child has achieved an image of his body which includes the

developments of all the previous role-takings over the past eight years.

If these role-takings have been successful, he can now assume the role of

"the corporate body"; if the past role-takings have not been successful,

he can assume the role of "the disjunct body." A child who has taken on

the role of 'the corporate body' usually manifests an adequate mastery

of his physical environment, accurate judgment concerning location,

function, and structure of his body parts, independent use of his body,

a definite awareness of being a girl or boy, and a general sense of

well-being toward his body as a whole. A child who has assumed the

role of the disjunct body displays difficulty in some or all of these

areas. The corporate body versus the disjunct body is the final role

polarity the child encounters (see Figure 2g).
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The corporate body represents the resultant outcome of the

development of one's body self, the body as a total i ty, with all of its

basic body roles which give the body self definition. Those tactile

interactions which have taken place between an individual and the members

of his primary group, and those symbols which have formed through these

acts, determine the ability to take on the role of the corporate body.

The important element of this developmental process lies in its

building-block phenomenon, whereby each new role which the child

internalizes is affected by the preexisting roles and their symbolic

content. In this way, the nature of the familial based tactile

symbols affects the resulting integration of the body image.

This developmental model for a resulting integration of the body

image, as originated by this researcher, has included both the body

concept and body sentiment. The body concept derives from the cognitive

role polarities: (1) distinct versus nondistinct body, (2) formed versus

amorphous body, (3) autonomous versus dependent body, (H) differentiated

versus undifferentiated body, (5) sexual versus asexual body, and (6)

corporate versus disjunct body. Body sentiment derives from the

affective role polarity: the good versus bad body. All of the different

role polarities are interrelated since they affect one another. For

example, taking on the role of the bad body can hinder the ability to

take on the role of the sexual body or to allow full actualization of
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this aspect of the body image. Or, taking on the role of the nondistinct

body can affect the ability to adequately assume the role of the

autonomous body since one could not truly view himself as an independently

functioning entity without definite boundaries of his own. All individuals

may also experience various gradations within their body image, whereby

one may have a strong sense of one aspect of the role but take on the

polar aspect of the role under certain adverse conditions, such as

extreme stress. Some individuals may have assumed the body role entirely,

with not even an underriding hint of the polar aspect of the role present

in their self-structure. The meaning which yields the body image for an

individual is thus housed in the various roles which he as a child has

assumed and the extent of their significance to his body self.

The Language of Touch

Having discussed tactile symbols in general as they relate to the

development of body image, the emphasis of touch must turn to the explicit

tactile symbols for investigation in this study. Five major tactile

symbols were discussed in the literature. These symbols evolved from

both neuropsychological and sociopsychological research. The following

material represents an integration of the primary findings concerning these

symbols, emphasizing the explicit symbols for investigation in this study

and their relationship to development of a body image. The five tactile

symbols in no way attempt to define the circumstances surrounding the
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occurrence of touching, but rather define the act of touching itself, as

an independent channel of communication. According to the literature,

duration, location, intensity, action, and sensation are the tactile

symbols considered to be the primary syllables in the language of touch.

Duration

Duration of tactile interaction is one of the tactile symbols.

Greater length of time in touching encourages both a knowledge of body

boundaries as well as a sense of autonomy in the child (Montagu, 1971: 121).

Longer contact appears to allow the body time to actually experience the

sensory stimulation, and gain a greater awareness of the body self as

separate from that being touched. Short durations are more likely to

occur below the level of identification, not allowing adequate time for

integration of the touch (Kenshalo, 1968: 1614; Rosenblith, 1961:77).

Longer duration usually also provides the child with information that the

other individual perceives contact with his body as a pleasurable, will ful

experience (Montagu, 1971). As a tactile symbol, long duration is more

often associated with an integrated high level body image than is

short duration.

Location

Location of touch is a second tactile symbol. Where an individual

is touched supplies him with information regarding body parts as well

as the integrated body whole. The major importance of location lies in

the concept of threshold. Threshold denotes the degree of innervation
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within a body area and the resulting sensitivity to touch of that body

area. The thresholds of different body areas function to report contact

with an external object to different degrees. Regions of maximum

sensitivity to touch result from specialization of the nervous pathway

structure in different areas. Those body areas having the most cerebral

representation are richly endowed with afferent sensory fibers that cause

high sensory acuity and fine discrimination (Haber, 1956; Kolb, 1959;

Ruesch, 1957; S inclair, 1967). Body areas of lesser innervation yield

dull, vaguely local ized impressions, such as in the back or arm. Highly

innervated body areas yield bright, discrete, sharply localized impressions,

such as in the face or hands (Geldard, 1972). Different parts of the

body can also carry different values depending on the riskiness of touching

them. For instance, if a certain part of the body carries a stigma due

to a physical defect, the degree of contact with this body part can be

grossly influenced. The more sensitive areas of the body may carry

overtones of disgust or fear in the child due to the nature or actual

lack of physical contact which they receive (Murray, 1972; Watson, 1970).

Location thus holds a high degree of significance as a tactile symbol,

since touching of highly innervated body areas encourages resolution of a

more complete, integrated, and highly valued body image, then does

touching of lowly innervated body areas.

Intensity

Intensity, a third tactile symbol, indicates the extent of indentation

applied to the body surface by the pressure of the touch. Intensity of

both too great a strength and of too weak a strength prevent adequate
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integration of the tactile experience. When the intensity of the touch

is too strong, hyperexcitability of the cortex occurs producing a decrease

in sensory acuity (Zubek, 1969: 247). High intensity touch appears to

cause rapid adaptation or saturation; that is, immediate fatigue or

depletion of the tissue response mechanisms occurs as a warning to the

nerve endings of impending tissue damage (DeReuck and Knight, 1966:336;

Geldard, 1972:299). On the other hand, weak intensity touch rarely

evokes adequate awareness of the touch due to minimal response to the

Central Nervous System; and thus offers little opportunity for perception

of the body self (Geldard, 1972: 299; Rosenblith, 1961:75). In contrast

to strong and weak intensity, the most proficient use of intensity in

touching is a moderate extent of indentation to the skin, allowing the

highest potential for definition of body boundaries and perceptual

integration of the body model. Moderate intensity as a tactile symbol

is more highly associated with a high level body image than are weak

intensity or strong intensity of touch.

Action

Action is a fourth tactile symbol. The action of touching is a

function of speed, that is, the rate of approach to the body surface

with the attendant amount of physical energy exerted in this intial

approach. The action of touch can be either abrupt or gradual in onset.

When the tactile approach is too abrupt, an actual muscular resistance

takes place as a response to the action. This encourages occurrence of

a distortion in the neural representation with less adequate discrimination
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of form (DeReuck and Knight, 1966:338; Zubek, 1969: l;28). A gradual onset

in the initial approach of the touch allows for a greater opportunity to

integrate body boundaries, and gain a clearer picture of the body self.

Sensation

The last tactile symbol to be discussed is sensation, which is

defined as the immediate comfort or discomfort reaction of the skin to

a touch, with specialized reception and transmission of these sense

impressions to the brain. Sensation defines the tactile interaction as

pleasurable or painful to the body surface. As described in the

introduction, the body surface houses two functional cutaneous afferent

systems: a protective system and a discriminative system. The protective

system is designed to warn the body tissues of potential harm by affecting

somatic discomfort. In this process, perceptual discrimination is inhibited

since the protective response interferes with cortical associations

necessary for cognitive interpretation. Painful tactile stimuli distort

the body image by preventing adequate functioning of the body's

discriminative system (Schilder, 1950: 2911; Tyler, 1972). On the other

hand, the pleasurable sensation of touching allows maximum discrimination

of cutaneous stimuli in organization of the body model. Pleasurable

tactile interaction also provides vital information for development of

a positive and stable cathexis of one's body as a worthwhile and

valuable part of the self (Brody, 1956). Comfort sensation is, therefore,

a significant tactile symbol in relationship to high level body image,

whereas discomfort sensation is associated with a low level body image.
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Integrative and Dis integrative Tactile Symbols

These tactile symbols--duration, location, intensity, action, and

sensation--are the modifiers of tactile interaction which give the

language of touch its meaning. Following from the preceding discussion,

the meaning of these symbols lies in their power to affect (1) the

perceptual ability for sensory discrimination of the body, (2) the

pleasure/pain balance of the body, and (3) body esteem (approval or

liking for the body). Tactile symbols may be called integrative in nature

when they function to (l) support the perceptual ability to discriminate

the body (as in gradual action or highly innervated location), (2)

maintain a favorable pleasure/pain balance in the body (as in moderate

intensity or comfort sensation), or (3) maintain body esteem (as in

long duration or comfort sensation). Integrative symbols appear to

transmit meaning which increases the likelihood of the child's assuming

the roles consistent with a high level body image: the distinct body,

the formed body, the autonomous body, the good body, the differentiated

body, the sexual body, and the corporate body. The integrative tactile

symbols are the following: (1) long duration, (2) use of highly innervated

body areas, (3) moderate intensity, (H) gradual action, and (5) comfort

sensation. As a child is acted upon by the primary social objects in

his environment--the parents--he begins to organize the available

integrative tactile symbols into a meaningful language which

functions to encourage perception of his body as a corporate,

positive perceptual object. By the consistent experience of tactile

acts which have integrative tactile symbols, a child becomes more

likely to take on body roles associated with a high level body
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concept and a high level body sentiment. Tactile symbols may be called

disintegrative in nature when they function to (l) inhibit the perceptual

ability to discriminate the body (as in lowly innervated location or

abrupt action), (2) prevent a favorable pleasure/pain balance in the

body (as in discomfort sensation or strong intensity), or (3) devaluate

body esteem (as in discomfort sensation or short duration). Disintegrative

symbols appear to increase the likelihood of a child's assuming the roles

consistent with a low level body image: the nondistinct body, the

amorphous body, the dependent body, the bad body, the undifferentiated

body, the asexual body, and the disjunct body. The disintegrative

tactile symbols are the following: (1) short duration, (2) use of

scantily innervated body areas, (3) strong or weak intensity, (H) abrupt

action, and (5) discomfort sensation. As a child is acted upon by the

primary social objects in his environment--the parents--he begins to

organize the available dis integrative tactile symbols into a meaningful

language which functions to encourage perception of his body as a

disjunct, negative perceptual object. A child becomes more likely to

assume body roles associated with development of a low level body

concept and low level body sentiment with the consistent experience of

tactile acts which have disintegrative tactile symbols. Conceptually,

the language of touch and the development of a child's body image seem

to be related. Whether a relationship between the body image of the

child and the nature of touch he receives from his parents can actually

be demonstrated was the focus of this study.
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HYPOTHESES

In order to explore the relationship between the body image of

children and the nature of touch they received from their parents,

two hypotheses were proposed.

1. There will be a positive correlation between the level of body

concept and the level of body sentiment in the child: the

higher the level of body sentiment in the child, the higher

will be his level of body concept.

| I. There will be a positive correlation between the level of body

image in the child and the parents’ use of integrative symbols

in their tactile acts:

A. The higher the level of body concept in their child,

the greater will be the parents' use of the following

symbols in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

i i. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

V. comfort sensation.

B. The higher the level of body sentiment in their child, the

greater will be the parents' use of the following symbols

in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

ii. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

V. comfort sensation
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OPERAT I ONAL DEF |N|T| ONS

For the purpose of operationalizing the proposed hypotheses, the

following definitions were given the variables.

Body image:

Tactile act:

Tactile symbols:

the mental picture of the body self including

a) body concept--the cognitive model of the

body, according to form level, identity

and sex differentiation, and level of

detail as measured by the Sophistication

of–Body Concept Scale (Witkin et al.,

1962: 118); and

b) body sentiment--positive or negative

feelings expressed toward the body as

measured by the Body Sentiment Index

(Appendix H).

a single act involving human interbody contact

between a parent and child, starting with the

initiation of body contact by the parent and

ending with cessation of body contact by either

the parent or child.

visible modifiers of a tactile act as measured by

the ratings of trained judges utilizing the

Tactile Interaction Indicator (Appendix F).

a) duration: the temporal length of the

tactile act from initiation of interbody

contact by the parent to cessation of

contact by either parent or child.
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b) location:

c) action:

d) intensity:

e) sensation:

the area of the body contacted on

the person touched

high innervation areas low innervation areas

breast hands abdomen chest

face head a rinS lower leg
feet neck back shoulder

genitalia buttocks thigh

(Geldard, 1972: 289;
Mueller, 1965: 102)

the rate of approach to the body surface

with the attendant amount of physical

energy exerted in the onset of a tactile

act. Action is abrupt or gradual as a

function of the rate of approach.

the extent of indentation applied to the

body surface by the pressure of the touch.

Intensity is strong, moderate, or weak as

a function of the extent of skin indentation,

i.e. deep, shallow, or not perceptible.

the immediate comfort-discomfort reaction

of the skin, involving reception and

transmission of painful or pleasurable

tactile impressions to the brain. Sensation

is defined on a continuum of comfort

discomfort in terms of the subjective

impression of the judges as to the

appearance of the act itself, disregardful

of facial and body cues of the recipient

of the touch.
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Integrative symbols:

Disintegrative symbols:

visible modifiers of a tactile act which

encourage utilization of the perceptual

ability for sensory discrimination of the

body, maintenance of favorable pleasure/pain

balance for the body, and maintenance of body

esteem. Specifically, these tactile symbols

are a) long duration, b) the use of highly

innervated body areas, c) moderate intensity,

d) gradual action, and e) comfort sensation.

visible modifiers of a tactile act which

discourage utilization of the perceptual

ability for sensory discrimination of the

body, maintenance of a favorable pleasure/pain

balance for the body, and maintenance of body

esteem. These tactile symbols are a) short

duration, b) the use of scantily innervated

body areas, c) strong or weak intensity

d) abrupt action, and e) discomfort sensation.
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METHODS OF DATA COLLECT | ON AND DATA ANALYS | S

DES GN

Having established a conceptual orientation to the research problem,

an appropriate design was determined. A correlational research design

provided the operational model for this study. The correlational

approach permitted the testing of the hypotheses and subhypotheses to

examine the nature and degree of association between the touch which

children received from their parents and the body image of the children.

In essence, the design set the stage whereby forty middle-class,

urban families volunteered to participate in activities which were later

analyzed for content by judges. The content was then examined for

relationships between the tactile symbols used by parents in touching

their children and the body image which the children demonstrated. Each

participating family included an eight, nine, or ten year old child and

his natural parents. Twenty of the children were girls and twenty were

boys. Each family was self-selected into the study, having responded to

flyers sent by the investigator to both public and private schools

throughout the city.

Each family spent one hour in a laboratory-playroom involved in

the study. For fifteen minutes, the family participated in the 'Tactile

Elicitor, " a nonverbal activity which functioned to elicit touching
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of the child by his parents. This fifteen minute activity was videotaped.

The Tactile Interaction Indicator (T11) was developed by the investigator

to enable content analysis of the touching between parents and children

which had been preserved on videotape. The TI I represented a theoretical

coding system for judges to utilize as they observed the videotapes at

a later date. This coding system provided five indicators for judgment

of touching: the location indicator, the action indicator, the intensity

indicator, the sensation indicator, and the duration indicator, and it

furnished the data concerning the use of tactile symbols by parents in

touching their children.

Following the filming, the parents filled out a brief questionnaire

(demographic data sheet) while their child completed two tasks: the

Draw–a–Person Test and the Body Sentiment Index. The Body Sentiment

Index was developed by the investigator to assess the child's degree

of satisfaction or li king for his body as a perceptual object (body

sentiment). The Sophistication of Body Concept Scale (Witkin, et al.,

1962) was applied to the Draw-a-Person Test of each child to assess the

cognitive model which he/she had of his body (body concept). Three

components of the body concept were examined: the form component, the

sex and identity component, and the detail component of body concept.

Data derived by the Tactile Interaction Indicator was correlated with

data from the Sophistication of Body Concept Scale and the Body Sentiment

Index to provide the final results. The design of the study has been

operationalized in this chapter.
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SAMPLE

Criteria for Sample Selection

The sample consisted of forty families with children of eight, nine,

and ten years of age, including an equal number of male and female children,

and both parents of each child. Latency children of eight to ten years

were chosen specifically because of 1) their ability for accurate

discriminations of their body selves (Cratty, 1970; Witkin, et al., 1962)

due to their concrete capacity to order and relate experience into an

organized while (Piaget, 1954; Jones, 1963); and 2) their retention of a

primary bond to the nuclear family which begins to disseminate in

preadolescence (Parsons and Bales, 1955). Other than age of children, the

following criteria determined a family's participation in the study:

1) children were physically, cognitively, and emotionally

healthy; capable of functioning in their family, peer,

and school system, and

2) the parents were the natural parents of the participating

child.

Method of Sample Selection

In order to select the sample, the investigator contacted the

directors of both public and private schools in a large urban area

(Appendix A). Having acquired access through the directors, all schools

received a number of flyers (Appendix B) which were distributed to

parents who met the criteria of the study. Flyers included a detachable

portion at the bottom to be returned to the school, indicating a desire

or lack of desire to hear more about the study. Those families who
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indicated an interest in the project were personally contacted by the

investigator in order to discuss what the project would involve for them

if they participated. An identical explanation of the study was presented

to each family (Appendix C). If a family volunteered to participate, an

appointment was scheduled for their participation.

Characteristics of the Sample

The demographic characteristics of the sample were obtained through

questionnaires completed by all mothers and fathers (Appendix J).

Therefore, the characteristics were established solely through self

reported responses of the parents, using their own perceptions of their

ethnic background, socioeconomic class, et cetera. Demographically,

the sample bore the following characteristics. Primarily the families

were Caucasian, with the exception of two families: one a parent of

Chinese heritage and a Caucasian parent, and one Latin American family.

Socioeconomically, thirty-seven of the families were middle class, and

three were upper class. Educationally, the largest group of parents

within the sample was one in which one parent had completed college and

the other parent had completed postgraduate school (39% of the sample).

The group with lowest education was a group in which one parent had

completed high school and the other parent had completed junior college

(13% of the sample). The group with highest education was one in which
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Table l

Percentage Distributions for Educational Level

of Parental Pairs in the Sample

Father's Mother's Educational Preparation
Educational High Junior POS t

Preparation School | College | College |Graduate

High School 6.5 6

Junior College 6.5 3

College 6.5 6.5 16

Post Graduate | 0 26 13

n=l:0

Table 2

Percentage Distributions for Age of

Parental Pairs in the Sample

Father's Mother's Age
Age

20-30 30-l:0 l;0-50 Over 50

20-30 3

30-l;0 | 0 l;9 3

l;0-50 10 3 3

Over 50 3 13 3

n=l:0
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both parents had completed postgraduate school (also 13% of the sample).

The remaining 35% of the parental pairs had completed junior college and

above educationally. Across the parental pairs, 65% of the fathers were

more highly educated than their wives, while 35% of the mothers were more

highly educated than their husbands.

In regard to age, H.9% of the parents were 30 - 110 years of age;

22% were in their forties and over 50 years of age, and the remainder

of the parents were in their late twenties to early forties.

The largest portion of the sample was Catholic, representing H.2%

of the families. Sixteen percent of the families were Protestant, and

13% of the parents were Protestant-Catholic marriages. The other

parents were a combination of Jewish, Catholic, Protestant and non

religious backgrounds.

Most of the parents had been married from 10 - 15 years (67%), and

had families with 2-3 children (55%). Of the children who participated

in the study, twenty were females -- five 8 year olds, six 9 year olds,

and nine 10 year olds; while twenty were male -- seven 8 year olds,

seven 9 year olds, and six 10 year olds.

In sum, the sample was a volunteer group of families, thirty-one

obtained through private schools and nine obtained through public

schools. They were primarily Caucasian, Catholic and Protestant,

middle class families with 2-3 children. Mostly the parents were well

educated, in the 30-l;0 year age range, and had been married for 10- 15 years.
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Table 3a

Frequency Distributions for Length of Marriage

in Parental Pairs in the Sample

Length of Time Married

10 yrs 10–15 yrs 15–20 yrs 20 yrs

3 27 8 2

n=l;0

Table 3b

Frequency Distributions for

Size of Families in the Sample

Size of Family

l 2-3 H-5 7–8
Child | Children | Children | Children

8 2] 7 l;

n=l:0
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METHODOLOG |CAL TOOLS

The methodological tools for data collection were (1) the Tactile

Elicitor, (2) the Tactile Interaction Indicator (T I I ), (3) The

Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale, and (H) The Body Sentiment Index

(BSI). A description of each tool follows, as well as the validity and

reliability for each of them.

The Tactile El ic i tor

The Tactile Elicitor is a nonverbal task created by the investigator

for this study. The basic aim of the Tactile Elicitor is that of

suppressing the verbal and visual channels of interaction while encouraging

interaction through touch. Weick (1968:360) has stated that "when studying

events which may occur infrequently, the choice of a task situation which

selects and provokes the experimental events is indigenous to systematic

observational methodology." The Tactile Elicitor functioned appropriately,

since the quality of touching, rather than the quantity of touching, was

the prime variable for investigation in this study.

Using the Tactile Elicitor, the parents acted as guides and teachers

to the child in his learning about the environment of objects within a

laboratory-playroom (Appendix D). Each child was blindfolded in order to

prevent the family from using primarily gesture as a communicative

modality, and to encourage the use of touch rather than other modes of
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interaction. All family members were instructed not to speak, but otherwise,

the parents could utilize the objects and space within the laboratory

phayroom in their own unique way. The objects in the playroom which were

provided for the families included the following: a mattress, chair,

stool, blanket, pillow, table, pail of water, cue tips, bubble blowing

liquid, cotton balls, stuffed animal, sandpaper, soap, towel, bowl, ice,

heating pad, lot ion, piece of fur, deep-heat medication, throw rug, clock,

bicycle, wagon, and bandai d. No items possessing a specific relationship

to any part of the body were used. Item selection took place after

discussion with two colleagues as to the appropriateness of the objects

for maximizing the probability of equally occurring usage. I dentical f

items were utilized for each family, and located in the same position

with in the room, since identical placement of items decreased extraneous

variance. I llustrations l and 2 demonstrate the spatial arrangement and

placement of objects with in the laboratory play room.

Except for the rule of no verbal communication, the manner in which

they utilized themselves and the environment was entirely up to the

parents. The purpose of the open-ended structure of this task was to

simulate the actual learning environment which a child experiences

throughout life. The manner in which parents chose and used the available

learning objects in the room did not determine their touching, but rather

exemplified the touching as a sample of the interactive experiences
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| llustration 1. Photograph of the laboratory-playroom where families
participated in the nonverbal activity.

| llustration 2. Photograph of the laboratory-playroom where families
participated in the nonverbal activity.
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common to each child within his family. "Forcing the family to interact

over something in a controlled situation places them in a natural

tension system, which brings out the family patterns even more clearly"

(Winter and Ferreira, 1969:99). The Tactile Elicitor thus provided the

opportunity for a sampling of the tactile socialization present in each

family. At the same time, the learning objective of the task functioned

to decrease any experimenter effect, by allowing the family a concrete

focus for attention. Their concern was to accomplish the nonverbal

activity, unaware that their tactile interactions were under scrutiny

(see Appendix C re explanation of the study to the families).

The Tactile Interaction Indicator

Description of the TI I

In order to analyze the tactile acts which took place during the

Tactile Elicitor, the investigator designed an instrument for analysis

of the tactile symbols which occurred--The Tactile Interaction Indicator

(Appendix F). The T | I is a coding system which relies purely on

observational judgments. The fundamental function of the T | I was to

provide theoretical categories which could guide raters in their

analysis of the tactile acts that took place in the films of the nonverbal

task (The Tactile Elicitor). The Tactile Interaction Indicator provided

scales for five tactile symbols: duration, location, intensity, action,

and sensation. Location was rated according to the part of the child's

body touched by the parent. For purposes of this indicator, the judges

could choose from fifteen body parts in their rating: breast, face, feet,
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genitalia, hands, head, neck, abdomen, arms, back, buttocks, chest,

lower leg, shoulder, and thigh. Action was rated according to whether

the onset of touch was abrupt or gradual. Intensity was rated as to

whether the touch was strong, moderate, or weak according to the

pressure of the indentation on the skin. Sensation was rated as to

whether the touch was a comfort or discomfort experience to the surface

of the body. Duration was rated by direct temporal measurement of each

tactile act, with codings for five specific units of time: (1) one

second or less in length, (2) 14-5 seconds in length, (3) 5%–10 seconds

in length, (H) 10%-20 seconds in length, and (5) over 20 seconds in length.

The tactile symbols identified by the T | I were derived from the conceptual

framework previously examined.

Pilot Work in Development of the T | |

The validity and reliability of the Tactile Interaction Indicator

were determined prior to using the T | I in the study.

Validity. The theoretical variables which make up the Tactile

Interaction Indicator and their qualities (e.g., strong, moderate, and

weak intensity) were derived from the conceptual framework (see Chapter | |).

The construct validity of these variables and their qualities was assessed

by a group of three untrained judges--two women and a man engaged in

doctoral study on a health science campus. Assessment of construct

validity determined whether these three independent observers would

define a variable in the same way, agreeing that what was defined as a
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tactile variable in the study was indeed perceived as such by the objective

observers. These three judges (hereafter called "the unt rained judges")

were given no theoretical paradigm or definitions from which they could

operate. Their judgments were drawn strictly from their independent

experience. The judgments of these individuals thus functioned to

validate the meaning which was attached to the variables measured by the

TI I. In order to determine the construct validity of the theoretical

variables, a series of videotapes demonstrating different types of

tactile interactions was created. Two adults and a child participated

in a sequel of seventeen tactile interactions--eight demonstrating mother

touching child, eight demonstrating father touching child, and one

demonstrating both parents touching the child simultaneously. The

seventeen interactions presented situations portraying a variety of

body locations (both top and bottom of body, trunk and limb, and high

and low innervation areas touched on the child), a variety of tactile

intensities (strong, moderate, and weak), both comfort and discomfort

tactile senations, both abrupt and gradual tactile actions, and a

variety of tactile durations. The following list constitutes the subject

matter for the interactional segments:

Interaction #1 –- mother gently touched child's arm with her arm

#2 -- father grabbed child's neck

#3 -- father placed his hand on child's shoulder,

while mother pushed child with her hand on

his back
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#l;

#5

11
tf

#7

#9

#10

#ll

#12

#13

#ll;

#15

#16

#17

mother stroked child's hair while touching

his arm with her other hand

father patted child's thigh and moved to

lower leg without interruption of touch

mother put her arm around child's shoulder

squeezing tightly, then gradually releasing

until barely touching

father stroked child's arm

mother touched child's face, then moved to

his neck and to his back

father slapped child's buttocks

mother pinched child's cheek

father playfully punched child's chest

mother touched child's hand almost

imperceptibly

father touched child's foot with his foot

father grabbed child's shoulder, then

released gradually

mother playfully poked child's abdomen

father slapped child on back

mother brushed child's hair away from his

face and to his head

The videotaped sequel of tactile interactions was shown to the three

untrained judges. The judges rated each interaction within the sequel

on four indicators, those indicators coding the tactile symbols location,
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action, intensity, and sensation. The tactile symbol duration was not

included in the preliminary testing of the T I I since coding for duration

was based on actual objective measure of time, not on the subjective

ratings of the judges. Those interactional segments which received a

100% agreement between judges on the indicators for location, action,

intensity, and sensation were then chosen to be used as a baseline

example of the symbolic content of the respective indicators for the study.

Table l;

Videotaped Interactions Receiving 100 Per Cent Agreement

Between Untrained Judges on Each Indicator of the T | I

Tactile Behavior Demonstrated

Indictor Interaction within the Interactions

Location #2, #7, #10 Touching of One Body Part
with in a Tactile Act

#8, #17 Change of Location within
a Tactile Act

Action #15, #16 Abrupt Action

#14, #17 Gradual Action

Intensity #9, #15 Strong Intensity
|

#17, #114 Moderate Intensity
|

#13, #12 Weak Intensity

#5 Change of Intensity within a
| tactile act--strong to moderate
i

Sensation #1, #17 Comfort Sensation

#10, #16 Discomfort Sensation

#5 Change of Sensation within a
tactile act--Discomfort to
comfort
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Table l; presents those interactions which received 100% agreement

between untrained judges on the symbolic content of the indicators

(qualities of touching). Overall percent of agreement between untrained

judges on their ratings for each indicator is presented in Table 5.

From the data, the action and intensity indicators were found to need the

most attention in training of permanent judges for the study, so that a

higher reliability would be demonstrated on these indicators prior to the

use of the T | | .

Table 5

Percentage of Agreement between Untrained Judges for

Coded Responses on the Tactile Interaction Indicator

Indicator % Agreement

Location 83

Action 56

Gradual 55

Abrupt 57

Intensity l;7

Strong 60

Moderate 23

Weak 64

Sensation 85

Comfort 82

Discomfort 89
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Interrater reliability: Training of the judges. The judges who

were selected to be permanent T I I raters for the study were not the same

individuals as the unt rained judges. The permanent judges included two

women and a man who were hired from a group of applicants for the positions.

They each had completed postgraduate work in a different field: education,

nursing, and art history. These judges remained with the study for six

months, meeting biweekly for three-hour sessions to observe the videotapes

and code the touching which occurred between parents and children.

Prior to their use of the TI I in coding the touching, all judges

received a training session, given by the investigator. The training

session included the following: (1) an introduction to the study,

(2) a description of the role of the judges, (3) discussion of the

indicators with (a) definition of terms, (b) discrimination of qualities

within symbols, (c) videotaped examples of different types of touch, and

(d) practice use of the coding system with discussion of any discrepancies

in judgments (see Appendix G). The videotapes which described the various

tactile symbols and their qualities were the interactional segments

derived from the ratings of the untrained judges (see Table H). Those

interactional videotapes which had received 100% agreement between untrained

judges as to their representational quality of touching were used as

baseline examples of the different variations in indicators for the

symbols location, action, sensation, and intensity. No information was

afforded the trained judges that would indicate any hypotheses of the study.

Following the training session, the judges attempted their first use

of the T | I with the data from an initial pilot family not included in the

primary sample of the study. Table 6 demonstrates the percentage scores

given the pilot family on each of the indicators, as well as per cent of
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Table 6

Frequency Distributions and Percentage of Agreement

between Trained Judges for Pretest Reliability

on the Tactile Interaction Indicator

| Judge Frequencies
mººr——º y Z % Agreement

Location 89

High Innervation l;0 || ||3 l;6 87

Low Innervation 60 | 57 5l; 90

Action 88

Gradual 7 8 9 77

Abrupt 93 92 91
-

98

Intensity 8]

Strong 20 22 23 87

Moderate 70 63 6|| 90

Weak 10 || 15 13 67

Sensation 92

Comfort 89 | 89 87 98

Discomfort | | | 1 13 85
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agreement between the judges. X, y, and z distinguish the scores given

by the three independently coding judges. As seen in Table 6, percentage

of agreement between judges on these indicators was high, with the weak

dimension of the intensity indicator showing the lowest agreement

(67%). A contingency coefficient was computed on all judgments for all

indicators with a chi square of 2.998 at df-16 and a C-.0/19. The null

hypothesis was thus accepted that there were no differences between judges

on the indicators since the level of significance was below p < .99.

The duration indicator was also subjected to interrater reliability

testing. An actual measure of time was taken for the length of each

tactile act displayed with in a family. The judges utilized a Janis

machine which recorded the duration of each tactile act. By pressing a

button for the length of each touch, a linear indentation was recorded on

paper signifying the time involved for each act (Appendix F5). Each

judge independently utilized this equipment to measure durations of

tactile acts for both mothers and fathers. For the purpose of a

reliability check on the consistency between judges concerning measurement

of duration, all acts for an initial pilot family were divided into the

five temporal units identified in the description of the TI I. Then the

number of acts coded into each temporal unit was compared for agreement

between judges.
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Table 7

Frequency Distributions and Percentage of Agreement between

Judges for Coded Responses on the Duration Indicator of the TI I

Judge Frequencies
Units of Time X y Z % Agreement

1 or fewer seconds 16 18 17 89

14-5 seconds 5 l 52 51 98

5}-10 seconds 19 15 18 79

10%-20 seconds 8 9 9 89

more than

20 seconds 6 6 5 83

Table 8

Family Scores on the Tactile Interaction Indicator for

Initial and Repeat Participation in the Tactile Elicitor

Family #1 Family #2
Indicators

Initial Repeat In it i al Repeat
Participation | Participation Participation | Participation

Location 131.5 13 l 133.5 133

Action 191.5 192.5 195.5 197.5

Intensity 172.5 18O 178.5 181.5

Sensation 191 191.5 187 187.5

Duration 137 137.5 135.5 138
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Table 7 shows the frequency distributions for each judge (x, y, and z)

on the duration indicator for a pilot family, as well as the per cent of

agreement between judges on each unit. Mean percentages of agreement for

the total duration indicator was 88%. A contingency coefficient was

computed for the duration indicator as well. C-.053 with a chi square

of .827 at df–8, at a level of significance far below p < .995. The null

hypothesis was accepted that there were no significant differences between

judges on the duration indicator.

The use of the T | I was a tool for analysis was thus found reliable

for all indicators, showing a high level of agreement between judges.

The TI I functioned to decrease the interpretative burden of the judges

by explicitly defining the symbols to be measured, while affording the

judges with no information concerning the hypothesized relations.

Test-retest reliability. Test-retest reliability for the T | I was

examined using two pilot families who again were not part of the study

sample. The purpose of looking at scores on the T | I was to check for

consistency of tactile acts on the Tactile Interaction Indicator; that

is, if a family participated in the nonverbal activity a second time,

would their scores on the T | I be consistent with scores derived on their

initial participation?

Two different families came into the laboratory on two different

mornings and took part in the Tactile Elicitor. Upon completing the

activity (as described in Procedures for Data Collection, Chapter | | | ),
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the parents and child of each family were directed from the room without

removing the child's blindfold. By not allowing the child to see the

room or the objects within the room, the experience was similar on

retest to the initial experience of the child. The family then went to

lunch with instructions not to talk about the activity until after

participation the second time. Following lunch, each family came into

the lab again and participated in the nonverbal activity exactly as

before. Discussion then took place with the investigator.

Table 8 shows the scores arrived at by the judges for content

analysis of both initial and repeat participation of two pilot families

in the tactile elicitor. Table 8 displays a family score on each

indicator (see Appendix K for individual parent scores). These scores

were derived by the following method. Each point received by a parent

for an integrative component of a tactile symbol, (i.e. high innervation

location, gradual action, moderate intensity, comfort sensation) received

a number 2; each point received by a parent for a disintegrative

component of a tactile symbol, (i.e. low innervation location, abrupt

action, weak and strong intensity, discomfort sensation) received a

number 1. For duration, long duration (touches more than 20 seconds in

length) received a number 3, moderate duration (touches from 54-20

seconds in length) a number 2, and short duration (touches 5 seconds or

less in length) a number 1 to account for the increasing integrative
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nature of this tactile symbol. All numbers were then summed for both

parents in a family and divided by two to acquire a mean. A more detailed

explanation of this method of coding can be found in the section entitled

'Method of Data Analysis.'

The scores for initial and repeat participation in the Tactile

Elicitor were consistent. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation was

performed on total scores for the pilot families on the T | I yielding a

correlation of r-.994 for family #1 and r-.999 for family #2, both at a

level of significance of p < .ol.

Looking to Table 8, the intensity indicator showed the highest degree

of change in the repeat activity. The change in scores on the intensity

indicator could be a function of two things. First, as described

previously, interjudge reliability for the intensity indicator was the

weakest of all indicators, showing only 81% agreement between judges.

Difficulty in judging this indicator may have affected the consistency

of outcome on the scores. However, there appeared to be a general

trend toward decrease in scores for tactile acts of abrupt action and

short duration. These observed trends suggest that the decrease was a

function of decreasing anxiety during the repeat Tactile Elicitor,

encouraging greater use of moderate intensity, gradual action and longer

duration in touching.

As Table 8 shows, the location, action, sensation, and duration indicators

demonstrated consistency, with at most a change of two to three points in

scores. Available data thus pointed to the fact that if a family did

participate in the Tactile Elicitor a second time, their scores on the TI I

for the repeat activity would be consistent with the scores derived on

their initial performance.
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The Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale

Description of the Scale

The Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale was created by Hanna Marlens

in conjunction with H. Witkin to assess the perception of the cognitive

model of the body in eight to ten year old children (Witkin, et al.,

1962: 20). This scale is a five-point rating scale designed to reflect

the degree of primitivity or sophistication of the drawings of human

figures. The rating scale is applied to actual figures of persons drawn

by children. The scale focuses on aspects of the figure drawing which

reflect the extent of articulation of the Body Concept (see Appendix I).

The Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale involves a single global rating

based on specific criteria: (1) form level, (2) identity and sex

differentiation, and (3) level of detailing. This investigator chose

the Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale for the study because of its

congruence with the conceptual framework guiding this research. Form

level yields information concerning (1) the role of the distinct body and

the nondistinct body, and (2) the role of the formed body and the amorphous

body in the child. Identity and sex differentiation gives information

concerning (1) the role of the sexual body and the asexual body, and (2)

the role of the autonomous body and the dependent body in the child. Level

of detailing gives information concerning (1) the role of the

undifferentiated body and the differentiated body, and (2) the role of the

integrated body and the non integrated body in the child.
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Walidity and Reliability

In original validity and reliability testing by Marlens and Witkin,

cross-val i dation ratings for the Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale

were found to be positive and significant at .7/; G p < .ol (Witkin,

et al., 1962: 123). Interjudge reliability produced a correlation of

.8! 3. p < .ol (Witkin, et al., 1962: 123). The above figures suggest

satisfactory validity and reliability of the original test. The

Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale proved to be an easily usable and

appropriate tool for examining the cognitive model of the body in the

children of this study.

The Body Sentiment Index

Description of the Body Sentiment Index (BSI)

The investigator of this study designed the Body Sentiment Index

to assess the feelings children have for their bodies, since no other

appropriate measure exists to examine body sentiment in children. The

BSI was constructed to indicate the strength and direction of feeling

that a child has about his body, yielding information concerning the

good body and the bad body in the child. This index operates on the same

principle as the human figure drawing test, that the child projects an

image of his own body on to the figure with which he is working (Roback,

1968: 1-19). The Body Sentiment Index utilizes a cardboard diagram of the

body in the form of a puzzle, with various parts being easily removable

from the total diagram. A male or female body diagram can be given to a

child depending upon his or her sex. A female utilizes a female model;
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and a male utilizes a male model. The models are bare of all ornamentation,

with no color and a neutral facial expression, reducing the appearance

effect of the model on the child's like or dislike for the body parts.

Utilizing diagrams of both front and back, a child sorts the parts of the

body into two separate, identical boxes placed in front of him, which

bear labels of different direction of feeling-- like or dislike for the

body (see Appendix H).

Val idity

Both content and concurrent validity of the Body Sentiment Index were

assessed. Content validity of the tool was checked by presentation of

the test for critique to an expert in the field of child psychology, who

substantiated the content of the measure as representative of the content

of the property being measured.

Concurrent validity of the tool was examined at the time the study

took place. A positive correlation was predicted between the score

received by the sample children on the BSI and their subjective statements

of feeling for their bodies. Following administration of the BSI to each

child, the investigator asked the child: "How do you feel toward your

body (child's name)? Do you like it very much, a lot, a little, or not

at all ?” How a child responded placed him on a scale of one to four:

Very much-a lot-a little-not at all.

| | | |
It was hypothesized that there would be a significant positive relationship

between the score received by the child on the BSI and his subjective
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Table 9

Frequency Distribution of Children's Subjective Ratings of

Li king for Their Bodies According to Body Sentiment Score Groupings

Subjective Rating of Li king for the Body

Observed and

Body
Sentiment Like my body Like my Like my Do not like my
Score very much body a body a body at all

(n=l10) lot little

81 — 100 | | 3 l 0

60-80 2 | 2 2 O

39-59 O 2 7 O

Table 10

Expected Frequencies for Children's Subjective

Ratings of Li king for Their Bodies According to

Collapsed Body Sentiment Score Groupings.

Subjective Ratings of Li king for the Body
Body Sentiment Like my body Like my body Like my body
Score (n=l10) very much a lot a little

71-100 12 9 3
(7.8) (10.2) (6)

39–70 l 8 7
(5.2) (6.8) (H)

Note.

without parentheses.
Expected frequencies in parentheses; observed frequencies
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statement of feeling for his body. Table 9 shows the responses of the

children on the subjective rating scale as they relate to their BS I score.

As can be seen, some of the cells carried no frequencies. Therefore, in

analyzing the data some of the categories needed to be reorganized in

order to meaningfully utilize a statistical test. First, the BSI scores

were dichotomized instead of trichotomized. Then the "not at all''

category was discarded since it carried no responses. This change in

cell structure allowed for an adequate per cent of expected frequencies

to be larger than five. Table 10 shows the resulting matrix, with the

observed and expected frequencies displayed. A chi square of 9.75 was

found, significant beyond the .01 level at df-2. Since a strong

relationship was shown between a child's subjective statement of feel ing

for his body and the score received by the child on the Body Sentiment

Index, the concurrent validity of the BSI was supported.

Reliability

Test-retest reliability of the Body Sentiment Index was measured

prior to use of the tool in the study. A pilot sample of children not

related to the study was utilized to check for the consistency over time of

a child's responses on the Body Sentiment Index. The sample included

children in the Outpatient Center of a psychiatric clinic. These

children were utilized for pilot work with the BSI since, at the time,

the investigator was planning to acquire the entire sample of families

for the study from a psychiatric clinic. All children in this pilot
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group attended school at local urban elementary schools, and were capable

of functioning socially in their home setting. Their treatment consisted

of meeting with a group of other children twice weekly to participate in

therapeutic recreational, and educational activities. They were

considered normal children within their societal environments, but were

utilizing the outpatient center to support their functioning within these

societal environments. The children were from primarily white, middle

class families. The sample included fifteen children, five being female.

Table ll shows the percentage scores for the first BSI on all children (x)

and the scores on the repeat BSI for all children (y). The repeat BSI

occurred exactly one week later than the first BSI for each child.

A Pearson Product Moment Correlation was performed on the scores yielding

a correlation of .96 @ p < . ol. These findings provided strong support

for the test-retest reliability of the Body Sentiment Index.
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Table l l

Test—Retest Scores for Children

on the Body Sentiment Index

Children Initial BSI Repeat BSI
(n=15) Testing Testing

#l 91 91

#2 91 97

#3 | 00 | OO

#1; 9|| | 00

#5% 82 94

#6 6l; 6||

#7 94 100

#8 88 91

#9 | 00 100

#10 70 70

#ll 76 73

#12% 63 76

#13% 9] 91

#l lººk 6l; 6l.

#15% 52 52

Note: *Females; all other children males.
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Only two children showed any real differences between their first

and second BS I, that is, a change of over 6% in BSI scores-–ffs and #12.

Both of these children were females, and both had experienced the flu

in the period between tests, having been in bed five out of the seven

days between tests. Only one other child had experienced a sickness

between tests, a male child who demonstrated the only decrease in BSI

score--#11. One possible explanation for the change in scores is a

'sick role' variable. Differences in the manner in which sickness and

focus on the body as an object of attention are deal t with may exist

between males and females. Females may receive more positive

reinforcement for such a dependency role with focus on their bodies as

an object to be cared for, whereas males may experience less positive

and even negative reinforcement for such a role, the reby affecting

their level of satisfaction with their bodies.

Per cent of agreement on distribution of body parts into 'Like'

or 'Dislike" was 91% for test-retest data. Sixty-six per cent of the

9% of disagreements stemmed from increases in BSI scores. Thirty-four

per cent were due to a change in body parts liked or disliked. Although

most of the children were unable to comment on reasons for change, some

ventured such reasons as "I didn't hit any body this week, but I kicked

them" (referring to changes in hand and foot sentiment), and "last week

this boy was stupid, nothing on the ball ; he's gotten smarter since then"

(referring to a change in head sentiment). Although overall body sentiment

showed a higher consistency over time, consistency between body parts was

still very high.
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There was a light trend toward an increase in BSI score on the

Retest. Six children out of 15 showed such an increase. The rationale

for this trend may be related to three variables: (1) a familiarity

variable, (2) an anxiety variable, and (3) an improvement variable. A

familiarity variable implies that the children, being more familiar with

both the BSI and the tester on the retest setting, held more positive

general feelings toward the experience which affected a more positive

outcome on the BSI. An anxiety variable implies that on seeing the

puzzle of a naked body a second time, the child's anxiety over the puzzle

is decreased from the initial exposure, resulting in an increased sense

of comfort about the experience and more comfortable, positive feelings

concerning his body. An improvement variable implies that upon receiving

the test a second time, the child experiences a need to improve since his

first test. In other words, the child thought "Maybe I didn't do well

enough the first time." All of these variables provide some insight into

the reasons for a slight increase in BSI score across children from test

to retest. Further explorations with a larger sample would offer more

concrete information.

PROCEDURES FOR DATA COLLECT | ON

l. The first procedural step was to contact resources for selection

of families which met the criteria of the study. Directors of all public

and private schools in a large urban area were sent letters of introduction

to the project (see Appendix A). Each letter was followed up by a phone

call to the director, asking for an appointment to further discuss the
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project. At this point, some directors declined any further involvement.

The investigator scheduled appointments with those directors who agreed.

At the appointment, the investigator outlined the project (Appendix C),

established criteria for a family's inclusion in the sample, and provided

flyers to be sent to each family meeting the criteria (see Appendix B).

Those directors who agreed to send out the flyers to families within their

schools were asked to contact the investigator when the flyers were

returned to the school.

2. Next, the investigator personally telephoned all families who

responded positively to the flyers and expressed a desire to hear more

about the project. The telephone call served to establish an appointment

with the family at their home to further discuss what their participation

in the project would involve.

3. The investigator then made a home visit to interested families,

in order to discuss the project with mother, father, and the eight, nine,

or ten year old child. The visit included an introduction to the study,

a description of each facet of the family's participation, information

concerning the family's consent to participate in a research project,

and the measures which would be taken to preserve confidential i ty. The

exact description to each family can be found in Appendix C. The consent

form presented to each family can be found in Appendix E. Each family

who agreed to participate in the study made an appointment with the

investigator to come to the laboratory-playroom at their convenience.

A map was given to the family to facilitate their sojourn to the university

where the laboratory-playroom was located.
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H. When each family arrived at the university, they were greeted

by the investigator who grought them into the arrival room. I llustration

3 displays the arrival room. At this time, the family was welcomed and

offered a refreshment. The parents were then given a parent questionnaire

to complete in the arrival room. The parent questionnaire can be found

in Appendix J.

| llustration 3. Photograph of the area where families received instructions
prior to participation in the nonverbal activity.
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5. The investigator then took the child to the testing room while

the parents completed the questionnaires. Illustration H displays the

testing room. In the testing room, the investigator administered the

Draw-a-Person Test for the Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale

(Appendix I), and the Body Sentiment Index (Appendix H).

6. For adminstration of the Draw-a-Person Test, the investigator placed

a sheet of paper and pencil on a table in front of the child and asked him

to draw a picture of a person. When the child had, completed his first

drawing, the investigator then placed a second sheet of paper on the table

and asked the child to now draw a picture of a person of the opposite sex.

When the child completed his pictures, the investigator took the papers away

and brought out the Body Sentiment Index (BSI).

Illustration H. Photograph of the area where the Body Sentiment Index
and Draw-a-Person Test were administered to children.
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7. For administration of the Body Sentiment Index, the investigator

placed both the "I like" box and the "I dislike" box of the BSI squarely

in front of the child with the picture puzzle of the front of the human

body in integrated form (i.e. all pieces in their appropriate positions

to form a total body). The child was given the following directions:

"This is a picture of a girl's (boy's) body. Think about the body as

your own body. Take each part of the body, one at a time, and put it

into one of the boxes. If you like that part of your body, put it into

the "I Like' box. If you don't like that part of your body, put it into

the 'I don't like' box. You may begin with any part of the body you

want to." After the child had placed the parts into boxes, the back of

the human body was placed on the table in integrated form. The child

was then given the same instructions for the back of the body.

Appendix H describes the use of the Body Sentiment Index in detail.

8. When the child was finished with the Body Sentiment Index,

the investigator asked the child, "How do you feel about your body

(child's name) 7 Do you like it very much, a lot, a little, or not at

all ?” After the child responded, the investigator acknowledged her

gratitude for his/her participation and brought the child into the

arrival room to join his parents. The period of testing the child took

approximately fifteen minutes.

9. After returning to the arrival room, the investigator collected

the parent questionnaires and gave the family directions as to what they

were to do in the laboratory-playroom. Appendix D designates the
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exact instructions to the family for the nonverbal activity which took

place in the laboratory-play room. These directions were identical for

each family. A description of the nonverbal activity can be found in

the section titled The Tactile Elicitor (Chapter | | I under Methodological

Tools).

10. Following these instructions, the child was blindfolded by the

investigator. Each child was blindfolded in order to prevent the family

from using primarily gesture as a communicative modality, and to encourage

the use of touch rather than other modes of interaction.

ll. At this point, the investigator stood the child up and stated

to the family--"You may all come into the playroom now." Each set of

parents then approached their child in their own way and, following the

investigator, brought him into the playroom.

12. Once in the laboratory-playroom, the investigator asked the

parents to seat the child in the center chair of three parallel chairs

and to seat themselves in either of the remaining chairs. At this time,

the investigator also reminded the family that the activity would be

fifteen minutes in length. The family was told that the cameraman

would give them the signal to begin, and that the investigator would

return to the room to let them know when the fifteen minutes ended.

Illustrations l and 2 (see Methodological Tools, Chapter | | |), picture

the spatial environment of the laboratory-play room. All families began

the task by being seated in three parallel chairs, with the blindfolded

child in the center chair. The investigator then left the room.
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13. Only two cameramen were present during the task. Upon receiving

the signal from a cameraman to begin, each family arose from the chairs

and utilized the objects and space within the room in their own unique

way. The family's participation during this time in the laboratory

playroom was videotaped, in order to obtain information about the tactile

interactions between the parents an the child which would be analyzed

for their content by judges at a later date.

114. At the end of fifteen minutes, the investigator entered the

laboratory-playroom and stated that the allotted time was over. At this

point, the family's official participation in the study was complete.

15. The family then accompanied the investigator back to the

arrival room where they had the opportunity to both view the videotape and

discuss the task. During the discussion period, the child and his parents

had the chance to explore their feelings about the film and the task,

sharing their perceptions of their relationship and the meaning the

experience held for them. This follow-up discussion and filmwatching period

was not part of the study. Rather, this small time for the family

represented something which the investigator could offer her families in

return for their generous participation.

METHOD OF DATA ANALYS | S

Quantification of the Variables

There were ten major variables which needed to be quantified in some

orderly and workable fashion: the two dimensions of body image (body

sentiment and body concept), the five tactile symbols (location, duration,
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action, intensity, and sensation), and three associate tactile symbols

(frequency, extent, and trunk). The associate tactile symbols were those

tactile symbols which had not been included in the initial hypotheses,

but which later were observed in the videotapes to be distinctly

variable symbols in the touching between parents and children. Since

differences in parental use of these tactile symbols was apparent in

data collection, the investigator considered their addition to data

analysis valuable. In addition, further literature search had supported

the relevance of the associate tactile symbols (Jourard, 1966; Rubin, 1963),

thus validating the investigators decision to include the associate

tactile symbols in data analysis. The data for these symbols was easily

derived from the location indicator of the Tactile Interaction Indicator.

The three associate symbols were (1) frequency of touching--the actual

number of tactile acts which occurred for each parent, (2) extent of

touching--the number of parts of the child's body touched by each parent

over the number of parts available for touching, and (3) the use of

trunk in touching--the number of the parents tactile acts which utilized

the trunk of the child's body rather than his limbs.

The ten variables were each scored so that they could be analyzed

as continuous data. A breakdown of each variable follows with an

explanation of how a final score on each variable was determined.

Body Sentiment

Subsequent to the collection of all data, a health professional

(having had no contact with the families nor any knowledge of their
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tactile behavior) evaluated the different body parts which children sorted

into the ' I like" or " I dislike" boxes on the Body Sentiment Index.

Appendix H describes the step by step process for evaluation of body

sentiment. A score of 0-100 was possible for each child. Thirty-three

body parts comprised the puzzle. A percentage score of 0-100 for body

sentiment was derived by dividing the number of parts designated "I like"

by the total number of body parts, thirty-three. In this way, each child

received a score for body sentiment.

Body Concept

Also subsequent to the collection of all data, a psychologist

(having had no contact with the families nor any knowledge of their

tactile behavior) evaluated the Draw-a-Person Tests which each child

completed by application of the Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale.

The Draw-a-Person tests were scored by the following system. Each

child's set of drawings received a numerical value of one to five on

each of the three components of the scale--form, sex and identity, and

detail (see Appendix I for numerical criteria). Each child thus received

a numerical score of 1–5 on each of the individual components of body

concept. The sum of the values for all components was then divided by

the highest total value possible, fifteen, yielding a percentage score for

the child on The Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale. Each child,

therefore, received a total score on body concept which was a percentage

score of 0-100. Appendix I describes the step-by-step process for

evaluation of the Sophistication-of-Body-Concept.
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The Tactile Symbols

Using the Tactile Interaction Indicator (Appendix F), the three

trained judges met biweekly at the university for three-hour sessions

to watch the videotapes of family participation in the nonverbal activity.

The observational sessions took place on evenings convenient to the

judges, since the tactile acts were preserved on videotape and could be

viewed at any time. A short break occurred every hour to maintain the

alertness of the judges.

During the sessions, the judges coded the touching of a child by one

parent at a time. That is, the judges watched each fifteeen minute

videotape, observing only those tactile acts sent by father to the child.

Then they watched the same videotape again, observing only those tactile

acts sent by mother to the child. The judges watched each videotape ten

different times, coding the father's tactile acts first on the location

indicator, then the mother's tactile acts on the location indicator, then

the father's tactile acts on the action indicator, then the mother's

tactile acts on the action indicator, and son on, until all indicators

on the T I I had been coded for both father's and mother's touching of

the child.

All judges simultaneously watched the videotapes, each of them

utilizing the T | I to independently rate each tactile act they observed on

the symbolic content which it displayed. The videotapes ran straight

through without stopping unless one of the judges asked to see a segment

repeated. When a segment was repeated, all three judges watched the

segment again so that observational time was consistent across judges.
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Judges were asked to make the best overall judgment of the tactile acts

possible to them in the time allowed.

From the indicators that the judges coded while watching the videotapes,

scores were established for each parent on each tactile symbol.

Establishing the tactile symbol scores involved four separate steps, which

have been labeled (1) raw frequency count, (2) mean frequency count,

(3) percentage distribution, and (H) numerical score. Each step

will be examined separately.

Raw frequency count. The first step involved coding of the

frequencies which were given a parent for each quality of each tactile

symbol by each judge on the TI I. These raw frequencies represented the

number of times which a parent demonstrated a quality of touching on the

fifteen minute videotapes as perceived independently by each judge. For

example, the number of times judge x marked strong intensity touching on

his T | I code sheet for the mother of a family is the raw frequency count

received by that mother from judge x for strong intensity touching. Each

indicator on the T | I was dealt with similarly.

The location symbol was analyzed in the following manner. All highly

innervated areas of the body (see Chapter | I for designation of innervation

areas) which were listed by a judge on his T | I code sheet as being touched

by a parent were counted to yield a raw frequency count of high innervation

use by that parent for the location symbol. The same process was

performed for low innervation areas.
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The intensity symbol was analyzed by counting the number of times

each of strong, moderate, and weak intensity touches were marked on a

judge's indicator sheet for each parent. A raw frequency count for each

of the qualities of intensity was established for each parent.

The action symbol was analyzed by counting the number of times both

abrupt and gradual action touches were marked on a judge's indicator

sheet for each parent. A raw frequency count for each of the qualities

of action was established for each parent.

The sensation symbol was analyzed by counting the number of times

both comfort and discomfort touches were marked on a judge's indicator

sheet for each parent. A raw frequency count for each of the qualities

of sensation was established for each parent.

The duration symbol was analyzed by counting the number of times

tactile acts of each of the following durational units were recorded by

each judge on the Janis machine: (1) acts of one second or less, (2)

acts of 14-5 seconds in length, (3) acts of 5%–10 seconds in length,

(l) acts of 10%-20 seconds in length, and (5) acts of more than 20 seconds

in length. A raw frequency count for each of five durational units of

touch was computed to provide for greater refinement and more accurate

measurement of the use of the tactile symbol duration by parents. A raw

frequency count for each of the five unit qualities of duration was thus

established for each parent.

For the associate tactile symbols, the location indicator was used

to analyze the data. The number of total tactile acts which was coded for
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each parent on the location indicator of each judge was designated as

the raw frequency count for that parent on the frequency symbol.

The extent symbol was analyzed by counting the number of parts of

the body designated as touched by a parent on the location indicator of

each judge, regardless of how often the parent touched these parts.

There were fifteen body parts which could be utilized in touching the

child. If, according to one judge, a parent touched only the hands and

arms of the child during the activity, the parent would have used only

two of the available body parts, regardless of how often the parent

touched these two parts. A raw frequency count for extent was thus

established for each parent.

The trunk symbol was analyzed by counting the number of times the

trunk of the child's body was touched by the parent according to the

location indicator for each judge. A raw frequency count for trunk was

established for each parent.

Mean frequency count. Next, a mean frequency Count was calculated

for each parent from the composite raw frequency counts of all three

judges. The mean frequency count for a parent on each quality of the

tactile symbol was established by dividing the sum of the composite raw

frequency counts of the judges for each quality of a tactile symbol by three.

Percentage distribution. Next, a percentage figure was given each

parent for each tactile symbol. This figure was arrived at by dividing

the mean frequency count which a parent received on each quality of a

tactile symbol by the number of possible tactile acts displayed by the

parent for that symbol. The number of possible tactile acts displayed by a

parent was the mean total number of tactile acts which had been coded for
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use of that symbol of touch. For example, if one parent received a mean

frequency count of 24 for use of high innervation areas, and a mean

frequency count of 61 for use of low innervation areas, he would demonstrate

a percentage distribution of 72% for low innervation usage and 28% for high

innervation usage in his tactile acts. The percentage figures were

calculated by dividing the high innervation count (24) by the total of

locations touched (2|+ + 61 = 85), giving the percentage distribution for

high innervation location; and by dividing the low innervation count (61) by

the total of locations touched (85), giving the percentage distribution

for low innervation location. This method controls for the differences

in total number of tactile acts displayed by a parent by giving each parent

a percentage distribution and thus not allowing frequency of tactile acts

to contaminate the measure of the tactile symbols.

Frequency, obviously, was the one tactile symbol which was not given

a percentage distribution but maintained as a mean frequency count. The

other two associate tactile symbols (extent and trunk) were maintained as

a percentage figure for final statistical analysis. Since they possessed

no integrative or disintegrative qualities within each symbol but rather

showed merely a continuous score for more or less of each associate tactile

symbol, there was no reason to give them a numerical score.

Numerical score. Finally, all percentage distributions for primary

tactile symbols were accorded a numerical score relative to distinctions

between integrative and disintegrative qualities of each tactile symbol.
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Except for duration, all percentage figures for the integrative qualities

of the primary tactile symbols (i.e. high innervation areas, moderate

intensity, comfort sensation, and gradual action) were given a rating of

2. All percentage figures for the disintegrative qualities of the symbols

(i.e. weak-strong intensity, discomfort sensation, low innervation areas,

and abrupt action) were given a rating of 1. Since the duration indicator

allowed for continuous versus discrete categories, each unit of temporal

length received a different numerical rating. Acts of one second or less

received a number 1; acts of 14-5 seconds in length received a number 2;

acts of 54–10 seconds in length received a number 3; acts of 10%-20 seconds

in length received a number H.; and acts of more than 20 seconds in length

received a number 5. Varying numbers according to increasing length of

the tact ile act allowed for greater accuracy in assessing the duration symbol.

For each primary symbol, then, a parent received a total numerical score

based on his usage of integrative versus disintegrative symbolic content.

For example, utilizing the aforementioned instance, a parent with 72% usage

of low innervation areas would incur a numerical rating of 72 (72 x 1),

while his 28% usage of high innervation areas would incur a numerical rating

of 56 (28 x 2). His total numerical score would thus be 128 (72 + 56),

the score for that particular parent on the symbol location. The numerical

score was the figure utilized in the final statistical analysis of the

data on the primary tactile symbols for parents.
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Statistical Application

The final scores for body sentiment, body concept, and tactile symbols,

which were described in the method of quantification, provided the

numerical data for statistical analysis. The numerical data was analyzed

for the following: (1) sex differences in body image of children, (2)

the relationship between body sentiment and body concept in children,

(3) sex differences in parental tactile symbols, (l) the relationship

between body image in children and parental tactile symbols, and (5) the

relationship of tactile congruency in parents to the body image of children.

Sex Differences in Body Image of Children

The arithmetic mean for body sentiment scores in boys was compared

to the arithmetic mean for body sentiment in girls. The arithmetic mean

for body concept scores in boys was compared to the mean for body concept

in girls.

The Relationship between Body Sentiment and Body Concept in Children

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients were used to determine the

degree of association between the numerical values in body sentiment of

children and the numerical values in body concept of children.

Sex Differences in Parental Tactile Symbol Use

The t-test was applied to the difference in means of fathers' tactile

symbols and mothers' tactile symbols. For each of the eight tactile

symbols, the difference in the arithmetic mean of all fathers' scores and

the arithmetic mean of all mothers' scores was calculated.
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The Relationship Between Body Image in Children and Parental Tactile Symbols

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients were calculated to determine

the degree of association between the numerical values in body image of

children and the numerical values of parental tactile symbols.

Coefficients were computed for eight different sets of data: (1) fathers'

tactile symbols and boys' body concept, (2) fathers' tactile symbols and

boys' body sentiment, (3) fathers' tactile symbols and girls' body concept,

(H) fathers' tactile symbols and girls' body sentiment, (5) mothers'

tactile symbols and boys' body concept, (6) mothers' tactile symbols and

boys' body sentiment, (7) mothers' tactile symbols and girls' body concept,

and (8) mothers' tactile symbols and girls' body sentiment.

The Relationship of Tacti le Congruency in Parents to Body Image in Children

Analysis of variance was used to examine the variation between means

in four groups of parents displaying different forms of tactile congruency

and the body image of their children. Variation between groups was

calculated for each of the tactile symbols in relation to both body

concept and body sentiment of children.



CHAPTER IV

THE RESULTS

Having described the methods of data collection and data analysis,

the findings of the study will now be presented.

The results of this investigation provide not only the findings

for the hypotheses of the study, but also some detailed breakdowns for

sex differences in the data from the hypotheses, and some supplemental

findings concerning body image and touch which furthered an understanding

of the problem posed by the study. The results are presented in eight

sections: (1) the differences between boys and girls in their body

image, (2) the relationship between body sentiment and body concept in

children, (3) the relationship between body image in all children and

the nature of parental touching, (H) the relationship between body image

in all children and the nature of touching for both mothers and fathers

as distinct groups, (5) the relationship between body image in children

and the nature of parental touching with distinctions in sex of parent,

sex of child and specific body roles, (6) the relationship between some

associate tactile symbols which were not included in the initial problem
statement and body roles in children, (7) differences between mothers and

fathers in the nature of their touching as groups, and (8) the relationship

between tactile symbol congruency in marital pairs and body roles in their

94
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children. Sections 2 and 3 answer the hypotheses of the study. Sections

l, and 5 present findings from further breakdown of the hypotheses for

exploration of sex differences. Sections 1, 6, 7, and 8 present

supplemental findings which furthered an understanding of the hypotheses.

The sections have been organized here in to facilitate the flow of the

results into an unified whole.

D | FFERENCES BETWEEN BOYS AND G|RLS IN B0DY | MAGE

The findings indicated differences between boys and girls on both

body sentiment and body concept scores.

Sex Differences in Body Sentiment

As shown in Table 12, girls displayed a higher mean body sentiment

score (72.3%) than did boys (61.1%), although the difference between

Table 12

Mean Percentage Scores on Body Image for All Children,

For Boys, and For Girls

Sex of Children

Boys and Girls Boys Girls
Body Image (n=l10) (n=20) (n=20)

Body Sentiment 71.2 61.1 72.3

Total Body Concept 50.5 33. 1 62.9

BC: Form 51.0 3H 68

BC: Sex and

| dentity 55.0 36 7lt

BC: Detail l;5.0 30 60
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sexes in body sentiment mean scores was not significant. Those body

parts which children chose as disliked parts can be seen in Table 13,

as well as the degree to which each body part was designated as disliked

out of the total parts designated as disliked by each sex group.

As demonstrated in Table 13, the thighs were the body parts most

often chosen as disliked by both boys (25.1%) and girls (24%). The

genitals (114%) and buttocks (12.5%) received the next highest per cent

of dislike among boys, while representing a smaller percentage of

dislike among girls (genitals 8.5%, and buttocks 6.8%). On the other hand,

shoulders (13.6%), lower legs (12.5%), and feet (11.14%) received high

d is like designations by girls, whereas these parts each represented only

5.5% of the body parts disliked by boys.

Across both sexes the hands were generally liked body parts,

representing no dislike by boys and only 2.8% of parts disliked by girls.

The face was the most liked of all body parts, being the only body part

designated as liked by all children with no exception.

Sex Differences in Body Concept

Girls displayed a significantly higher body concept (62.9%) than boys

(33.1%) both as a whole and in each of the separate components of body

concept. Refer back to Table 12 for the mean percentage scores on the

various components of body concept for both boys and girls. A chi square

of 59.65 at d■ -2 was computed for the differences between girls and boys

on body concept scores. The difference was, therefore significant since

the chi square exceeded the values given for a p < .01.
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Table 13

Percentage of Body Parts Designated as Most Disliked

By All Children, By Boys and By Girls

Body Part Percent D is liked Out of Total Parts
Designated as D is liked

All children Boys Girls

Thighs 2|+.6 25. I 2l.0

Genitals | 1.2 8.5 ll;

Buttocks 9.7 12.5 6.8

Neck 5.8 7 H.5

Feet 8.5 5.5 ll. It

Shoulders 9.5 5.5 13.6

Abdomen l;.8 5.5 l;

Lower legs . 9.0 5.5 12.5

Chest or Breasts 6. I 5.5 6.8

Arms H. l 5.5 6.8

Head 2. l H.2 0

Back 3.2 H.2 2.3

Hands 1. H O 2.8

Face O 0 O
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Girls scored exactly twice as high (68%) as boys (34%) in the form

component of body concept (the distinct body and the formed body) and the

detail component of body concept (the differentiated body and the corporate

body). For detail, boys received a mean score of 30%, while girls received

a mean score of 60%. For the sex and identity component of body concept

(the sexual body and the autonomous body), girls scored more than twice

as high (74%) as boys (36%). In other words, boys did not demonstrate as

high an awareness of the cognitive models of their bodies, either in

form, sex and identity, or detail, as did girls.

THE RELATIONSHI P BETWEEN BODY SENT | MENT AND BODY CONCEPT IN CHILDREN

Hypothesis I stated the following:

There will be a positive correlation between the level of body

sentiment in the child-–the higher the level of body sentiment in the

child, the higher will be his level of body concept. As presented in

Table llt, for children as a total group, no relationship was found between

body concept and body sentiment. Since the results did not demonstrate a

significant relationship between body sentiment and body concept in

all children, Hypothesis I was rejected.

However, for boys, total body concept was significantly related to

body sentiment (.59 @ p < .005). The form component of body concept in

boys (indicating the roles of the distinct body and the formed body)

displayed the highest correlation with body sentiment (.658 (3) p < .005).

For girls, body concept and body sentiment were independent aspects

of body image, showing no significant relationship.
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Table ll;

Spearman Rank Order Correlations for the Relationship of

Body Sentiment to Body Concept in All Children, in Boys, and in Girls

Body Concept
Body Total Body | Body Concept: Body Concept: Body Concept:
Sentiment Concept Form Component | Sex and I dentity | Detail

Component Component

All

Children . 103 . 163 .062 . 122
(n=l10)

Boys
(n=20) . 590%k .658% . 56.1% .5l lik

Girls

(n=20) - . 123 -. 032 - .261 -. Olil

* p < .01

* p < .005
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THE RELAT | ONSH | P BETWEEN BODY | MAGE IN ALL CH | LDREN

AND THE NATURE OF PARENTAL TOUCH ING

Hypothesis I I stated the following:

There will be a positive correlation between the level of body

image in the child and the parent's use of integrative symbols in their

tactile acts:

A. The higher the level of body concept in their child, the

greater will be the parents' use of the following symbols

in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

ii. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

v. comfort sensation

B. The higher the level of body sentiment in their child,

the greater will be the parents' use of the following

symbols in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

ii. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

v. comfort sensation

Table 15 presents correlational data concerning the relationship between

body image in children and the nature of touching they may receive from
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Table 15

Spearman Rank Correlations on the Relationship between

Use of Tactile Symbols by All Parents

and Body Image in All Children

Parental Use of Tactile Symbols
Total Usage Usage of Usage of Usage Usage of
usage of of long contact moderate | of comfort
integra- duration with intensity gradual sensation

Body tive in densely in action in
Image symbols touching inner- touching in touching
Scores in vated touching

touching body
areas in

(n=l10) touching

Body Concept . 020 -. 217 . 06 l -. 36.0% -.085 - . 1914

Body Sentiment | -.089 .0/19 - . 130 -. l; 13%k |-. 272 -. 38.5%

k = p < .01

p : .005
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their parents. As shown in Table 15, a positive correlation was not

found between the level of body image in the child and the parents use

of integrative symbols in their tactile acts. Hypothesis I I was

the refore rejected.

However, three significant negative correlations were observed.

Parents' use of moderate intensity in touching was negatively

correlated to both body concept (-. 36 @ p < .01) and body sentiment

(-.H 13 © p < .005) in children. Parents' use of comfort sensation was

also negatively correlated to body sentiment in children (-.385 G p < .01).

Although these three negative correlations showed no support for

Hypothesis I I, they did provide support for further breaking down the

data of Hypothesis II for closer examination.

THE RELAT | ONSH | P BETWEEN BODY I MAGE | N ALL CHILDREN AND THE NATURE OF

PARENTAL TOUCH ING FOR MOTHERS AND FATHERS AS D | ST | NCT GROUPS

The data was broken down in order to consider Hypothes is l l from a

different approach: to explore whether the nature of mother's touching

showed different relationships to body image in their children than the

nature of fathers' touching. As shown in Table 16, significant

correlations were observed. For total usage of integrative symbols

in touching, fathers displayed a negative correlation between their

integrative touching and a high body sentiment in their children

(- . 1487 @ p < .001). Mothers, on the other hand, displayed almost no

Correlation at all between their integrative touching and either high

or low body image in their children.
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Table 16

Spearman Rank Order Correlations for the Relationship between

Parental Use of Tactile Symbols and Body Image of All Children

-º-º-º-
w p : .001

Tactile Symbols

Total Usage Usage Usage Usage Usage
Body Image usage of of of of of

of long contact moderate gradual comfort
Scores inte- duration! with inten- action Sen Sa

grative in densely sity in tion
(n=l10) symbols touching inner- in touching in

in vated touching touching
touching body

a rea S

in

touching
un

§ Body Concept . 020 -. 320% .300% - .302% .093 .055
+-

2 Body Sentiment| -.089 -. 234 . 159 -. l;0 lººk | -.061 - .083

; Body Concept - .296 .087 - . 1149 - . 1100% | -.060 - .290
—c

. Body Sentiment| -. H87% .315% -.3H3% -. 330k - .3140k -. l;62%-k

* p < .05

** p < . Ol
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Duration

Mothers and fathers showed distinctly contrary findings for use of

the tactile symbol duration. Mothers demonstrated a negative correlation

between use of long duration in touching and high body concept in their

children (– .320 @ p < .05). No correlation was found between duration

of fathers' touching and body concept in their children. However, a

positive correlation (.315 Q p < .05) was found between long duration

of father's touch and body sentiment in children.

Location

Fathers and mothers displayed contrary findings for the tactile

symbol of location. Data from mothers showed a positive correlation

between their touching of highly innervated areas of their child's body

and high body concept in their children (.300 Q p < .05). In contrast,

fathers showed no significant correlation between their touching of

highly innervated areas of their child's body and body concept in the

child. However, whereas mothers displayed no significant correlation

between their touching of highly innervated areas of their child's

body and body sentiment in their children, fathers showed a negative

correlation (:31:3 (3) p <.05) between high body sentiment in their

children and their touching of highly innervated areas of their

child's body.
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Intensity

Mothers and fathers showed similar results when looking at the

overall picture for the tactile symbol intensity. A significant negative

correlation was found between use of moderate intensity touching by

mothers' (-.302 @ p < .05) and fathers' (-.H.0 G. p < .01) and high level

body concept in their children. Also use of moderate intensity touch by

mothers' (. l;01 @ p < .01) and fathers' (-.33 (3) p < .05) showed

significant negative correlations with high body sentiment in their

children. Intensity was also examined for distinctions in use of strong

intensity and weak intensity touching. Differences between mothers and

fathers in the relationship of their intensity of touch to body image

became clearer. For fathers, a positive correlation (.39|| @ p < .01)

was found between use of strong intensity in touching and high body

sentiment in their children, as well as a positive correlation

(.39|| @ p < .01) between use of strong intensity in touching and high

body concept in their children. Weak intensity in touching by fathers

showed no correlation with either body sentiment or body concept in

their children. Considered together, use of weak and strong intensity

touch by mothers showed a significant correlation with body image in

their children (-.302 @ p < .05 for body concept and -. H01 @ p <.01

for body sentiment); however, neither weak intensity nor strong intensity
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as separate distinct qualities of mothers' touch showed any significant

relationship to body image in children.

Action

Only one significant relationship was found between the tactile

symbol action and body image in children. Mothers showed no relationship

between action of their touching and either body concept or body

sentiment of their children. While no relationship existed between the

action of fathers' touching and body concept, a significant negative

correlation was demonstrated between use of gradual action in fathers'

touching and high body sentiment in their children (-.3/10 @ p < .05).

Sensation

Fathers' scores showed more significant findings than mothers' for

the tactile symbol of sensation. While mothers showed no correlation

at all between the sensation of their touching and the body image of

their children, fathers did display a definitive correlation between

sensation of touching and body image of their children. For fathers,

a high use of comfort sensation in touching showed a significant

negative correlation (-. H62 @ p < .01) with the body sentiment of their

children. In other words, the more discomfort sensations the fathers

used in touching, the higher was his child's body sentiment.
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THE RELAT | ONSH | P BETWEEN BODY | MAGE | N CHILDREN AND THE NATURE OF PARENTAL

TOUCHING: DISTINCTIONS IN SEX OF PARENT, SEX OF CHILD, AND SPECIFIC BODY ROLES

The Relationship of Parental Touching to Body Image in Boys

Mothers and Sons

Many significant correlations were found between maternal touching

and the level of body image in boys.

Duration. Mothers showed a clearly significant negative correlation

between their use of long duration in touching and high level body

concept in boys (.-.61 @ p < .005). As displayed in Table 17, the

relationship between use of more short durations in mothers' touching

and high body concept was seen particularly in the sex and identity

component of body concept (-.563 © p < .01) (the component indicating

the roles of the sexual body and the autonomous body); and in the detail

component of body concept (-.509 @ p < .01) (the component indicating

the roles of the differentiated body and the corporate body). A chi

square was also computed for the differences in two groups of mothers:

the group who received a score below the mean (HH) on mothers' duration

of touching and the group who received a score above the mean on mothers'

duration of touching. The chi square was computed to find out if

differences in the body concept of their sons did exist between the

group of mothers displaying short durations (below the mean) and the group
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Table 17

Spearman Rank Order Correlations on the Relationship between Parental

Use of Tactile Symbols and Body Image in Boys

Tact le Symbols
-

Total Usage Usage Usage Usage Usage
usage of Of Of of of
of long contact moderate gradual comfort

Body inte- duration with inten- action Sen Sa

grative in density sity in tion
Image symbols touching inner- in touching in

in vated touching touching
(N=20) touching body

areas in

touching

Body Concept :
(form) .295 – . lºš1% | .515%k |- .202 . 136 | . l; 13%

Body Concept
-

º, (Sex and |
5| Identity) -.071 -. 563%k .292 - .357 - . 1314 . 1119

—c

#|Body Concept i

(Detail) . 37; -.509% . 575% .057 . 200 ... lil;0%

Body Sentiment .318 -.303 .6l3% |- .332 . 208 . 22h

Body Concept
(form) -.5l;2%k . 308 - .396 - .553%k |- .398% |-.58.1%kk

Body Concept
(Sex and

tº | denti ty) - . 60lººk
-

266 - . 285 - . 72 lººk -. 55lººk - . 67.5% ºf
Q)

-C-

;Body Concept
u- (Detail) - .366 . H07% H .300 -. Hººk - . 1118 - . 1488%

Body Sentiment| -. 652% º . 703'-º'-.638:ºr -.622% ºr - .281; -.632%-kºk

k p < .05
* p < .01
* p < .005

ºk p < .001
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of mothers displaying long durations (above the mean). A chi square of

14.2 @ 2 df was found (significant beyond the level of p < .001), thus

supporting the correlational findings that, in fact, there was a

relationship between mothers' use of short durations and high body

concept in their sons.

Location. Mothers use of contact with densely innervated body areas

in touching their sons was very significantly correlated with high level

body image in the boys. The form component of body concept (.513 (3) p < .01)

(the component indicating the distinct body and the formed body), and the

detail component of body concept (.575 G p < .005) (the component

indicating the differentiated body and the corporate body) showed

definite correlations with mothers' use of highly innervated areas in

touching. These results flow directly from the hypothesis, supporting

the contention that contact with the more sensitive, highly innervated

areas of the body by mothers may well encourage rapid transmission

through nervous pathways and perception of the form and detail of body

structure and function to boys. Body sentiment in boys demonstrated an

even greater correlation (.613 G. p < .005) with mothers' contact with

highly innervated areas of their sons bodies than did body concept.

In support of Hypothesis I I, mothers touching of the highly innervated

areas of their sons bodies did appear to be directly linked to the boys

liking of their bodies, that is, their taking on the role of the good

body. In general, the relationship hypothesized between location of parent

touch and body image of the child was supported for mothers and sons.
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Intensity. Mixed results appeared for maternal use of intensity in

touching. No correlations with the body concept or body sentiment of

boys appeared to exist for intensity of mothers touching. However, when

the weak and strong qualities of intensity in maternal touch were

examined for their relationship to the sex and identity components of

the boy's body concepts, a significant correlation was found (. liº 2 @ p < .05)

between mothers' use of weak intensity touch and the sex and identity

component of boys' body concept.

Action. No relationships at all appeared between the action of

mothers' touching and either body concept or body sentiment in their

sons. Action may be a nons ignificant variable in the tactile interaction

of mothers and sons.

Sensation. The data demonstrated mixed results for the tactile

symbol sensation. When the form (. li. 13 (3) p K.05) and detail (. lili (3) p 3.05)
components of body concept were correlated with mothers' use of comfort

sensation in touching, the results indicated a support for Hypothesis I l.

A significant correlation was demonstrated between these components of

body concept and the use of comfort sensation in mothers' touching of

their sons. Mothers' gentle, comforting tactile ministrations do appear

related to their sons' perception of the body in form and detail. The

sex and identity component of boys' body concept and the body sentiment

of boys showed no relationship to sensation of mothers' touching.
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Fathers and Sons

Fathers showed a strong negative correlation between their use of

integrative symbols in touching and both high level body concept

(-.55 G. p < .01) and body sentiment (-.652 @ p <.005) in their sons.

Only the detail component of body concept in boys displayed no relationship

to fathers' use of integrative symbols in touching. However, for all

other aspects of body image in boys, there was a significant negative

correlation between body image and fathers' use of integrative symbols

in touching.

Duration. The findings for use of long duration in fathers' touching

indicated some support of Hypothes is l I. For the sex and identity

component of body concept, no relationship to the duration of fathers'

touching was seen. A significant positive correlation (. H07 Q P & .05)

appeared between fathers' long duration in touching their sons and the

detail component of boys' body concept. Lengthy touches by father do

appear to encourage an accurate cognitive perception of the form and

detail of their sons' bodies. Most importantly, a highly significant

positive correlation was found between long duration of fathers' touching

and their sons' body sentiment (.703 © p < .001).

Location. Fathers contact with densely innervated body areas

showed results exactly opposite to mothers. The most significant

correlation was a strong negative correlation between fathers' use of

highly innervated areas of their sons' bodies in touching and the boys'
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body sentiment (-.638 G p < .001). No relationship was found between

use of highly innervated areas of their sons' bodies in touching and

high body concept in the boys.

Intensity. All aspects of body image in boys demonstrated very

significant relationships to the symbol intensity. All components of

body concept and body sentiment in boys were negatively correlated with

use of moderate intensity touch by their fathers. Strong intensity of

touching rather than weak intensity of fathers' touch showed a positive

correlation of .554 (p K.01) to the body sentiment of boys, a positive

correlation of . H.25 (p < .05) to the form component of body concept in

boys, and a positive correlation of .663 (p K.001) to the sex and

identity component of body concept in boys. Weak intensity of fathers'

touch showed no relationship to any aspect of body image in boys. Since

the detail component of body concept in boys showed a relationship to

the use of strong and weak intensity together, but no relationship to

either weak intensity or strong intensity of fathers' touch as separate

qualities, the use of a combination of intensities in touching appeared

to be the key factor involved in taking on the roles of the differentiated

body and the corporate body.

Action. Body sentiment and the detail component of body concept in

boys proved to be unrelated to the action of their fathers' touching.

However, the form component (: 398 (3) p <.05) and the sex and identity

component (.55% (3) p K.01) of body concept in boys did show a significant

negative correlation to gradual action in fathers' touching.
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Sensation. Fathers' use of confort sensation in touching

displayed a significantly negative relationship to all aspects of body

image in their sons. The sex and identity component of body concept in

boys showed the strongest and most significant negative correlation

with fathers' use of comfort sensation in touching their sons

(-.675 (Q) p < .001). The form component of body concept (-.581 @ p < .005)

and the detail component of body concept (-. H.88 (3) p < .05) were also

negatively correlated to use of comfort sensation in fathers' touching.

High body sentiment in boys showed a negative correlation to

father's use of comfort sensation in touching also (-.632 @ p .005).

The Relationship of Parental Touching to Body Image in Girls

For girls, very few significant relationships were found

between parental touching and body image. In fact, in regard to

Hypothesis I I, no significant correlations between parental touching

and any component of body concept existed for girls. Body sentiment

in girls did show some signficant correlations with parental

touching.

Mothers and Daughters

As can be seen in Table 18, Hypothesis I I was not supported for

mothers and daughters. No relationship was found between mothers' use of

integrative symbols in touching their daughters and body concept. A

significant negative correlation was found between mothers' use of
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Table 18

Spearman Rank Order Correlations for the Relationship between Parental

Use of Tactile Symbols and Body Image in Girls

p < .005

Tactile Symbols
Total Usage of |Usage of Usage Usage Usage of
usage of long contact | of of comfort

Body inte- duration with mod- gradual sensation
grative in densely erate action in

Image symbols touching inner- inten- in touching
in vated sity touching

(N=20) touching body in
areas in touching
touching

Body Concept
(Form) - . 052 - . 126 . 269 -.063 - . 1 1 | - .033

Body Concept
(Sex and

al identity) - . 1814 -. 302 .06l; - . 1142 .078 -. 203
i
Q)

5Body Concept
| 2 (Detail) - . 185 -. 272 .085 -.086 -.06l; - .229

Body
Sentiment -.595% . 198 - .329 -.562% -. H90% -. H.36

Body Concept
(Form) - . 163 - . 182 - .321 - . 110 . 133 . 130

Body Concept
(Sex and
| dentity) - . 134 - .213 - .005 - . 165 - .297 - . 1 l;8

un
1

2Body Concept
: (Detail) - . 157 - .261 - . 1914 -.065 - . 199 -.058
Li

Body
Sentiment -. 35l; - . 12H .061 - .096 | - .398% -. 281

|

< p < .05
* p < .01
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integrative symbols in touching and their daughters' body sentiment

(.-595 (3) p < .005).

Duration. No significant relationships were found between duration

of mothers' touch and body image in their daughters.

Location. Mothers showed no relationship whatsoever between body

concept in their daughters and their contact with densely innervated

areas of the girls' bodies.

Intensity. No relationship appeared between mothers' use of intensity

in touching, and body concept in girls. A significant negative

correlation (-.562 @ p < .01) was found between mothers' use of moderate

intensity in touching and body sentiment in girls. In separating the

strong and weak qualities of the intensity of mothers' touch, neither quality

showed a significantly positive relationship to body sentiment in girls.

However together, strong and weak intensity of mothers' touch did show a

positive correlation with body sentiment. The combination of the use of

intensities was again the key factor for body sentiment.

Action. Again no relationship was found between mother's use of

action in touching and body concept in girls. However, a significant

negative correlation (-. H50 @ p < .05) was observed between mother's

use of gradual action in touching and high body sentiment in girls.
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Sensation. No relationships existed between mother's use of

sensation in touching and any aspect of body concept in girls. Regarding

body sentiment, a significant negative correlation (-. H36 @ p < .05) was

found between high body sentiment in girls and mother's use of comfort

sensation in touching.

Fathers and Daughters

Hypothesis I I was not supported for fathers and daughters. For total

use of integrative symbols in fathers' touching, no relationship at all

was observed to body concept or body sentiment in girls.

Duration. No relationships appeared between duration of fathers'

touching and any aspect of body image in their daughters.

Location. No significant relationships were found between fathers'

contact with densely innervated body areas on their daughters and any

aspect of body image in the girls.

Intensity. No relationship was found between intensity in fathers'

touching and any aspect of body image in girls.

Action. No relationship was found between action of fathers' touch

and body concept in girls. However, a significant negative correlation

(-398 @ p <.05) between fathers' use of gradual action in touching and

high body sentiment in their daughters. This relationship represented

the only significant correlation for tactile interaction of fathers and

daughters which derived from the data concerning the second hypothesis.

Sensation. No relationships at all were found between sensation

of fathers' touching and any aspect of body image in girls.
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Summary of Findings for the Relationship between Parental Touching and

Body Image in Children with Distinctions in Sex of Parent and Child

Analysis of the data for the relationship between parental touching

and body image in children showed the following results:

A. High body concept in girls was not related to any qualities

of parental touching.

B. High body concept in boys was significantly positively

related to the following qualities of parental touching:

i. Mothers' use of high innervation location

ii. Mothers' use of comfort sensation

iii. Mothers' use of short duration

iv. Fathers' use of long duration

v. Fathers' use of discomfort sensation

vi. Fathers' use of strong intensity

vii. Fathers' use of abrupt action

viii. Fathers' use of low innervation location

C. High body sentiment in girls was significantly positively related

to the following qualities of parental touching:

i. Mothers' use of discomfort sensation

ii. Mothers' use of a combination of strong and weak intensity

iii. Mothers' use of abrupt action

iv. Fathers' use of abrupt action

D. High body sentiment in boys was significantly positively related

to the following qualities of parental touching:
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i. Mothers' use of high innervation location

ii. Fathers' use of long duration

iii. Fathers' use of low innervation location

iv. Fathers' use of discomfort sensation

v. Fathers' use of strong intensity

The tactile symbols of duration, location, intensity, action, and

sensation were found to have individualized meaning relative to sex

differences of parent and child.

THE RELAT I ONSHIP BETWEEN PARENTAL USE OF

ASSOC I ATE TACT I LE SYMBOLS AND BODY IMAGE | N CHILDREN

In order to achieve a more complete understanding of the relationship

between parental touching and body image in children, the analysis of

tactile symbols was expanded to include three associate tactile symbols

which had not been included in the initial statement of the hypothesis

(see Quantification of the Variables, Chapter 3). The three associate

symbols were (1) frequency of touching--the actual number of tactile acts

which occurred for each parent, (2) extent of touching--the number of

parts of the child's body touched by each parent over the number of

parts available for touching, and (3) the use of trunk in touching--the

number of the parents tactile acts which utilized the trunk of the

child's body rather than his limbs. The associate symbols were examined

across sex of parent and sex of child, in a manner similar to the symbols

of Hypothesis II.
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The Relationship of Associate Symbol Use in Parental Touching to

Body Image in Boys

Mothers and Sons

As demonstrated in Table 19, mothers' use of associate tactile

symbols showed no relationship to body concept in boys, but some

significant negative correlations to body sentiment in boys.

Frequency. Mothers showed no relationship between body concept in

their sons and their frequency of touching. However, mothers' frequency

of touching the boys displayed a trend toward a relationship to body sentiment in

their sons.

Extent. Mixed results were seen for maternal use of extent in

touching their sons. Body concept in boys showed no relationship to

extent of body use in mothers' touching. A significant negative

correlation (- .390 (3) p < .05) was observed between body sentiment

and extent of touching.

Trunk and limb contact. No relationship was observed between

body concept in boys and mothers' contact with the trunk of the body.

Body sentiment in boys showed a significantly negative correlation

(-. H.76 @ p K.05) with mothers' touching of the trunk of their sons' bodies.

Fathers and Sons

Fathers' use of associate symbols in touching their sons showed some

very significant relationships to body image in the boys.
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Table 19

Spearman Rank Order Correlations for the Relationship between Parental

Use of Associate Tactile Symbols and Body Image in Boys

Body Image (N=20)
Body Body Body Body
Concept Concept Concept Sentiment

Tactile (Form) (Sex and (Detail)
Symbols | dentity

Use of

high
frequency
in

touching - .052 .017 . 080 -. 379

Use of

large
extent in

touching -. 205 - . 196 -. 336 -. 390%
;

Use of
trunk

Contact -. 213 - .369 - .329 -. H.76%

Use of

high
frequency
in touching] .50lººk | . H.75% . 303 . 770: ºk

Use of

large
extent in

touching . H.32% . 339 . 271 . 600'-'-k
;

Use of
trunk

Contact . 138 . 161 . 156 . 200

* p < .05
×k p < . Ol
* p < .005

p < .001
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Frequency. Fathers displayed a strong positive correlation between

the frequency of their touching and both the form component of body

concept (.503 © p < . Ol) and the sex and identity component of body

concept (.175 Q p <.05). For boys' body sentiment, frequency of touching

represented the strongest and most significant finding in the entire

investigation. High amounts of fathers touching their sons was significantly

and positively correlated to high body sentiment in the boys (.770 @ p < .001).

Extent. A significant positive correlation was found between extent

of father's contact with their sons' bodies and the form component of body

concept (.432 @ p < . 05). A highly significant positive correlation was

also found between body sentiment and extent of fathers' contact with their

sons' bodies (.60 G p < 005).

Trunk and l imb contact. No relationship at all was found between

either body concept or body sentiment in the boys, and fathers' contact

with the trunk of their sons' bodies.

The Relationship of Associate Symbol Use in Parental Touching to Body

Image in Girls

Mothers and Daughters

The use of associate symbols in mothers' touching of their daughters

showed little relationship to body image in girls. No relationships were

found between girls' body sentiment and mothers' use of associate symbols

in touching their daughters. Two significant correlations were found

between body concept in the girls and their mothers' use of associate

symbols in their touching.
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Table 20

Spearman Rank Order Correlations for the Relationship between Parental

Use of Associated Tactile Symbols and Body Image in Girls

Body Image (N=20)
Tactile Body Body Concept Body Body

Concept (Sex and Concept Sentiment
Symbols (Form) | dentity) (Detail)

-

Use of high
frequency
in touching - . 020 -.52|+/-k -. 230 — . 033

ºn Use of large
5 extent in
# touching ... li.01% .079 . 1116 -. 213
2

Use of
trunk

COnta Ct . 189 . 195 -.037 .038

Use of high
frequency
in touching . 55.8% . I lil . 503'-k . 38.7%

; Use of large
# extent in

. touching .659%iº . 307 . 305 .077

Use of
trunk

Contact .5l;6'-k . 190 . 175 -.066

k p < .05
* p < .01

'-º'-º'- p < .005
º; p < .001
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Frequency. One significant negative correlation was observed

between the sex and identity component of body concept in girls and

the frequency of mothers' touching (-.52H (3) p < .01). The more

frequently mothers touched their daughters, the lower were the girls'

scores on the sex and identity component of body concept. No other

relationships were found between girls' body image and frequency of

mothers' touching.

Extent. Only one significant relationship was found between mothers'

contact with a large extent of their daughters' bodies and body image

in the girls. A significant positive correlation appeared between

mothers' use of a large extent of the girls' body in touching and the

form component of body concept in girls (.1101 @ p < .05).

Trunk and limb contact. No relationship was found between mothers'

touching of the trunks of their daughters' bodies and any aspect of

body image in the girls.

Fathers and Daughters

Fathers' use of associate symbols in touching their daughters

displayed some significant relationships and trends toward relationships

with body image in the girls.

Frequency. There appeared some significant correlations between the

frequency of fathers' touching and the body image of girls. High

frequency of fathers' touch was positively correlated to both the form
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component (.558 Q p < .01) and the detail component of body concept in

girls (.503 © p < .01), whereas the sex and identity component of body

concept bore no relationship to frequency of fathers' touching the girls.

For body sentiment in girls, a positive correlation was also found between

high frequency of fathers' touching their daughters and the girls' high

body sentiment (.387 3. p <.05).

Extent. One significant relationship appeared between extent of

fathers' touching and body concept in girls. A strong significant

correlation was found between fathers' use of a large extent of their

daughters' body in touching and the form component of her body concept

(.659 @ p <.001). No relationship was observed between body sentiment

in girls and their fathers' extent of contact on their bodies.

Trunk and limb contact. Only one relationship was found between

fathers' contact with the trunk of his daughters' body and body image in

the girls. The form component of body concept in girls displayed a

significant positive correlation (.5/#6 @ p < .01) with father's touching

of the trunk of his daughter's body rather than the limbs. No other
-

relationships existed between the body image of girls and fathers'

contact with the trunks of their bodies.

Summary of Findings for the Relationship between Associate Tactile

Symbol Use by Parents and Body Image in Children

The examination of three associate symbols of touch--frequency of

touching, extent of body contact, and trunk contact--proved to be a

fruitful avenue of exploration. For both boys and girls, use of these
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tactile symbols was strongly related to body image. For boys, use of

associate symbols showed the strongest relationship to body sentiment.

For girls, use of associate symbols showed the strongest relationship to

the form component of their body concept. Use of the associate symbols

was more significant for fathers' touching of both sons and daughters

than for mothers' touching of their children.

Analysis of the data for the relationship between parental use of

associate tactile symbols and body image in children showed the

following results:

A. High body concept in girls was significantly positively

related to the following qualities of parental touching:

i. Mothers' use of large extent

ii. Mothers' use of low frequency

iii. Fathers' use of high frequency

i v. Fathers' use of large extent

v. Fathers' contact with the trunk of the body

B. High body concept in boys was significantly positively related

to the following qualities of parental touching:

i. Fathers' use of high frequency

ii. Fathers' use of large extent

C. High body sentiment in girls was significantly positively

related to fathers' use of high frequency in touching.
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Table 2 l

Mean Scores, Standard Deviations, and T Distributions

for Parent Groups on Use of Tactile Symbols

Tactile Parent Group (n=H0)
Symbols Mothers Fathers Mothers and Fathers

× sq X sq +

Location 132 10.80 | 13|| 10. 15 .7l;

Action 1914 7. 13 | 193 7. l;7 . 30

Intensity 186 7.73 l8l4 8.57 1.51

Sensation 19|| 5.97 193 6.58 . 52

Duration lil; l■ .63 l;3 lº. 58 . 58

Frequency 8] 33. 19 | 66 25.76 1.98%

Extent 6] 15.82 || 53 19. 21; 1.87%

Trunk 27 10.86 21; 11.82 1. 11

* p < .05

Intensity. Mothers (186) and fathers (18+) showed similar mean

scores for intensity of touch, but fathers had a greater variability

within their intensity than mothers (mothers: sq=7.73, fathers: sq=8.57).

Sensation. Mothers (1914) and fathers (193) showed similar mean

scores for sensation of touch, as well as a similar variability within

their respective groups.
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D. High body sentiment in boys was significantly positively related

to the following qualities of parental touching:

i. Mothers' use of small extent

ii. Mothers' contact with the limbs of the body

iii. Fathers' use of high frequency

i v. Fathers' use of large extent

The associate tactile symbols of frequency, extent and trunk were found to

have individualized meaning relative to sex differences of parent and child.

D | FFERENCES BETWEEN MOTHERS AND FATHERS IN THE

NATURE OF THE | R TOUCHING

There was very little difference between mothers and fathers in the

nature of their touching. Table 21 presents the mean scores which fathers

and mothers as groups displayed on eight tactile symbols, and the t

distribution for mothers' and fathers' means on each of the tactile symbols.

Location. As displayed in Table 21, mothers (132) and fathers (134)

showed similar mean scores for location of touch, as well as a similar

variability within their respective groups. Fathers did display a slightly

greater use of highly innervated areas in their touching.

Action. Mothers (1914) and fathers (193) showed similar mean scores

for action of touch, as well as a similar variability of actions within

their respective groups.
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Table 2 l

Mean Scores, Standard Deviations, and T Distributions

for Parent Groups on Use of Tactile Symbols

Tactile Parent Group (n=40)
Symbols Mothers Fathers Mothers and Fathers

× sd X sd +

Location 132 10.80 || 3 || 10. 15 .7l;

Action 1914 7. 13 | 193 7. l;7 . 30

Intensity 186 7.73 l8l4 8.57 1.5l

Sensation 19|| 5.97 | 193 6.58 . 52

Duration lºl; l■ .63 l;3 lº. 58 . 58

Frequency 8] 33. 19 | 66 25.76 1.98%

Extent 6l 15.82 53 19. 21; 1.87%

Trunk 27 10.86 21; 11.82 1. l I

p K.05

Intensity. Mothers (186) and fathers (18+) showed similar mean

scores for intensity of touch, but fathers had a greater variability

within their intensity than mothers (mothers: sq=7.73, fathers: sq=8.57).

Sensation. Mothers (1914) and fathers (193) showed similar mean

scores for sensation of touch, as well as a similar variability within

their respective groups.
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Duration. Mothers (HH) and fathers (H3) showed similar mean scores

for duration of touch, as well as a similar variability of duration within

their respective groups. Minimal variation in duration of touching was

seen across parents.

Frequency. Mothers (81) and fathers (66) showed different mean

scores for the frequency of touch. Mothers demonstrated much more frequent

touching than fathers as well as a greater variability within their

frequency of touch as a group (mothers: sq=33. 19, fathers: sq=25.76).

The t distribution showed a significant difference between groups in

frequency of touching (. 198 (3) p < .05). Both mothers and fathers,

however, showed a great deal of variability within their respective

groups on the frequency of their touching. Frequency of touch was the

tactile symbol of greatest difference in use between mothers and fathers.

Extent. Mothers (61) and fathers (53) showed somewhat different

mean scores for extent of touch. Mothers tended to use a wider variety

of their child's body parts in touching than did fathers; that is,

mothers touched a greater extent of the child's total body surface than

did fathers. The t distribution showed a significant difference between

groups in extent of contact in touching (1.87 (3) p <.05). While fathers

as a group showed a greater variability in their extent of contact with

the childrens' body parts, both mothers (sd=15.82) and fathers (sd=19.24)

did vary quite strongly within their own groups on the extent of their

child's body which they contacted in touching.
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Trunk contact. Mothers (27) touched the trunk of their child to a

greater degree than did fathers (2/1). But fathers (sd=l1.82) as a group

displayed somewhat greater variation in their touching of the trunk of

their child's body than did mothers (sd=10.86).

In general, mothers and fathers as groups did not show strong

differences in the quality of their touching but did show some

significant differences in the quantity and extent of their touching.

Few sex differences appeared in the nature of parental touching, yet

significant sex differences appeared for the relationship of parental

touch to the body image of children.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF TACT I LE CONGRUENCY IN

MARI TAL PA |RS TO THE BODY IMAGE OF CHILDREN

Six of the eight tactile symbols showed no significant differences in

the nature of touching found in mothers and fathers, and yet significant

differences were found in the relationships the tactile symbols bore to

body image in children. Therefore, an analysis of the relationship

between congruency of touch in marital pairs and the body image of their

children was deemed essential. Analysis of congruency explored two

variables conjointly: (1) differences or similarities between mother and

father in the nature of their touching, and (2) the relationship these

differences or similarities showed to body image in children. Congruence

between marital pairs was defined as the agreement or harmony which existed

in the parental pair of each family. All pairs were considered congruent
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in their touching, since all pairs demonstrated different patterns of

touching which had positive potential for development of the child's

body image. The parental pairs were classified into one of four

different tactile congruency groups: two groups displaying symmetrical

congruency in touching (similar qualities of touching), and two groups

displaying complementary congruency in touching (opposite qualities of

touching). The symmetrical congruency groups included those parental

pairs who (a) both demonstrated a score above the mean on a specific

tactile symbol or (b) both demonstrated a score below the mean on a

specific tactile symbol. The complementary congruency groups included

those parental pairs who (a) demonstrated a score above the mean for

father and a score below the mean for mother on a specific tactile

symbol, or (b) demonstrated a score below the mean for father and a

score above the mean for mother on a specific tactile symbol.

Initially, each parent was placed into a category for each of the

eight tactile symbols, whereby he or she was classified above or below

the mean on that symbol. A parent might be above the mean on one symbol

and below the mean on another symbol. After both parents were identified

according to their classification by mean score for a particular symbol,

the parental pairs were then placed into one of the four congruency groups.

These groups were (1) the two symmetrical congruency groups (a) both high

means, (b) both low means; and (2) two complementary groups (a) father

high, mother low, (b) mother high, father low. The number of pairs which

fell into each group varied for each symbol. Table 22 presents the means

and n's for each of the four groups.
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Table 22

Analysis of Variance on Body Image in All Children According to Tactile
Congruence in Parents Body Image (n=10)

Body Concept Body Sentiment
Mean n F Mean n F

Highly Innervated
Location . 52118 ... 8132

|
Both High Scores 57.5 8 7 l. li.
Pahi Malo | ||6.8 | 12 | 69.9 2 |

Palo Mahi 54.0 ll | 80.3 |
Both Low Scores l;5. | 75.0 |

i | ;
‘Gradual Action .3077 2.5l.96

Both High Scores . l; 9.0 l; 67.9 ll;
:Pahi Malo 56.7 6 66.0 | 6
Palo Mahi 55.7 6 81.5 6
Both Low Scores H7.2 ll; 80.9 | l;

i | i
:

Moderate Intensity | 1.0768 i 2.695.1%

Both High Scores l:0.5 13 6H.9 13
Pahi Malo i 52.3 7 80.0 7

i Palo Mahi 56.7 7 : 79.3 7
Both Low Scores 58.9 13 | 81.8 13

comfort Sensation º
: l. 17110

i
- -

Both High Scores l;3. H | 1 71.6 | l
Pahi Malo 32.6 8 66.9 8
Palo Mahi : 50.0 10 ! 80.7 10
Both Low Scores 61.2 1 I | 76.3 || 1 |

Long Duration
-

.9lF77 2. l;765

Both High Scores l;8.3 9 72.0 9
Pahi Malo l;9.0 l 88.0 | 1
Palo Mahi l;0.0 66.2
Both Low Scores 58. l; 72. 3

High Frequency .86.29 5.9812'-k

Both High Scores 53. l; 8 77.9 8
Pahi Malo 57.3 | 12 86.8 12
Palo Mahi l; 1.8 | 12 | 6l. 3 | 2

Both Low Scores | 50.8 | 8 | 66.6 8
|

Large Extent 5.3382% 2.9l 17%
|

Both High Scores 66.6 10 sº 10
Pahi Malo | 57.3 | | 0 85.9 10

Palo Mahi 30.8 10 | 71.4 10

■ poth Low Scores T l;7. HTT 10 | 73.6–1–19–
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Table 22 (Cont.)

Body Concept Body Sentiment
Mean n F Mean n F

Trunk Contact 2.586|| 1.628);

Both High Scores 62.0 | O 67.7 | 0
Pahi Malo |H5. H. | 0 82.9 10
Palo Mahi | 36.7 | 0 70.8 10

Both Low Scores | 58.0 | 0 75.14 | 0

p < .05

** p < . Ol

Legend: Both High Scores:

Pahi Malo:

Palo Mahi :

Both Low Scores:

Mother and Father display above the mean
score on use of the tactile symbol.

Father displays above the mean score on
use of the tactile symbol, while mother
displays below the mean score on use of
the tactile symbol.

Father displays below the mean score on use
of the tactile symbol, while mother displays
above the mean score on use of the tactile

symbol.

Father and mother display below the mean
score on use of the tactile symbol.

For each tactile symbol, an analysis of variance was then performed

on the four congruency groups in relation to both body concept and body

sentiment in children. As Table 22 shows, some significant differences

did appear between tactile congruency groups and body image in children.

Each of the significant differences was related to a particular tactile

symbol, with no one consistent congruency group demonstrating higher

overall body image in their children. However, the differences between

symmetrical and complementary congruency provided some findings for

distinctions in body concept and body sentiment of children.
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Symmetrical Congruency of Touching in Marital Pairs

Body concept

For 75% of the tactile symbols, marital pairs displaying a

symmetrical use of the tactile symbols in interaction with their

children had children of higher mean body concept than any other marital

pairs. For the location (57.5), extent (66.6), and trunk symbols (62),

marital pairs displaying scores above the mean had children of highest

body concept. For the intensity (58.9), sensation (61.2), and duration

symbols (58. H), marital pairs displaying scores below the mean had

children of highest body concept. Both groups of symmetrical pairs thus

were equally important for body concept. Extent of touching was the only

tactile symbol which showed a significant difference between parental

congruency groups (F = 5.3382 @ p < .01) in body concept of their children.

Body sentiment

As shown in Table 22, marital pairs displaying symmetrical congruency

in only one of the tactile symbols (intensity) had children with high body

sentiment. For all other tactile symbols, marital pairs displaying

complementary congruency in touch had children with the highest body

sentiment. Intensity was the one tactile symbol where marital pairs with

symmetrical touching had children with the highest body sentiment (81.8)

showing a significant difference between groups (F = 2.6951 ep < .05).

However, the mean scores on children's body sentiment for the two

complementary groups of the intensity symbol (80 + 79.3) were only one to

two percentage points below the mean score of the symmetrical group (81.8)

(where both parents used a combination of intensities in touch).
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Complementary Congruency of Touching in Marital Pairs

Body concept

For only two of the eight tactile symbols did marital pairs displaying

complementary congruency in touching have children with high body concept--

the action (56.7) and frequency (57.3) symbols. For frequency, complementary

congruency in parental touch did not appear to be the important variable

for body concept of children, but rather the high frequency of fathers'

touch. In action, complementary congruency of parental touch did appear

to be important, for both complementary groups had children with high

body concept.

Body Sentiment

For 88% of the tactile symbols, marital pairs displaying a

complementary use of the tactile symbols in interaction with their

children had children of higher body sentiment than any other parental

pairs. For the location (80.3), action (81.5), and sensation symbols

(80. 7), marital pairs displaying mothers with a higher mean score and

fathers with a lower mean score had children of higher body sentiment

than any other group. For the duration (88), frequency (86.3), extent

(85.9), and trunk symbols (82.9), marital pairs displaying fathers with

a higher mean score and mothers with a lower mean score had children

of higher body sentiment than any other group. The frequency

(F = 5.9812 @ p < .01) and extent (F = 2.91 17 (3) p <.05) symbols showed

a significant difference between groups for body sentiment of their

children.
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Summary

Symmetrical congruency of touching in marital pairs (touching of

the same nature by both parents) was found to be more often present

in children of high body concept. This finding has implications for the

consistency of touching the body in development of body concept.

Complementary congruency of touching in marital pairs (touching

of the opposite nature by parents) was found to be more often present

in children of high body sentiment. This finding has implications for

the use of diverse touching of the body in development of body sentiment.



CHAPTER V

THE DISCUSS | ON

The results of this investigation have indeed provided some answers

to the question proposed by the study: What relationship exists between

the body image of children and the nature of the touch they receive from

their parents? The answer to this question was initially explored by

investigating the following hypotheses:

1. The higher the level of body sentiment in the child,

the higher will be his level of body concept.

| | . A. The higher the level of body concept in their

child, the greater will be the parents' use

of the following symbols in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

ii. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

v. comfort sensation

B. The higher the level of body sentiment in their

child, the greater will be the parents' use of

the following symbols in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

ii. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

v. comfort sensation (see Operational Definitions,
Chapter 1 l)

136
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Since the hypotheses, as stated, were not supported, crossbreaks

were performed with the data to explore distinctions in both sex of

parent and sex of child. In addition, a supplementary analysis of the

study's major variables--body image in children and touching of

parents--was performed to clarify each of the variables independently

as well as their relationship to one another. The discussion of the

study's findings includes all results which have derived from this

investigation, taking into consideration both cross breaks and

supplemental findings as valuable constituents to an understanding of

what relationship exists between the body image of children and the

nature of the touch they receive from their parents.

Discussion of the results has been divided into two sections:

(1) body image of the child, and (2) tactile arousal in development of

body image.

BODY | MAGE | N CHILDREN

Composition of the Body Image

As described in the Conceptual Framework (Chapter II), body image

involves a dual process within the self: (1) body concept, cognitively

understanding what parts contribute to one's body; and (2) body sentiment,

emotionally attaching value to these separate parts as well as the total

body. Body concept is made up of those roles which give form to the

cognitive model of the body. The body roles may be positive in nature,

that is, supportive of high level body concept; or the roles may be

negative in nature, that is, supportive of low level body concept. The

positive body roles in composition of the body concept are (a) the
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distinct body and (b) the formed body (the form component of body

concept), (c) the sexual body and (d) the autonomous body (the sex and

identity component of body concept), and (e) the differentiated body and

(f) the corporate body (the detail component of body concept). The

negative body roles are the polarities of the positive roles in composition

of the body concept: (a) the nondistinct body, (b) the amorphous body,

(c) the asexual body, (d) the dependent body, (e) the undifferentiated

body, and (f) the disjunct body. The body sentiment consists of only

one role which has both a positive and negative polarity: the good body

and the bad body. This body role gives evaluative feeling to the body.

For children as a whole, positive body roles comprise about two-thirds

of the total body image in children. The composition of body image which

children display points to a thoughtful consideration concerning the

socialization which children experience into their body roles. The

socialization process of children may offer many more opportunities for

learning about the role of the good body than the roles making up the

body concept. As shown in Figure 5, the role of the good body (the

body sentiment) represents the strongest of the body roles in formation

of high level body image in children. Opportunities for learning about

body sentiment have given children necessary information about the body

self in relation to the pleasure one's body holds as a perceptual object,

and the need to be a sexual and unique being with a sense of his/her

own power.
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On the other hand, socialization experiences for taking on the

roles inherent to a high body concept may be less readily available.

Looking to Figure 6, the second strongest contributors to a high

body image were the roles of the sexual body and the autonomous body.

jne Formed Body
The Distinct Body

r-
-

The Sex and Identity
Component

Figure 6. Diagram of the composition of the body concept as derived
from the mean scores of all children.
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The roles of the formed body and the distinct body (the form component

of body concept) made the third largest contribution to the composition

of high body image in children. However, these body roles were not

very strong. The roles of the differentiated body and the corporate body

were the smallest body roles to support a high level body image in

children. Rather their polars, the undifferentiated body and the

disjunct body, contributed heavily to a low level body image in children.

The fact that the detail component of body concept contributed the most

to low level body image in children can be attributed to the corporate

body's position as the least of the body roles to be taken on in

development, the reby offering the least to formation of a high body

image (see Chapter I I, the corporate body versus the disjunct body).

The weakness of the form component, however, is not so easily explainable.

Since the formed body and the distinct body are the first body roles

to be assumed by the child in development of his body image, this

weakness or lack of integration of the form component of body concept

would appear to be a somewhat stabilized feature of the body image.

The potency of such a finding is great, for the formed body and the

distinct body represent those body roles which form the basic foundation

for development of all other body roles in the child.

Sex Differences in Composition of the Body Sentiment

In respect to the affective domain of body image, both boys and

girls perceive their bodies as primarily good bodies. The composition

of the body sentiment, however, is somewhat different for boys and girls.
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Body sentiment in boys. Certain regions of the body are of

particular concern to boys, causing them the most dissatisfaction with

their bodies. As shown in Figure 7, the three areas of the body most

frequently disliked by boys all center around the pelvic region.

Sociocultural ly, these areas are associated with sexual and excretory

processes, two of the most clandest inely handled processes in society.

One could seriously doubt that any negative meaning which boys hold for

these body parts was directly associated to the sexual nature of the body

areas, since a significant positive relationship was found between the

sex and identity component of body concept and body sentiment in boys.

However, the fact that boys perceive their bodies as masculine sexual

objects at ages 8 to 10 may have little to do with their satisfaction

with their sexual organs or those body areas surrounding them. More

likely, the body as a whole, especially those areas associated with

strength and mastery such as the arms, hands, lower legs and feet,

would instead be considered in determining the masculine identity of

the male body. Sociocultural encouragement for boys to develop a sense

of themselves as sexually assertive and sexually competent can place

unrealistic pressures on the boys as well as cause anxiety around the

entire issue of living up to these social expectations (Mussen et al.,

1963:357:H25). A comment made by a boy while working with the Body

Sentiment Index reflected his frustration and anxiety over lack of

mastery of the genital area: "Well, this (the genitals) can't do much

of anything; I guess its not worth too much." Most boys did not comment

on their rationale for disliking the genital ia, but other disliked parts
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appeared to carry the same meaning: "My thighs... himmm... they aren't

as strong as they should be, you know, powerful ... I guess I don't really

like them." The nexus of the bad body in boys is most likely linked to

a sense of the body as inadequate, power less and weak in concrete action,

especially in relation to the pelvic region. The sexual areas of the

body may have come to represent the core of the bad body in boys,

signifying a source of concern over mastery and potency in the

developing male.

Body sentiment in girls. Girls display a slightly higher body

sentiment than do boys. The indication that girls are more highly

satisfied with their bodies than are boys shed some light on the findings

of a recent research which shows that adult women are more secure and

comfortable with their bodies than are men (Fisher, 1970). A woman's

greater freedom to explore her body identity as a child through use of

clothing and decoration functions to encourage her sense of satisfaction

with the body, whereas the male's body is far more separated from the

major goals and aspirations which he carries for himself, thereby

bringing him less satisfaction with his body in realms outside the

sexual. The beginnings of differences between men and women in li king

for the body lies within their socialization as children.

Regardless of girls' increased sense of li king for their bodies,

certain regions of the body are of particular concern to girls also,

causing dissatisfaction with their bodies. As shown in Figure 8,

the major focus of the disliked body in girls is not the pelvic region,
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Figure 7. Body parts composing the bad body in boys.

Figure 8. Body parts composing the bad body in girls.
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but rather the shoulders and entire lower limbs. Since the sex and

identity component of body concept in girls shows a trend toward a

negative relationship with body sentiment, one might expect the areas

associated with sexual functions to assume a higher frequency of

dislike. However, as with boys, a sense of sexual identification and

feminine identity most likely has little to do with sexual functioning

but rather one's feelings of femininity. Comments made by girls as they

sorted body parts into the like and dislike categories on the Body

Sentiment Index indicate that the shoulders and lower limbs are

sources of concern for a sense of femininity. The girls made such

statements as "I don't like my legs and feet. My legs are too long

and my feet are too big. They don't look pretty; they look like boys'

legs." Another statement was "my shoulders are like a football player's;

girls shouldn't look like that." A real concern for appearing smaller

and prettier came forth from the girls. The elements of delicacy and

beauty are a core concern for females in feeling satisfied with

their bodies. These findings support those of all ied research on body

satisfaction in adult females (Fisher, 1971; Jourard and Secord, 1955).

Females evaluate their satisfaction according to the deviation between

their ideal of what their body should look like in order to appear

feminine and attractive and what they think their body actually does

look like. The shoulders and lower limbs thus come to represent the

core of the bad body in girls, signifying a source of concern over adequacy

of appearance for the developing female.
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The core of the bad body in children is consequently linked to a sense

of inadequacy with their bodies. For boys, the inadequacy concerns

the mastery and potency of their bodies. For girls, the inadequacy

concerns the appearance of their bodies. The role of the bad body

is consistent with the sociocultural social ization of sex-typing in

children (Mussen et al., 1963), whereby girls are socialized to be

attractive in looks and personal ity and boys are social ized to perform.

The face remained unscathed in the realm of dislike, indicating

that the face represents for both boys and girls the most vivid

representation of who he or she is as a person. Past research has shown

that men in particular are inclined to associate the head of their

body most closely with the self; that is, they perceive the self to

reside primarily in the head of the body (Himmelstein, 1964). To

acknowledge dislike for the fact would thus be to proclaim the

ultimate in dissatisfaction.

Sex Differences in Composition of the Body Concept

Sex differences in perception of the cognitive model of the body

are far more distinct than in sentiment for the body.

Body concept in boys. Boys display a very low body concept. As

can be seen in Figure 9, boys have taken on more of the negative poles

of the body roles than the positive poles of the body roles for all

components of body concept. One might speculate that the body image of

boys does not develop as rapidly as girls on a cognitive level.
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However, the fact that all components of body concept show an equally

low degree of the positive body roles does not indicate that this

finding is due to slow development. The form component of body concept

is the first to be engaged by the child, and yet this component

primarily consists of the amorphous body and the nondistinct body in

boys. These findings point to a potential weakness in the body concept

of boys which may be based upon an initial deficit in acquisition of

the body roles related to the form component of the cognitive model

of the body. Without further supporting research, consideration should

be given the proposition that girls may have a general maturational

and intel lectual edge over boys their age, with boys being slower in

abstracting and integrating the body roles which they have taken on in

earlier years.

Whether low level body concept consistently appears across the

life cycle of males is not known. However, any deficit in cognitive

development of positive body roles in boys could act as a foundation

for the adult male, whom Fisher (1974) postulates is not unified with

his body, nor is he sure of what to do with his body or how it fits

into the scheme of things within his life.
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Body concept in girls. Girls display an adequate body concept,

being twice as aware of the cognitive model of their bodies as are

boys (see Chapter IV--differences between boys and girls in body image).

Girls more often take on the positive poles of body roles than the

negative poles of body roles in formation of their body concept. As

displayed in Figure 10, the strongest parts of body concept in girls

are roles of the sexual body and the autonomous body. These roles

represent a large part of high body concept in girls, a vital part of

how they perceive the cognitive model of their bodies. In contrast to

some findings of the late 1950's and early 1960's, (Tuddenham, 1951,

1952; Witkin et al., 1962), women may no longer be socialized into being

dependent. The sense of independent power and sexuality which women have

recently assumed for their bodies is a very real part of the body image

in girls. The higher level of body concept which girls demonstrate

supports the findings of Van Lennep (1957) and Fisher (197l) that boys

are less aware of their bodies than are girls. These authors also

propose that this difference in level of body concept is accentuated

as the two sexes pass into adulthood.

The Relationship between Body Sentiment and Body Concept in Children

Boys and girls show a dramatic difference in the relationship

between their body concept and their body sentiments. Whereas for

girls body sentiment and body concept are independent of one another,

body sentiment and body concept in boys are significantly related to

one another. Sociocultural ly, men and women have traditionally served

different functions in the family and society as a whole. Women are
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more often socialized into the role of an expressive or affective

expert, being sensitive to feelings and motivations. Men, on the other

hand, are socialized into the role of instrumental expert, being

involved with external exigencies and goal orientation (Parsons, 1964).

Perhaps, men come to deal with the cognitive and affective domains on

the same plain, seeing them as highly synonymous in nature. Women,

on the other hand, come to deal with their feelings and their cognition

as two more separate phenomenon, viewing them as distinct. Consequently

men may perceive their bodies in a cognitively and affectively similar

manner, while women confront the body sentiment and body concept as

independent constructs.

Differences in the resources which boys and girls have for body

validation provides some insight into the difference which the two

groups show in the relationship between their body concepts and body

sentiments. As described in the discussion on body composition, boys

showed a concern for the inadequacy of their bodies in mastery and

accomplishment, whereas girls showed a concern for the inadequacy of

their body appearance. Body mastery calls for an internal form of

validation for the body self, while appearance calls for a more

external validation of the body self. Boys may turn to their own

cognitive picture of the body in its structure and function to

determine how they feel about it as a perceptual object. Girls may

instead turn to the external validation of others in order to determine

their feelings for the body, regardless of how they cognitively view
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its structure and function. Additional support for the differences

between men and women in relationship of body sentiment to body

concept is found in the research of Witkin. Witkin et al. (1962)

indicated that boys have a somewhat self-contained sensitivity to

their own bodies, while girls are more concerned with the relation of

their bodies to the outside world. A female thus determines her

feelings for her body more on standards of how others like it,

regardless of the cognitive model she carries of her body. Men, on

the other hand, may depend on their own conception of their body to

determine their feelings.

Perhaps body concept and body sentiment can develop independent

of one another, thus facilitating a more functional development of the

body image. If a critical awareness of the cognitive model of one's

body is determined by how satisfied one is with his body, or if one's

satisfaction with the body is determined by his critical perception of

its cognitive model, the two aspects of body image could inhibit the

development of one another rather than support mutual development.

In the case of boys, body concept is most negatively affected, whereby

the boys who dislike their bodies the most also display the lowest

level awareness of the body's structure and function.

Clearly, there are dramatic differences between boys and girls in every

area of their body image. The composition of their total body images

according to body roles, the structural composition of both their body

concepts and body sentiments, and the interrelationships of these

structural components to one another all provide distinctions which

support Fisher and Cleveland's (1968) conclusion that there are very basic

sex differences in the organization and integration of the body image.
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TACT I LE AROUSAL IN BODY | MAGE DEVELOPMENT

From the findings of this study, the investigator has developed a

construct of tactile arousal in body image development, which presents

a model for therapeutic use of tactile symbols by parents as a support

to development of high level body image in children. The construct of

tactile arousal proposes that tactile symbols of parent touch do

carry specialized meaning to the bodies of children, meaning which is

not always satisfying and beneficial but rather dependent upon the

quality of the touch. As an infant is acted upon by his parents, he

begins to experience various tactile symbols which send forth meaning.

These tactile symbols which the infant experiences provide a language

of touch which functions prior to any other symbols to influence the

body image of the organism. Tactile symbols integrative in nature carry

messages to a child's body which function to encourage the growth of

positive body roles in the child. Other tactile symbols, disintegrative

in nature, carry messages to a child's body which function to encourage

the growth of negative body roles in the child. The integrative or

disintegrative meaning of a tactile symbol is made available to the

child through the ever-varying afferent impressions on the skin of his

body which are transmitted through the reticular formation of the brain

stem and then to the cortex where they create levels of activation

necessary for effective awareness of the body (Hebb, 1949; Prescott,

197lt; Zubek, 1969). In order for adequate cognitive and affective

awareness of the body to occur, a certain level of arousal must be
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established in the reticular formation by the tactile symbols applied

to the surface of the child's body. The level of arousal or excitement

which functions most advantageously to support perception of the body

is called tactile integration.

Tactile integration lies on a continuum of tactile arousal,

presented in diagram by Figure l l . Tactile integration is surrounded

on either side bf the continuum by tactile deprivation and tactile

satiation. Tactile deprivation is a reduction in the overall level

of tactile sensory input to the somesthetic cortex; whereas tactile

satiation is an overload in the overall level of tactile sensory

input to the somesthetic cortex. Tactile deprivation does not provide

sufficient somatosensory stimulation (Prescott, 1974), resulting in a

lack of information to the brain concerning the body. Tactile

satiation provides excess somatosensory stimulation, resulting in a

defensive blockage of information to the brain concerning the body.

In contrast, tactile integration functions to enliven the body, that

is to arouse cognitive and affective perception of the body as a

perceptual object.

Parental touching can be integrative in one of two ways. A parent

can utilize tactile symbols to decrease the potential for tactile

deprivation, thereby upholding tactile integration, or a parent can

utilize tactile symbols to decrease the potential for tactile satiation,

thereby also upholding tactile integration.
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Tactile Arousal for Development of Body Image in Boys

Mothers and fathers utilize distinctly opposite qualities of

touching to facilitate tactile integration and resulting high level

body image in their sons. Figure 12 pictures the parental touching of

boys on a tactile arousal continuum.

As Figure 12 shows, touching by mothers functions to support high

level body image in boys primarily through prevention of tactile

satiation (an overload in sensory input to the brain). Mothers' tactile

symbols which function to prevent tactile satiation are (1) a low use

of trunk contact, (2) a small use of extent in touching, (3) use of

short durations in touching, and (H) use of comfort sensations in

touching. Mother's one tactile symbol which functions to prevent

tactile deprivation is the use of highly innervated locations in

touching, which increases sensory input to her son's brain. Thus while

mothers' therapeutic touching primarily prevents tactile satiation,

prevention of tactile deprivation is also considered in the arousal

of boys' bodies.

Looking again to Figure 12, touching by fathers functions to

facilitate high level body image in boys primarily by preventing tactile

deprivation (a reduction in sensory input to the brain). Fathers tactile

symbols which function to prevent tactile deprivation are (l) use of

large extent in touching, (2) use of discomfort sensation in touching,

(3) use of strong intensity in touching, (H) use of abrupt action in
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touching, (5) use of high frequency in touching, and (6) use of long

duration in touching. Father's one tactile symbol which functions to

prevent tactile satiation is the use of lowly innervated locations in

touching, which prevents sensory overload to his son's brain. Although

fathers' the rapeutic touching primarily prevents tactile deprivation,

prevention of tactile satiation also occurs in the arousal of boys' bodies.

The qualities of touching which mothers and fathers use to

facilitate high level body image in their sons have differential effects

for development of different body roles in the child.

Arousal of the Form Component of Body Concept in Boys

As shown in Table 23, the tactile symbol sensation provides boys

with the most meaning about the form and distinctness of their bodies.

However, differences exist in the nature of the use of sensation by

mothers and fathers. Mothers' use of comfort sensation in touching

Table 23

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for the Form Component

of Body Concept in Boys
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lonDuration

Location
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Action
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encourages the formed body and the distinct body in boys, while fathers'

use of a combination of comfort and discomfort sensation in touching

encourages the formed body and the distinct body in boys. The tactile

symbol sensation is utilized in a complementary fashion by parents,

providing different but supplementary meaning to their sons perception

of his body as formed and distinct.

In addition to the sensation of touching their sons, fathers

encourage development of the form component of the boys' body concept

through the tactile symbols of intensity, extent, and frequency,

specifically by use of strong intensity in touching, large extent of

touch, and by touching the boy frequently. In addition to the sensation

of their touching, mothers stimulate awareness of a formed body and

distinct body in their sons through both the tactile symbol location

(by contacting the highly innervated areas of their sons' bodies on

touching), and the tactile symbol duration (touching them for short

periods of time).

Father's function for development of his son's awareness of the

form and distinctness of his body represents that of heightened sensory

stimulation - By his frequent use of strong intensity touches which

carry a combination of both comfort and discomfort sensation to a large

extent of the body surface, father can stimulate a heightened awareness

of the outlines and separateness of his son's body. Mother's function

complements the function of father, in that she enables her son to learn
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that he is separate from her through brief rather than prolonged

contact with his body. By contacting the most sensitive areas of his

body in a gentle and comforting manner, she can not only provide her

son with a secure and accepting base for viewing his body as a distinct

and unique object, but simultaneously further transmission of these

perceptions to his brain by touching of the densely innervated

areas of the body.

Arousal of the Sex and I dentity Component of Body Concept in Boys

. As shown in Table 24, the tactile symbols of intensity and sensation

carry the most meaning to boys in learning to perceive their bodies as

sexual and autonomous, with the tactile symbols action and frequency

Table 21+

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for the Sex and I dentity

Component of Body Concept in Boys
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Sex and I dent it
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following closely in importance. Fathers' frequent use of strong

intensity touch and touch which includes both abrupt and gradual actions

as well as both comfort and discomfort sensations strongly encourages

the development of the sexual body and the autonomous body in their

sons. The main function of fathers' tactile symbols is heightened

stimulation to the body of the boys. The action and sensation symbols

are important to a sense of the independent, masculine body in boys by

providing them with a variety of forms of touching as if father is

saying "Look, you have a body with potential for many different experiences

and feelings. I will, therefore, communicate with you in many different

and varied ways." The strong intensity of fathers' touch communicates

a sense of maleness to the boy: "You have a body which I will relate to

in a strong, masculine manner." A boy is thus encouraged to perceive

his body as being strong and masculine, with a potential for experiencing

which is all its own.

Duration of touching is mothers' primary tactile symbol in

development of the sex and identity component of her sons' body concept.

By touching her son for shorter periods of time rather than long,

mother enables her son to more easily assume the role of the sexual body

and the autonomous body. Having been in the role of the dependent and

asexual infant with mother for an extended period of his development,

the transition to an autonomous and sexual man becomes somewhat difficult

for the boy unless mother supports her son's role transition. Her shorter
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length of touching carrys the message "I don't want to keep you in

the role of a dependent infant who is merely an adjunct to myself.

I want you to function as your own self-governing body."

Arousal of the Detail Component of Body Concept in Boys

Parents function most therapeutically for development of the

differentiated body and the corporate body in their sons when they are

complementary to one another in their touching. As shown in Table 25,

fathers encourage development of the detail component of body concept

through use of long durations, a combination of comfort and discomfort

sensation and strong intensity in touching. Quite in contrast, mothers

Table 25

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for the Detail Component

of Body Concept in Boys

Tactile Symbols Level of Si qn ificance for Detail
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function more integratively (in a manner which supports high level

detail in body concept) through use of short durations, comfort

sensation, and contact with highly innervated areas of their sons'

bodies in touching.

Fathers again provide heightened stimulation to their sons. By the

combination of tactile approaches in sensation of touching, as well as

strong intensity of touch from father, the boy acquires a sense of his

body as having structures which experience things in different ways,

thereby providing an increased awareness of the body as differentiated.

Father's long durations in contact with the boy's body gives the child

time to integrate these perceptions into a clearer picture of his body

as a whole.

The location symbol is mother's most significant symbol for her

son's perception of the detail component of his body concept. By

making bodily contact with the highly innervated areas of the body, she

provides a valuable message concerning the specialized parts of her

son's body. These parts of the body possess a strong supply of nervous

pathways which transmit specific details of the body to the brain.

Mother's use of comfort sensation in touching allows the transmission of

detail to occur more effectively, since the body need not call out its

protective system as a defense against a potentially threatening stimuli.

Instead, the body focuses entirely on discrimination of tactile stimuli,

thereby perceiving details of the body more clearly. As with previous

components of the boys' body concept, short duration of touch by mother

encourages the child to perceive his body as an integrated whole with its

own specialized structures, totally functional without her constant presence.
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Arousal of Body Sentiment in Boys

Parents' touch shows the greatest significance for development of

the good body in boys when use of tactile symbols by parents is

complementary. Father's touching contributes heavily to the son's

satisfaction with his body, as demonstrated in Table 26. Use of long

Table 26

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for Body Sentiment in Boys

Tactile Symbols Level of Significance for
Body Sentiment
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duration, a large extent of body parts, high frequency, strong intensity,

variation in use of comfort and discomfort sensation, and contact with

lowly innervated areas of their sons' bodies in touching are all extremely

important for boys development of a li king for their bodies. These

tactile symbols send the message from fathers that "Your body is a
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likable object, which I enjoy being close to frequently (frequency) and

for long periods of time (duration). I like all of your body, not just

some of it (extent). You can feel good about your body because it is

capable of experiencing a variety of feelings (sensation) in a powerful

and intense manner (intensity)." What more need a father's touch say

to his son in order to encourage the boy to like his body?

Father's contact with the more sensitive, highly innervated areas

of the body does not support high body sentiment. Touching of highly

innervated areas may carry a message to the boy of a nurturant or

feminine quality, thereby threatening his body esteem when utilized

by father in touching. Since father's use of strong intensity, long

duration, discomfort sensation, and high frequency in touching all

encourage positive body sentiment by increasing sensory input, they

overwhelm the more highly innervated areas of the body. The overload

from father's high innervation touching then calls out the protective

system of the body. In order to prevent tactile satiation, fathers'

touch lowly innervated areas of their sons' bodies, thereby inhibiting

the anxiety resulting from sensory overload to the brain and encouraging

high body sentiment.

As a complement to father's touching, mother's most important tactile

symbol for development of the good body in her son is contact with

highly innervated areas of the boy's body. Mother can supplement

father's use of touching by encouraging her son to perceive the sensitive

parts of his body as filled with good feelings also, thus providing even
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more pleasure to the child and increasing his sense of li king for his

body. Since mothers' other tactile symbols decrease rather than increase

sensory input to the brain, their contact with highly innervated areas

does not threaten to overload the discriminative system.

Mothers prevent sensory overload to the boy's brain through use

of minimal trunk contact, and small extent of the boy's body in

touching. Table 26 displays the level of significance for these tactile

symbols. Mothers are able to encourage high body sentiment in boys by

preventing tactile sat i at ion. Perhaps as boys become more highly

individuated, mothers' centripetal contact with the trunk as well as a

large extent of the body threaten his view of his body as an independent,

separate object. Since body concept and body sentiment in boys are highly

related, any threat to this individuation process also threatens his

sense of body esteem, thus decreasing his liking for the body.

Tactile Arousal for Development of Body Image in Girls

Mothers and fathers use tactile symbols in a symmetrical fashion to

facilitate high level body image in girls. Tactile symbols of both

parents function primarily to prevent tactile deprivation in their daughters.

As shown in Figure 13, mothers employ the following qualities of

touch to prevent tactile deprivation in girls: (1) use of large extent

of the body in touching, (2) use of discomfort sensation in touching,

(3) use of a combination of strong and weak intensity in touching, and

(H) use of abrupt action in touching. By preventing tactile deprivation

in girls, mothers increase their daughters' level of body image. Mothers
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employ one other quality of touching to further high level body image

in girls", low frequency of touching. In contrast to mothers' other

tactile symbols, low frequency of touch encourages high body image by

preventing tactile satiation. Therefore, while mothers' therapeutic

touch primarily prevents tactile deprivation in daughters, prevention

of tactile satiation is also considered for development of high body

image in girls.

Fathers' therapeutic use of tactile symbols works solely to prevent

tactile deprivation in girls, thereby supporting their high level body

image. As pictured in Figure 13, no tactile symbols are used by fathers

to prevent tactile satiation in their daughters. Fathers employ the

following qualities of touch to prevent tactile deprivation in girls:

(l) high frequency of touching, (2) use of a large extent of the body

in touching, (3) contact with the trunk of the body, (H) and use of abrupt

action in touching. Fathers thus encourage high body image in their

daughters by touching to prevent tactile deprivation in the girls.

The integrative qualities of touching which mothers and fathers

demonstrate have differential effects for development of different

components of body image in girls.

Arousal of the Form Component of Body Concept in Girls

As indicated in Table 27, the tactile symbol extent provides girls

with the most meaning about the form and distinctness of their bodies.

Both mothers and fathers offer a wider scope of form awareness of their

daughter by delineating the outline and shape of the body through
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Table 27

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for the Form Component

of Body Concept in Girls

Tactile Symbols Level of Si qni fi cance for Form
trend . 0 . Ol .00 . 001

Duration

Location

Sensation

I n tens it

ction

Frequenc

Extent

runk hi qh i{i \tº \ . . . . . . . . . . . ."

= Mother

= Father

contact with most of the body's parts rather than a few. A greater use

of the entire body in touching functions to accentuate its various

lines and regions, thereby encouraging perception of the body's form

and distinctness. Touching of a large extent of her daughter's body

is mother's only tactile symbol which contributes to the role of the

formed body and the distinct body in girls.

In addition to extent of touch, fathers encourage perception of the

body's form and distinctness through the tactile symbols of frequency

and trunk also. By contacting the trunk of the body, fathers increase

their daughters' sense of a stable and unique base which is definitely
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separate from any other perceptual object. By touching her frequently,

a father provides his daughter with more opportunities for gaining a

sense of the "me" and the 'not me' of her body.

Arousal of the Sex and I dentity Component of Body Concept in Girls

Mothers touching provides the only vital symbolic contact to a

girl's development of the sexual body and the autonomous body. As shown

in Table 28, the tactile symbol frequency represents the only aspect of

touch which strongly encourages a sense of the sexual and autonomous body

in girls. When mothers touch their daughters less frequently, they enable

Table 28

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for the Sex and I dentity

Component of Body Concept in Girls

Tactile Level of Significance for Sex
Symbols and I dent it

trend .0 . Ol .00 . OOl

uration

ocation

ensation

| n tens it

ction

Frequen

Extent

runk

Mother

Father
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the girls to more easily perceive their bodies as autonomous, powerful,

feminine bodies. Frequency of mothers' touch works for girls in the

same manner that duration of mothers' touch does for boys. Lower

frequency of mothers' touch gives girls permission to assume an

autonomous, feminine body which is an object in its own right, not an

adjunct to mother's being. Not one of fathers' tactile symbols bears a

relationship to development of the sex and identity component in girls,

indicating that mother's touching is an indi spensable tactile variable

for her daughter's ability to take on the roles of the sexual body and

the autonomous body.

Arousal of the Detail Component of Body Concept in Girls

Table 29 shows that frequency of touching by father is the only

parental tactile symbol which encourages a girl's role-taking of the

differentiated and corporate body roles. A high frequency of touch by

Table 29

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for the Detail Component

of Body Concept in Girls

Tactile Symbols Level of Si qn ificance for Detail
trend . 0 . Ol . 00 .00 l

uration

at ion

ensation

I n tens it

ction

req Uen C

xtent

runk

Mother

Father
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father offers increased sensory input, resulting in more opportunities

for perception of the body in general, and a furthered sense of the

whole body with differentiated parts. As a clear and distinguishable

other, fathers offer some very individualized and specialized information

to the detail component of body concept in girls.

Arousal of the Body Sentiment in Girls

Parental use of tactile symbols has an even greater effect on body

sentiment in girls than on body concept in girls. All tactile symbols

which increase body sentiment do so by preventing tactile deprivation.

Table 30 provides the levels of significance which each of the tactile

Table 30

Significance of Parental Use of Tactile Symbols for Body Sentiment in Girls

Tactile Level of Significance
Symbols for Body Sentiment

trend O Ol . 00

Duration
hi qh

Location

discomfort . . . . . .”
ensation

weak and strong ºf'.
| n tens it

abrupt
ction abrupt

rec, UG n hi Qh

Extent

runk

Mother

Father| Willº -
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symbols bear for body sentiment. A combination of abrupt and gradual

action touch by both mothers and fathers encourages taking on the role

of the good body, sending information to the girl that her parents like

to approach her body in many different ways. The abruptness of onset

in tactile action is not a threat to the body, but rather signifies the

importance of directly confronting the girl's body with increased

tactile stimuli. If a girl's body is confronted directly and assertively,

she can be assured that her body is liked; whereas if others approach

her body gradually and with caution, the sense of uncertainty gleaned

from the approach could be interpreted as dislike and incorporated

into a negative body sentiment. Fathers also employ high frequency of

touching to increase sensory stimulation, which lets his daughter know

that he is will ing and ready to touch her body, thereby increasing her

sense of the good body. Mothers use a combination of weak and strong

intensity in touching and a combination of comfort and discomfort

sensation in touching to provide a sense of the good body for their

daughters. The provision of increased sensory input to the child

through intensity of touch, sensation of touch, frequency of touch, and

action of touch are strong resources in aiding development of a positive

body sentiment in girls. Parents' tactile messages to their daughters

are reinforcements to view the body as capable of being stimulated in

many different ways, and capable of experiencing many different

feelings. The parents' tactile message thus functions to increase a

girl's sense of pleasure in her body, and l i king for her body as a

perceptual object.
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A Dichotomous Model of Tactile Arousal in Development of Body Image

Across all components of body concept and body sentiment, the

construct of tactile arousal for body image development provides a

consistent model for parental touching of children. Tactile arousal

dichotomizes the therapeutic use of tactile symbols by parents into

two tactile behaviors: (1) prevention of tactile deprivation, and

(2) prevention of tactile satiation. Both preventive tactile behaviors

accomplish tactile integration, the level of arousal in touching which

most effectively supports high level body image. However, mothers and

fathers utilize integrative tactile symbols differently, and their

touching has a very different impact on the body image of their sons

and daughters.

Fathers' touching plays a much more significant part in development

of body image in their children than does mothers' touch. The findings of

this study support other general research on parent-child interaction

that indicates fathers have a stronger impact on children's evaluation

of themselves and on their personality adjustment than do mothers

(Gecas, 1971; Parsons and Bales, 1955:70–103). Fathers' integrative

touching functions primarily to prevent tactile deprivation in both boys

and girls. Therefore, fathers' tactile symbols supply increased

opportunities for stimulation to children's bodies. By expanding the

child's possibilities for perceiving the body, father augments the

options the child has for taking on body roles. The integrative quality
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of fathers' touching derives not only from expansion of opportunities

for body perception, but also from the vehement stimuli which the

tactile symbols provide to the child's body. The vehement quality of

fathers' touching offers children high level affect, for they are not

being touched in a bland or emotionally withdrawn manner, but in a

dynamic instrumental, arousing manner which fünctions to increase the

child's level of body image. Perhaps the firm, asserti veness of such

qualities of touch as strong intensity and discomfort sensation carry

(l) affective meaning to the child which represents active positive

involvement, and (2) increased friction to the skin and contraction

of the muscles which encourages the body's capacity to register the

specific shape and characteristics of the body. Fathers' use of

vehement and assertive forms of touching their children is consistent

with the instrumental role attributed to father by some theorists

(Lidz, 1965; Parsons, 1964; Turner, 1970). Fathers' failure to

display instrumental and assertive behaviors in familial interactions

other than touch has been shown to be highly related to maladjustment in

children (Ackerman, 1966; Jackson, 1968; Lidz, 1965; Zuk and Boszormenyi

Nagy, 1967). The tactile messages of fathers which function to prevent

tactile deprivation can be translated from a language of touch to the

more familiar language of words in the following form: "I want you to

know that I am very much here, strongly involved with you, but that I

am clearly me and you are clearly you"; "You are attended to in many
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different ways, to many different degrees"; "I am here to guide you and

take care of you; you're worth that consideration"; and "I like to be

near you." The findings of this study indicate that these messages are

vital for development of body image in children.

The age of the sample may provide some insight into the strength of

the relationship found between fathers' touching and body image in

children. From the ages of about 5%-7, both boys and girls go through a

developmental stage called the Oedipal stage (Freud, 1960; Jones, 1963).

Without describing the stage in detail, both boys and girls experience

fantasies about mothers' provision of sexual stimulation and pleasure to

them, just as she previously provided caresses and cuddling. These

fantasies evoke some inner worry because they place the child back into

a dependent position with mother. The child attempts to alter such

unwanted dependency by calling on the accumulated behaviors of father

in an attempt to identify with father as completely as possible.

Perhaps the overriding effect of the Oedipal period onto latency age

children clarifies the stronger importance that fathers' tactile

symbols bear to body image in children than do those tactile symbols of

mothers. For girls, identification with father is less strong as girls

strive at the end of the Oedipal period to regain identification with

mother. However, for boys the necessity to confirm their identification

with father remains extremely important. The particular importance

which identification with father has for boys helps to explain the
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significance which fathers' touching of their sons has for the

boys' body image.

Boys demonstrate many more relationships between their body image

and touching by their parents than do girls. These findings support

the hypothes is developed from multivariate research on parent-child

relationships indicating that "boys are more susceptible than girls to

parental influence,'' (Parson and Bales, 1955). Since the significance

of paternal touch for development of body image in children has been

elucidated by the findings of this study, as well as the specific

significance of touch for development of body image in boys, perhaps

it is time to discard the outmoded sociocultural myths that touch is

feminine and unbecoming to a male and that "tactile stimulation is much

more meaningful to females than to males'' (Montagu, 1971). In fact,

the language of touch carries more meaning from fathers than mothers

to body image in children, and plays a more meaningful part in

development of boys' body image than in girls' body image.

In comparison to fathers' touch, the significance of mothers'

touching is much less strking. As a contrast to fathers', mothers

function equally to prevent tactile satiation and tactile deprivation in

children, with distinct sex differences operating in mothers' use of

the tactile arousal model. While most of their integrative touching

functions to prevent satiation in their sons, mothers' integrative

tactile symbols function to prevent deprivation in their daughters.
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This dual use of the language of touch by mothers coincides with the

qualitative differentiation in parental functions described by other

researchers (Parsons, 1964; Turner, 1970). If indeed mothers' prime

function in the family is tension management, then her use of tactile

symbols works to create the balance necessary for the child in the

qualities of tactile acts which he receives.

The tactile behavior afforded to girls by their mothers uses

tactile symbols in a vehement and opportunity-expanding quality much like

fathers. Mothers' touching of daughters, therefore, functions to

prevent tactile deprivation in the girls. Tactile symbols which

function to prevent tactile deprivation are basic to mothers' touching

of girls. These findings support Brody's (1956) contention that girls need

more forms of bodily stimulation since socioculturally, they do not have

as many kinesthetic, equilibristic, or cutaneous stimulations available

to their bodies as boys do.

Mothers, however, display prevention of tactile satiation in

integrative touching of their sons. Since the usual family circumstance

finds the mother to be the primary agent of childrearing, perhaps the

separation- individuation process for the boy represents a more difficult

task in relation to mother. High level body concept and body sentiment

in boys may depend on maintaining a sense of increased distance from

mother throughout development; whereas father need not present a threat

due to the stronger sense of individuation from him which has always

existed for the child. Mother's history of symbiotic existence with
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her children during the prenatal and postnatal relationship creates a

specific hurdle for a child in coming to see his body as truly

individuated in its form, sex and identity, detail, and sentiment.

Fisher (197lt: 83) describes this process as being communicated in the

following message: ''Your body is not a separate object. Whether you

like it or not, your body is connected to mine." Therefore, unless a

boy is encouraged to be autonomous, he can begin to view the world as a

place in which human bodies cannot be autonomous. Many of mother's

integrative tactile symbols function to prevent the tactile satiation

which could potentially occur for her son. Through prevention of

tactile satiation, mothers support high level body image in boys.

The fact that mothers' use of touch seems less significant to

development of body image in children may be due to the influence of

other modes of communication. Bugental et al. (1970) demonstrated that

childrens' perception of messages from mothers rested heavily on facial

expressions rather than gestures or other body movements. Possibly

visual interaction provides mothers' main source of stimulation to

development of body image in children, whereby children respond to the

visual messages from mothers more readily than the tacti■ e messages.

An analysis of evaluative information from maternal-child interactions

other than touch could provide a fuller understanding to the minimal

effect which mothers' touch has on body image in children.
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In sum, the findings of this research give added support to the

symbolic interactionist framework in that roles taken on to form the

body self in children appear to be stimulated by the tactile acts of

parents, the primary significant others. The development of an integrated

body image, both in concept and sentiment, is encouraged by tactile stimulation

on a physiological level, which takes place via the parental tactile symbols

available in the interactions of a psychosocial world. The qualities of

touching which constitute the tactile arousal model vary in importance

and use for different family members. A model for tactile arousal in

development of body image thus stipulates (1) strong differences in the

tactile needs of boys and girls for development of body image, and (2)

differences in how parents function to best meet these tactile needs

through use of tactile symbols. Parents who function according to a

tactile arousal model utilize tactile symbols to foster tactile

integration, thereby supporting high level body image in their children.

The construct of tactile arousal offers a viable model from which a

beginning understanding of the relationship between parental touching

and development of body image in children can grow.
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SUMMARY, Li MITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND
SUGGEST | ONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

As described in the conceptual framework and as supported by the

findings of this study, the quality of touch conveys distinct meanings

which bear differential effects for development and maintenance of an

optimum perception of the body. This investigation was initiated to

study the specific relationship between the body image of children and

the nature of touch they received from their parents. This concluding

chapter provides a brief summary of the investigation, as well as

limitations of the study, implications of the research findings, and

suggestions for further research.

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem and Hypotheses

Problem

What relationship exists between the body image of children and

the nature of the touch they receive from their parents?

Hypotheses

I. There will be a positive correlation between the level of body

concept and the level of body sentiment in the child.

| I. There will be a positive correlation between the level of body

image in children and parents use of integrative symbols in their

tactile acts.

18]
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A. There will be a positive correlation between the

level of body sentiment in the child and the parents'

use of the following symbols in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

ii. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

v. comfort sensation.

B. There will be a positive correlation between the

level of body concept in the child and the parents' use

of the following symbols in their tactile acts:

i. long duration

ii. contact with densely innervated body areas

iii. moderate intensity

iv. gradual action

v. comfort sensation

The Theoretical Framework

Utilizing a Symbolic l nteractionist approach as the guiding

framework (Mead, 1956; Rose, 1962), a developmental theory was created

by the investigator to examine the relationship of parental touching

to body image in the child. Basically the theoretical approach involved

the constructs of body image, body roles, tactile acts, and tactile

symbols. In the course of development, each child engages seven different

body role polarities which comprise the formation of his resulting body
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image. Six of the role polarities involve the body concept, that is

the cognitive model of the body; and one of the role polarities involves

the body sentiment, the liking for the body.

The seven role polarities have both a positive and negative pole

which can be taken on as part of the body image in the child. The

degree to which the child takes on the various body roles is affected

by the touching of his parents. Each tactile act which occurs between

parent and child carries meaning within its symbolic content; the

tactile symbols of location, action, intensity, sensation and duration

carry the meaning to the child which can affect the body roles which

he takes on as part of his body image. The meaning carried

in each tactile symbol can either encourage the positive

pole of a body role or the negative pole of a body role. If the meaning

carried in a tactile symbol encourages the negative pole of a body role,

the symbol is disintegrative in nature. Different meanings carried in

tactile symbols of parental touch can, therefore, be significant for

development of body image in their children.

Methodology

Design

A correlational research design provided the operational model for

the study. This approach allowed for exploration of the nature and

degree of relationships between the tactile variables within the

parent-child interaction, and the body image variables within the child.
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Sample

The sample consisted of forty middle-class families from a large

urban area. Each participating family included an eight, nine, or ten

year old child and his natural parents. Twenty of the children were

girls and twenty were boys. Each family was self-selected into the

study, having responded to flyers sent by the investigator to both

public and private schools throughout the city.

Procedure

Each family spent one hour in a laboratory-playroom involved in

the study. For fifteen minutes, the family participated in the Tactile

Elicitor, a nonverbal activity which functioned to elicit touching of

the child by his parents. This fifteen minute activity was videotaped.

Following the filming, the parents filled out a brief questionnaire

(demographic data sheet) while their child completed two tasks:

the Draw-a-Person Test and the Body Sentiment Index.

Tools for Data Collection

Three tools were utilized in data collection: The Sophistication

of–Body-Concept Scale, The Body Sentiment Index, and The Tactile

Interaction Indicator.

The Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale (Witkin et al., 1962) was

applied to the Draw-a-Person Test of each child to assess the cognitive

model which he/she had of his body. Three components of the cognitive

model were examined: the form component, the sex and identity component,

and the detail component of body concept.
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The Body Sentiment Index was developed by the investigator to

assess the child's degree of satisfaction or liking for his body as

a perceptual object.

The Tactile Interaction Indicator (T I I) was developed by the

investigator to enable content analysis of the touching between parents

and children which had been preserved on videotape. The T | I represented

a theoretical coding system for judges to utilize as they observed the

videotapes. The T | I provided five indicators for judgment of touching:

the location indicator, the action indicator, the intensity indicator,

the sensation indicator, and the duration indicator.

Method of Data Analysis

Data derived by the Tactile Interaction Indicator was correlated

with data from the Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale and the Body

Sentiment Index to provide the final results. The analytical process

for retrieving the data involved nine steps:

l. As newly developed tools, the Tactile Interaction

Indicator and the Body Sentiment Index were subjected

to pilot validity and reliability testing prior to

their use in the study.

2. While observing the videotapes, three judges utilized the

T I I to code the tactile acts of each parent according

to category distinctions within each of the five

tactile symbols.
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3. After judge reliability was insured, the mean score

of all judges for each indicator on the T | I was

utilized to evolve the final scores for each parent

on the five tactile symbols. The higher the

score on a tactile symbol, the more highly integrative

(supportive of high level body image) was the parents

use of this symbol in touching proposed to be.

H. Three additional symbols of touch were examined from

the data collected by the judges on the location

indicator: the frequency symbol, the extent symbol,

and the trunk symbol. Each parent was also given a

score on each of these tactile symbols, again

utilizing the mean score of all judges on each

symbol to evolve the final score for each parent.

5. Each child received a score on the Body Sentiment

Index for the extent to which he liked his body. The

higher the score, the more he liked his body.

6. Each child received a score on the Sophistication-of

Body-Concept Scale for the sophistication of his

perception of the total cognitive model of his body,

as well as for each component of body concept. The

higher the score, the higher was the sophistication of

his body concept.
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7. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients were then computed

for (1) the association between body concept scores and

body sentiment scores in children, and (2) the association

between the parents' scores on tactile symbols and the

scores received by children on both their body concept

and body sentiment.

8. T-tests were computed to examine mean differences in

touching of all mothers and all fathers.

9. Analysis of Variance was computed to look at the

congruency of parental touching in families as related

, to the body concept and body sentiment of children.

Research Findings

The results of data analysis can be divided into two areas:

(1) body image of children, and (2) the relationship of body image

in children to parental touching.

Body Image of Children

Sex differences in body image. Girls displayed a higher mean body

sentiment score (72.3) than did boys (61. 1). While the faces of

children were liked 100% of the time, the thighs were the body parts

most often chosen as disliked by both boys (representing 25.1% of the

parts disliked) and girls (representing 24% of the parts disliked).

Girls displayed a significantly higher body concept (62.9%) than

boys (33.1%) both as a whole and in each of the separate components of

body concept. Girls scored exactly twice as high as boys in both the
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form component of body concept (girls 68%, boys 34%) and the detail

component of body concept (girls 60%, boys 30%). Girls scored more

than twice as high as boys in the sex and identity component of body

concept (girls 74%, boys 36%).

The relationship between body sent i ment and body concept in children.

Body concept was not related to body sentiment for all children, therefore,

Hypothesis I was not supported. However in breaking the data down,

while no relationship between body concept and body sentiment was found

for girls, body concept and body sentiment were significantly related

(.59 @ p < .005) for boys. While all body concept roles were highly

correlated with body sentiment in boys, the form component of body

concept displayed the highest correlation with body sentiment

(.658 (Q) p < .005).

The relationship of body image in children to parental touching.

A positive correlation between the level of body image in a l l children

and parents use of integrative symbols in their tactile acts was not

found. Therefore, as a whole Hypothesis I I was not supported. However,

in breaking the data down for (a) sex of parent and (b) sex of child

according to individual tactile symbols, some significant relationships

were observed in the data.

Duration.

l. A significant negative correlation was found between long

duration of mothers' touch and total body concept in boys

(-.61 @ p < .005).
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2. A significant positive correlation was found

between long duration of fathers' touch and the detail

component of body concept in boys (. l;1 @ p < .05).

3. A significant positive correlation was found between

long duration of fathers touch and body sentiment in

boys (.703 © p < .001).

Location.

1. A significant positive correlation was found between

highly innervated location of mothers' touch and both the

form component (.52 @ p < .01) and the detail component

(.575 G. p < .005) of body concept in boys.

2. A significant positive correlation was found between

highly innervated location of mothers' touch and body

sentiment in boys (.613 G. p < .005).

3. A significant negative correlation was found between

highly innervated location of fathers' touch and body

sentiment in boys (.-638 3 p < .001).

Intensity.

1. A significant negative correlation was found between

moderate intensity of mothers' touch and body sent iment in

girls (-.562 @ p < .01).

2. A significant negative correlation was found between

moderate intensity of fathers' touch and total body concept

in boys (.-.66 @ p < .001), with the sex and identity component

showing the highest correlation (.-72 @ p <.001).
3. A significant negative correlation was found between moderate

intensity of fathers' touch and body sentiment in boys (.-.622 @ p < .005).y
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Action.

1. A significant negative correlation was found between

gradual action of mothers' touch and body sentiment in

girls (-. H5 Q p <-95).
2. A significant negative correlation was found between

gradual action of fathers' touch and body sentiment in

girls (-398 a p < 05).
-

3. A significant negative correlation was found between

gradual action of fathers' touch and both the form

component (-. 398 Q p Kº) and the sex and identity

component (-.554 @ p 4.01) of body concept in boys.
Sensation.

l. A significant negative correlation was found between

comfort sensation of mothers' touch and body sentiment in

girls (-. H36 @ p <. 05).

2. A significant positive correlation was found between

comfort sensation of mothers touch and both the form component

(. H13 (3) p K.05) and the detail component (. lil; Q p < .05)
of body concept in girls.

3. A significant negative correlation was found between

comfort sensation of fathers touch and total body concept in

boys (.-.63 (3) p < .003), with the sex and identity component

showing the highest correlation (-.675 G p < .001).

H. A significant negative correlation was found between

comfort sensation of fathers' touch and body sentiment in

boys (.-.632 @ p < .005).
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Frequency.

1. A significant negative correlation was found between high

frequency of mothers' touch and the sex and identity component

of body concept in girls (-.52|+ () p <!ol).
2. A significant positive correlation was found between high

frequency of fathers' touch and both the form component

(.558 Q p Koi) and the detail component (.503 © p {-01) of body

concept in girls.

3. A significant positive correlation was found between high

'touch and both the form componentfrequency of fathers

(.50l; (3) p K.01) and the sex and identity component (.118 (3) • K.9)
of body concept in boys.

H. A significant positive correlation was found between high

frequency of fathers' touch and body sentiment in boys (.77 G) PK .001).
Extent.

1. A significant positive correlation was found between large

extent of mothers' touch and the form component of body concept

in girls [.. H01 @ p <-05).
2. A significant positive correlation was found between large

extent of fathers' touch and the form component of body concept

in girls (.659 @ p K.001).
3. A significant negative correlation was found between

large extent of mothers' touch and body sentiment in boys

(-.39 @ p K05).
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H. A significant positive correlation was found between

large extent of fathers' touch and the form component of body

concept in boys (..H.32 @ p < .05).

5. A significant positive correlation was found between large

extent of fathers' touch and body sentiment in boys (.60 (3) p < .005).

Trunk

1. A significant positive correlation was found between fathers'

trunk contact and the form component of body concept in

girls (.5/16 @ p < .01).

2. A significant negative correlation was found between mothers'

trunk contact and body sentiment in boys (.-. H76 @ p < .05).

Parental Congruency in Touching. Symmetry and complementarity of

parental touch within each family presented interesting findings. In

75% of the tactile symbols, parental pairs displaying a symmetrical use

of the tactile symbols in interaction with their children had children

of higher body concept than any other parental pairs. Action and

frequency were the two tactile symbols where symmetry of touching in

parents did not seem an important factor for body concept in children.

For the location, extent, and trunk symbols, parental pairs displaying

scores above the mean had children of highest body concept. For the

intensity, sensation, and duration symbols, parental pairs displaying

scores below the mean had children of highest body concept. Both

groups of pairs thus were equally important for body concept.

For 80% of the tactile symbols, parental pairs displaying a

complementary use of the tactile symbols in interaction with their children

had children of higher body sentiment than any other parental pairs.
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Intensity was the one tactile symbol where parental pairs with

complementary touching did not have children with the highest body

sentiment. However, the mean scores on children's body sentiment for

these two complementary groups was only one to two percentage points

below the mean score of the highest group. So obviously, complementarity

of touching remained a key issue, even for intensity. For the location,

action, and sensation symbols, parental pairs displaying mothers with a

higher mean score and fathers with a lower mean score had children of

higher body sentiment than any other group. For the duration,

frequency, extent, and trunk symbols, parental pairs displaying fathers

with a higher mean score and mothers with a lower mean score had

children of higher body sentiment than any other group.

A Construct of Tactile Arousal in Body Image Development

From the findings of this study, a construct of tactile arousal in

body image development was conceived by the investigator. The construct

of tactile arousal provides a model for parental use of tactile symbols

in relation to the level of arousal in the child's brain. In order for

adequate cognitive and affective awareness of the body to occur, a

certain level of arousal must be established in the reticular formation by

the tactile symbols applied to the surface of the child's body. The

level of arousal or excitement which functions most advantageously to

support perception of the body may be called tactile integration.

Tactile integration lies on a continuum of tactile arousal, surrounded

on either side by tactile deprivation and tactile satiation. Tactile

deprivation may be defined as a reduction in the overall level
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of tactile sensory input to the somesthetic cortex. Tactile satiation

may be defined as an overload in the overall level of tactile sensory

input to the somesthetic cortex. While tactile deprivation does not

provide sufficient somatosensory stimulation (Prescott, 1974) with a

resulting lack of information to the brain concerning the body, tactile

satiation provides excess somatosensory stimulation with a resulting

defensive blockage of information to the brain concerning the body.

In contrast, tactile integration functions to enliven the body, that is,

to arouse cognitive and affective perception of the body as a

perceptual object.

Parental touching can be integrative in one of two ways. A parent

can utilize tactile symbols to decrease the potential for tactile

deprivation, thereby upholding tactile integration, or a parent can

utilize tactile symbols to decrease the potential for tactile satiation,

thereby also upholding tactile integration.

Fathers utilize their tactile symbols primarily to decrease potential

for tactile deprivation, thereby furthering high level body image in

their children. By providing increased tactile stimulation to their

child's body, they supply the child with increased opportunities for

varied perception of his body (Zubek, 1969). Examples of such

touching would be father's use of long duration, high frequency, and

strong intensity.

Mothers utilize their tactile symbols equally to decrease potential

for tactile stimulation and to decrease potential for tactile satiation,
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the reby furthering high level body image in their children. Because of

a mother's history of symbiotic existence with her children, she needs to

place particular emphasis in setting the stage on which an integrated

body image can actually take shape, truly individuated in its form, sex

and identity, detail, and sentiment. U, less a child is encouraged to

be autonomous, he can begin to view the world as a place in which human

bodies cannot be autonomous. Most of mothers' integrative tactile symbols

in touching their sons are utilized to prevent the tactile satiation which

could potentially occur from an overload of physical stimulation to the

child's developing body. The tactile symbols provide a refraining from

or withholding of certain qualities of touch. Examples of such touching

would be low frequency and short durations. In contrast, mothers'

integrative tactile symbols function to primarily increase their daughters'

sensory stimulation, functioning in a manner similar to the integrative

touching given to all children by fathers. Examples of such touching

would be mothers' use of highly innervated location and a combination of

intensities.

While both parents can encourage and support high level body image in

their children by touching in the integrative arena of an arousal

continuum, fathers' touching plays a much more significant part in

development of body image in children than does mothers' touch. In

addition, touching plays a more significant function for development of body

image in boys than for development of body image in girls. The language of

touch as a modality for body awareness, may well provide more meaningful

interaction for males than for females.
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L|M| TAT | ONS OF THE STUDY

Several limitations need to be considered in weighing the results

of the research findings: limitations of design, limitations of sample,

limitations of the research tools, and limitations of data analysis.

Limitations of the Design

Limitations of the design were due to the correlational nature of

the design and contextual variables. Since the design was not purely

experimental in nature with a control group and actual application of a

treatment, no cause and effect can be assumed in the findings concerning

body image and touch. Instead, only strong relationships can be

acknowledged, and the potential for cause and effect hypothesized for

future investigation.

Contextual limitations were due to the nature of the Tactile

Elicitor, the nonverbal task in which the family participated, and the

setting in which the touching took place. The nature of the Tactile

Elicitor allowed the investigator to examine primarily task-performative

touching between parents and children. While the instructions for

the task did encourage the parents to touch in the way which was most

familiar to each of them, the instructions also set the tone as

primarily task-performative whereby the parents were to function as

guides to their child during the fifteen minute experience. The

opportunities for spontaneous emotive touching to occur were much fewer,

although such touching was observed (e.g., hugs, pats, kisses). Since

no distinctions were made as to type of touching, one cannot determine

whether the findings of this study would be similar for all touching, or

peculiar to task performative touching as was primarily observed in

the Tactile Elicitor.
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The setting of the touching presented another limitation to the

generalizability of the results. While offering a semi-natural laboratory

which could be consistent across all subjects, the experience of being in

a strange environment and being videotaped may evoke somewhat different

parental responses in touching their children, then the actual home

setting of each family would evoke. Not only must the issue of social

desirability be considered-–that is, did the parents' censure their

touching since they were being observed--but also the absence of

significant others such as siblings, whose presence may affect parental

touching of the children participating in the study. These contextual

factors present limits to the validity and reliability of the findings.

Limitations of the Sample

Limitations of the sample were due to the lack of randomization of

subjects and the small sample size. Since families volunteered and were

taken into the study if they met the criteria, the sample was a

convenience sample. This group of families was of middle and upper middle

socioeconomic class, highly educated, Caucasian, secured primarily from

private schools, and very interested in the study. Also, the families

who participated in the study expressed an interest in either aiding

health science, or seeking a fun and unique experience for their family.

In addition, all children were between eight and ten years of age, a minimal

sampling along the development span. Such factors limit the

generalizability of the findings to any other groups. And lastly, the

the sample size was limited to forty families.
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Limitations of the Research Tools

Limitations of the research tools were due to difficulties in

operational izing the variables for study. The primary inadequacy of the

Tactile Interaction Indicator resided in the action and sensation indicators.

The action indicator needed more gradations of onset for the judges to

choose from. Since most of the touches were perceived as gradual, some

of the finer distinctions in rapidity of approach to the body surface

were not coded. The judges perceived distinctions within the gradual

aspect of action but because of the definition of the indicator, they

resisted coding these touches as abrupt. The same phenomenon occurred

with the sensation indicator. Although the judges perceived few touches

as truly discomfort, they were aware of distinctions in the comfort

sensation of touching which could not be coded on the indicator. A more

refined coding system for these indicators would have allowed for a

clearer picture of the tactile symbols' sensation and action.

Also, for the sensation indicator, even though few touches were

defined as discomfort, the gestures which were perceived as discomfort

were most likely not the extremes for potential discomfort. In other

words, those touches which were perceived as discomfort sensations by

the judges may not be respresentative of all discomfort sensations which

take place in the home environment. Therefore, when discomfort

sensation in touching has been shown to be highly correlated with some

aspect of high level body image, the discomfort sensation may be only

moderately discomfortable in comparison to a severe slap or hit experienced

by the child in another situation. An understanding of the definition
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ascribed to discomfort sensation in this investigation thus limits

its general i zability to the less extreme forms of discomfort which

were observed in the laboratory-playroom. Clearer parameters for the

indicators could have precluded such limitations.

The primary trouble points for the Body Sentiment Index were

tester effect and social desirability. Since the tester was female,

some sex differences may have resulted from this fact. If boys felt

somewhat more threatened by working with the naked body because the

tester was a female, could an increased anxiety in the boys have

affected their scores, for example, causing their scores to be lower?

The issue of social desirability could also be an intervening variable

in looking at BSI scores. The children may have felt that they should

or shouldn't like certain parts of their bodies, such as the genital ia

or the face; the reby assigning the body part to being liked or disliked

according to what they thought they should feel rather than their

actual feelings about the body part. Both tester effect and social

desirability must be acknowledged as limiting issues in consideration

of the body sentiment findings.

Limitations of Data Analysis

Limitations of data analysis were due to the method of evolving

the tactile symbol scores for each parent. First, in ascribing a final

frequency score for each parent on a tactile symbol, the mean frequency

of all three judges was utilized. Although the reliability between

judges' ratings was high, some of the extremes perceived by the judges

were lost due to a regression toward the mean. In the same vein, to
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avoid contamination of the frequency symbol in analysis of the other

factile symbols, a percentage was given each parent for their use of

each tactile symbol, thereby considering the use of each aspect of

each symbol over total use of all aspects of the symbol for that

particular parent. While controlling for the intervention of the

frequency variable as a contaminator of the other tactile symbols, this

method of analysis again smoothed away some of the extreme differences,

increasing chances for score similarities across parents.

The limitations of design, sample, research tools, and data analysis

are valuable points to be considered in assessing the validity and

reliability of the research findings and in general izing from the

data. While some of these limitations could not have been modified,

others provide fruitful avenues for change and expansion in future

investigations.

| MPLI CAT I ONS

The implications of these research findings for nursing practice

and other all ied health professions are threefold: preventative,

supportive, and remedial. The overall conceptual goal of nursing is

to function as a guide to the health consumer in furthering maximum and

optimum health potential ; the application of both body image assessment

and tactile intervention are preventative, supportive and remedial aids to

enact this goal. Since an individual's perception of his body self represents

his primary tool for organizing all experience, invalidation of this
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basic core of his personal ity can cause an incapacity to function

either at a high level or to function at all. A productive and

satisfying existence thus depends upon a healthy body image.

Implications for Preventative Health Care

In the area of prevention, the implications for nursing practice

lie primarily with children. Because individuals do use their bodies

as a point of reference around which to organize relative impressions

and construct a coherent reality (Kephart, 1960), it becomes vital that

a child has a clear, accurate, and complete picture of his own body.

Diagnostic Tools

Utilization of such assessment tools as the Draw-a-Person Test and

the Body Sentiment Index could provide valuable information relative

to a child's body image. Due to the ease and rapidity with which

these tools can be administered, their use as part of a preventive

diagnostic work-up with children is a feasible possibility. Such a

work-up could routinely take place within the ambulatory clinic setting,

the public health practitioners initial assessment visit, the school

health check-up, or the private office consultation. The results of

the findings concerning each child's affective and cognitive perception

of his body could then determine the need for possible tactile intervention.

Therapeutic Tactile Interventions

The specific components of body concept or body sentiment which

showed a weakness in a child could be worked with in two ways :

(l) individual intervention by a nurse or allied health professional
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(teachers should also be included), utilizing the appropriate tactile

symbols which are relevant for each aspect of body image, or (2) direct

application of tactile interventions by the parents, with the nurse or

all ied professional acting as a guide and teacher of therapeutic

tactile skills in the family system. In the first instance, the

health professional could incorporate the appropriate tactile symbols

into the milieu of a play activity, or a structured tactile experience.

Application of touching in play requires the nurse to be very aware of

her own touching, expert in the use of distinctions in the various

tactile symbols, and comfortable using touch through the medium of play.

Application of touching in a structured tactile experience (such as

massage technique) would be functionally more accurate for the less

expert practitioner, but potentially more threatening for the child.

The medium for application of the tactile symbols depends on the

individual needs of each nurse practitioner and each child, with as

much leeway for creative potential as can be found in the practitioner's

imagination.

The second instance, direct application of tactile interventions

by the parents, can be put into affect either in the family's home at

weekly sessions, or in the office or environment of the health professional.

Utilizing teaching of tactile skills to parents and exploration of this

communicative modality within the family necessitates an understanding

of basic family therapy techniques and family systems theory. The

combination of conjoint family therapy and the teaching of tactile skills
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in tactile interaction provides the most fruitful and viable approach

to the use of tactile intervention for improving low level body image.

By working within the family, beneficial changes in touching of the child

can hopefully be more long range and therefore longer lasting in

their effects on the child's body image. Teaching of tactile skills

within the family can be accomplished through either the medium of

play or game techniques, or through a structured tactile experience, the

choice again depending on the needs of the family and the practitioner.

This form of tactile family therapy could also be utilized in the

initial stages of the infant's body image development, even before he is

amenable to body image assessment. I deally, as part of the parental

preparation for their first child in the prenatal months, classes or

individual couple counseling could take place to educate and sensitize

the parents to the potential meaning of touch to their child's body

image. Incorporation of such material into routine prenatal classes

would provide an invaluable, nonthreatening way in which to encourage

optimum body image development in children from day one of their lives.

The implications for nursing practice in the area of prevention

seem clear. Through the use of touching as a therapeutic modal i ty, health

practitioners can encourage the child's development of a clear, accurate,

and complete picture of his body so that he may hopefully engage life

with a firm foundation on who and what he is.
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Implications for Supportive Health Care

In the area of support, the implications for nursing lie primarily

in the hospital setting. As patients in the hospital, both children and

adults experience direct affronts to their body as they attempt to deal

with body trauma of medical or surgical origin in a setting which

depersonalizes and intrudes upon their bodies by the very nature of its

function. Within this setting, the body image is subjected to overwhelming

occasion for occurrence of either temporary or permanent damage. By

utilizing those tactile symbols which are associated with high level body

image in interaction with their patients, nursing practitioners can aid

the patient's continued awareness and sensitivity to his body's form,

sex and identity, detail and worth. By clinical use of integrative touch

in daily patient care, the nurse can assist the patient in maintaining a

realistic perception of his body, while being faced with continued assaults

to his body concept and sentiment. In order to actually be supportive

of the patient's body image, a nurse must obviously be skilled in her

awareness and use of the various distinctions within tactile symbols.

One of the most valuable results of this study was the finding that

indiscriminate touching for the mere sake of touching may well be as

detrimental as can it be therapeutic. Therefore, a sensitivity to how

one touches and what meanings these tactile messages may carry is a

vital piece of knowledge for the nursing practitioner if she is to

utilize touch in a supportive manner conducive to health.
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Implications for Remedial Health Care

In the area of treatment, the remedial implications for nursing

lie with the body disturbances present in mental as well as anatomical

and physiological imbalance. Mental disturbances specifically related

to body image disorders are numerous--e.g., schizophrenia, autism,

depression, conversion hysteria, anorexia nervosa, and the multitude

of psychosomatic disturbances. In each of these forms of disturbance,

there exist specific body image distortions which create a state of

ineffectual functioning for the individual. For example, in schizophrenia

a definite weakness can be seen in the formed body and the distinct

body roles, whereby the individual has extreme difficulty perceiving

himself as separate from others around him. In conjunction, observations

of the interactions between schizophrenics and their parents show a

lack of dynamic investment, an apathetic and emotionally withdrawn

quality which overri des all aspects of the relationship (Lidz, 1965).

What inferences might the arousing, dynamic quality of touch (which

has been described here as functioning to prevent tactile deprivation) have

for the schizophrenic? The use of highly innovated location by mothers,

and the use of discomfort sensation, strong intensity, high frequency,

and large extent by fathers were found to be highly correlated with a

high level in the form component of body concept in children.

Such touching could provide schizophrenics with a renewed

perception of their bodies as formed and distinct.
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Another example is depression. A body image which is lacking in sex

and identity characteristics and which possesses vague boundaries has

been described as the essential mechanism in depression (Peto. 1972).

Depressives appear to continually seek forms of emotional pain, in an

effort to more clearly demarcate body boundaries and define some

identity for themselves. Discomfort sensation and strong intensity

of father's touch were found to be highly correlated with the sex and

identity component and the form component of body concept in boys.

What implications might these tactile symbols have for depression and

interventions to relieve its symptoms? Could their effect be to

support the sex and identity, and form components of body concept,

with a resulting remission of the depression?

These examples provide only two possibilities for the application

of tactile therapy to body image disorders in mental disturbances. As

with the preventive implications, the interventions would be most

fruitful within the family setting, due to the potential for long

range and lasting effects in any upgrading of body image. If guided

family intervention proved impossible, an individual approach to the

use of tactile therapy could still provide an effective modality for the

practitioner in treatment of low level body image.

Anatomical and metabolic imbalances in body image also bear

implications for the findings of this study. In such physical traumas

as broken bones or body disfigurations, imbalances may occur which

bring about distortions and inaccuracies in perception of the body.
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In the same way, metabolic imbalances caused by the combination of a

major surgical assault to the body and the sensory deprivation of an

intensive care unit can encourage hallucinatory and delusional behavior

concerning the body. Whether child or adult, touching can provide

one of the most immediate means of furthering both a realistic

awareness of the body's size, shape and structure as well as its

continued value to the patient as a worthwhile object. The effects of

anatomical and metabolic stresses upon perception of the body can be

minimized and relieved through the practitioner's appropriate use of

tactile symbols in interaction with a patient. Tactile interventions

can be incorporated into the nurse's plan of approach as part of the

individual ized treatment of each patient, whether as a remedy to mental,

anatomical or metabolic imbalances of body perception.

The potential value in using body image measures for diagnostic

purposes, and for using touching as a means of clarifying both the

cognitive and affective perception of the body, has strong implications

for nursing practice. These implications are preventative, supportive,

and remedial; whereby under each of these conditions, the use of

appropriate tactile symbols can yield enriched sensory stimulation to

the body as a resource for high level body image--an essential for

optimum health potential in every human being.
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SUGGEST | ONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Suggestions for further research fall under the rubric of either

replication, supplementation, or expansion. Suggestions in each category

provide vital areas for study, in that they supply avenues for extending

the base of knowledge surrounding both tactile interaction and body image.

Replication

Initially, an exact replication of the study should take place to

ensure the reliability of the research findings. This replication should

also involve refinement of the Tactile Interaction Indicator so that the

tactile symbols of sensation and action can be analyzed in more detail.

Supplemental Research

Supplemental research, that is further research to follow up the

findings of this study, is necessary in order to fully accept the results

of this investigation. Supplemental research can be approached through

both comparative and experimental investigation.

Comparative Investigation

A comparative investigation of the variables of this study (the tactile

symbols found in parental touch and their relationship to body image in

children) in a natural laboratory should be the first supplemental research

approach. In this approach, two modifications are necessary. FI rst, the

Tactile Elicitor in the laboratory-playroom needs to be replaced by the

actual home environment of the family. Rather than a fifteen minute task,

time spent in the home of the family sampling interactions would be

necessary. Participant observation with a mobile videopac--an easily

transportable videotape camera--over extended periods of time in the
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home would offer data which could supplement the findings of this research.

Obviously, difficulties such as obtaining a will ing population, acquisition

of much irrelevant film requiring filtering of the tactile acts, and the

effect of the investigator in the home would present drawbacks to this

research approach. However, the data which might evolve could validate

or invalidate the findings of this study concerning touch in the family

and its relationship to body image in children. Is the nature of touch

which a child receives from his parents in the home setting significantly

the same as the nature of touch which he receives in the playroom

laboratory? Is high level body image of the child significantly related

to the same parental tactile symbols received by the child in his

home as received by the child in the laboratory-playroom?

The second necessary modification relates to the Tactile Interaction

Indicator. The limitations of this tool which have been previously

discussed need to be considered, so that the tactile symbols of sensation

and action could be analyzed in more detail, and hence with more

validity. A comparative study in the home with a sample of similar

demographic background could provide substantial reliability to the

findings of this investigation. One would then be able to postulate a

relationship or lack of relationship between both spontaneous—emotive

touching and task-performative touching in the home and in the laboratory.

Experimental Investigation

The next supplemental research approach should be the experimental

application of the appropriate tactile symbols, as derived from

both natural and laboratory environments, to children with low level
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body image. In this study, a control group and an experimental group

of children would be utilized, whereby the investigator would work only

with families of the experimental group in utilization of the appropriate

tactile symbols in touching of their children. Both groups would

receive body image testing pre and post investigation, but only the

experimental group would participate in tactile application. With a

controlled, experimental design, further support or lack of support

would be observed for the findings of this study. Will children of low

level body image demonstrate an increase in body image following

therapeutic application, over a designated period of time, of those

tactile symbols which are correlated with high level body image in

children? Included in this research should be a measure of adjustment

as well. Does tactile intervention, using the construct of tactile

arousal, have an effect upon the adjustment of the experimental group

as well ? For if we are assuming that body image is the foundation

for adequate adjustment in human beings, an examination of the

adjustment variable is vital. An experimental study with control led

application of "integrative" touching to a sample of children similar in

demographic background to the children of this study could provide a

highly substantial form of validity to the findings of this investigation.
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Expansive Research

Expansive research implies an investigation of all potential

aspects of the touch-body image relationship. To possess a true

understanding of any interactional variable (in this case, touch) and its

effects, one must integrate four different dimensions of the variable:

the message, the sender of the message, the receiver of the message,

and the context in which the message occurs. This study has explored

only one aspect of these dimensions --the tactile message from an

observer's perspective, with the receiver being the child, the sender

the parent, and the context the laboratory-playroom. A multitude of

other approaches still need exploration. How does the sender perceive

his touch? How does the receiver perceive the touch? What meanings

does the touch carry for each of them? What differences exist when the

sender is the child, or the parents are senders and receivers, or

when siblings touch one another? What differences exist in different

situations, for instance, in the presence of others as distinct from a

private interchange between the sender and receiver of the touch?

How does the relationship between touch and body image change across the

life cycle, or does it remain stable? Does the meaning of touch for

body image differ in the child, the adolescent, the adult, and the aged,

or do these meanings remain constant? Is the relationship between

touch and body image different for different socioeconomic classes,

or different ethnic groups? Or does touch have a universal meaning

for development of body image regardless of person, place, or
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circumstantial conditions? All of these questions demand to be

explored, providing vital areas for future research. For all of

these questions represent significant and necessary parts of a total

puzzle, without which a complete understanding of the tactile gestalt

and its effects on body image can never occur.
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To the Director of the School :

Hello. As a nurse at U. C. Medical Center, I am writing you concerning
a project I am currently engaged in -- improvement of health care for
children through the use of nonverbal communication. We believe that
awareness of differences and similarities of nonverbal experience
across families can aid the health care of children, by assuring that
our interventions are consistent with the perception of the child and
his/her family.

We are looking for families who are will ing to participate in this project.
Parents with children of eight, nine, or ten years of age. Their
involvement will consist of one hour of their time at U.C. Medical Center,
participating in an enjoyable activity with their child. No further
commitment will be expected of them. Those families who have already
participated have found the experience to be interesting and fun for
their children.

I will be contacting you by telephone shortly, in the hope that I may
arrange a convenient time to meet and discuss our project with you.

Sincerely,
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CAN YOU S PARE ONE HOUR OF YOUR T | ME TO IMPROVE HEALTH CARE FOR OUR CHILDREN 7

We, at University of California Medical Center, are presently carrying

on a project which has the goal of improving health care for children. We

need your help!! We are looking for two-parent families with a child of

eight to ten years of age, who are will ing to participate in this project.

Your involvement will consist of only one hour of your time at U.C. Medical

Center, participating in an enjoyable activity with your child. The

activity requires no one to speak, and includes working with toys and

familiar items found in the home. Participation in the experience will

be at a time convenient to your family. The activity will be filmed and

you as a family will be able to see the film immediately following your

participation. The opportunity to see your family on film is an exciting

one! But even more exciting, we are asking your assistance in bettering

health care for families everywhere.

All films and names of participants will be strictly confidential.

No one other than the project director and her associates will have any

access to project material. These precautions are to protect your privacy.

Please complete and detach the bottom of this flyer, and return it

to

Thank you for your concern.

Sandra Weiss, R. N., M. S.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

We will consider participating in the project and would like to hear

more about it

We prefer not to participate in the project
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Explanation of the Study to the Family

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to explore the relationship between

nonverbal experience in families and perception in children.

GOAL

This project represents the beginning of a long needed examination

of a relatively unknown area in health care. When receiving health care,

children come from many different backgrounds and perceive their treatment

very differently. If nursing practice can become more aware of various

forms of communication which exist in families, and how this communication

relates to the child's perception of the world around him, more adequate

interventions can be developed to help children adjust to hospitalization

or treatment in a manner appropriate to each child. Nonverbal

communication has been described as a mediating device between cultures

and peoples. Our project hopes to uncover a significant body of knowledge

which will increase our abil it i es to use nonverbal communication as a

fruitful treatment intervention.

PART I C | PANTS

We are asking two-parent families with children eight to ten years of

age to participate in the project. The criteria for your participation

is that you are both the natural parents of your child and that he/she

is physically and emotionally healthy. Forty families will be included

in the project.

THE EXPERIENCE

Your participation will consist of a nonverbal activity, a parent

questionnaire, and two perceptual tasks for the child.
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The nonverbal activity will take place in a 'playroom' at the

clinic, Nursing Building. The activity is fifteen

minutes in length and will involve all three of you at one time. You

will be asked not to speak, and you (child's name) will be given a

blindfold to wear. The activity requires you (the parents) to function

as guides for your child in his/her learning about the environment within

the room. The environment will consist of toys and familiar objects of

the type utilized in your home. The same items will be present for each

family. You, as parents, are to a ct as guides and teachers to your child

in his learning about the objects within the playroom. Except for the

requirement not to speak, the manner in which you utilize the objects will

be entirely up to your family. The fifteen minute activity will be filmed.

No one will be present in the room except the cameraman. Following the

activity, you will have the opportunity to both view the film and

discuss the experience.

The questionnaire: The parent questionnaire is very brief, asking

such data as ethnic background, occupation, et

cetera. These questions should take from five

to ten minutes following the nonverbal activity.

The perceptual tasks: Each child will perform two tasks while his

parents fill out the questionnaire. The

tasks take no more than fifteen minutes. The

first task requires the child to draw two

pictures, the second to complete a puzzle.

There are no right or wrong answers to

these tasks; they look at different options

for how children perceive their world.
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Note: There are no right or wrong responses to any of the experiences,

whether it be filmed activity, questionnaire or perceptual tasks.

The goal of this project rather is to look at various ways of

communicating and how they relate to various ways of perceiving

the world. Awareness of differences and similarities can aid our

nursing interventions with children in the future, ensuring

that our intervent ions are consistent with how the child and

his family perceive the world.
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Instructions for Nonverbal Task

The investigator addresses herself to the entire family: "The

following experience will be entirely nonverbal ; in other words, no

one will speak. Everyone will be completely silent. The purpose of this

time is for you (parents) to help (child's name) experience the

environment with in this room. The re is no right or wrong way to do this

task. Everybody does it differently. We're just interested in how

families do help their child learn when speech is not part of the learning."

The investigator addresses the child : " (Child's name), I have a

special blindfold for you to wear. Instead of seeing what is happening,

you will find out in other ways. The ways in which you find out are up

to your parents."

The investigator addresses the parents:

"You will act as your son's/daughter's guide during this time.

There are many things available in the room, including yourselves, about

which he/she can find out. The manner in which each of you guides

him/her in this learning is entirely up to you. When you enter the

room, there will be three chairs placed against the wall. (Child's name)

will sit in the center chair with you (the parents) on either side. You

are to remain in the chairs until you receive the signal to being. When

you are given the signal, you may rise and explore the objects in the room

in any way you wish. I will let you know at the end of fifteen minutes,

so that you can stop the activity."

The investigator addresses the entire family:

"I f at any time, you feel that you need to stop the experience,

you may do so. All right, (child's name), here is your blindfold."
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The investigator allows the child to place the blindfold on

himself. When all is adjusted, the investigator steps back and says,

"you can follow me into the play room now." This open ended direction

allows the parents to initiate contact with their child in their own

style. They follow the investigator, seat themselves in the chairs

and the investigator then leaves the room.
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CONSENT TO ACT AS RESEARCH SUBJECT

1. We hereby authorize Mrs. Sandra Weiss, R. N., M. S. to include us,

Mr. , Mrs. 2

and our child , in the following procedures:

3. completion of a brief parent questionnaire.

b. participation as a family in a nonverbal

activity -- approximately fifteen minutes in

length -- which will be videotaped.

C. completion of two short psychological tests by our

child, involving about twenty minutes of his/her time.

These procedures will take place in clinic, and

will be no more than one hour in length. We understand that the purpose

of these procedures is to gain an increased understanding of nonverbal

experience in the family, in order to better meet the health needs of

families in the future.

2. We understand also that the procedures described above involve

the following:

a . a one-time experience, with no extended participation

required.

b. no anticipated risks or discomforts.

3. The procedures have been explained to us, and we have been assured

of the following:

a. only Mrs. Weiss with the members of her research team

will have any access to the questionnaire, test materials,

or videotapes, to which we have contributed. They will

remain strictly confidential.
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b. all written materials and videotapes will be utilized

for scientific purposes only and will be handled

statistically, with no record kept of the names of

any participants.

We understand that Mrs. Weiss will answer any further questions we may

have concerning this study or the procedures at any time. We may reach

her at

H. lf at any time during these procedures, we wish to withdraw from the

study, we may do so. We also understand that Mrs. Weiss may

decide not to include us in this study.

Signatures:

Husband

Wife

Date
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The Tactile Interaction Indicator

The TI I has been designed to quantify observations of filmed tactile

behavior. Although amenable to adaptation for use with any dyad or group,

this instrument has been specifically designed for use with the family.

The TI I is a coding system for tactile acts which occur between two

individuals. A tactile act is any single event involving interbody

contact between two individuals, starting with the initiation of body

contact by one individual and ending with cessation of body contact by

either. The TI I only codes one direction of a tactile act at a time --

the sender's act upon the receiver, and codes only one dyad (sender

receiver pair) at a time. That is, only those tactile acts directed to

A (the individual designated as receiver of the touches) from B (the

individual designated as sender of the touches) is recorded. By

observing the same film a second time, another dyad can be coded, the reby

allowing for analysis of any number of dyads within a group.

Each tactile act is coded by judges (raters) on five theoretical

qualities of touching: location, action, intensity, sensation, and

duration of touch. Each of these indicators possesses a distinct

coding format of its own (see attached coding formats: Appendix F 1 -5).

At each setting, the judges rate one indicator at a time; that is,

rating all tactile acts of the dyad first for location, then for action,

et cetera. The tactile receiver's number is placed in the upper left

hand corner of all coding formats and the tactile sender's number in the

upper right hand corner of all coding formats before distribution to

the judges.
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LOCATION INDICATOR

Designate the part of the body touched. If a change in location occurs

without interruption of body contact, designate the second or third part of

the body touched also, within each act. I dentify only the part of the body

of the person being touched. In identifcation of body parts, choose from

the following locations:

abdomen chest head

a rm face
-

lower leg
back feet neck

breast genitals shoulder
buttocks hands thigh

waist

Act #

Act #

Act #

Act #

Act #

Act #

Act #

Act #

Act #
~

Act #

Act #

Act #

Act #
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ACTION INDICATOR

Rate the action of the touch according to the speed of its onset, that

is, the rate of approach to the body surface with the attendant amount of

physical energy exerted. Circle your choice.

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset----------------------------gradual On Set

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset

Act # abrupt onset---------------------------- gradual onset
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INTENSITY INDICATOR

Rate the intensity of the touch in terms of the extent of indentation

on the body surface; that is, the degree of pressure on the skin or clothing

of the person touched. Circle your choice. If a change in intensity occurs

without interruption of body contact, circle the second or third intensity

observed within each act also, indicating stage of occurrence by a #2 or #3

next to the item circled.

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity

Act # strong intensity--------- moderate intensity------- weak intensity
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SENSAT| ON | ND| CATOR

Rate each act of touch on its immediate comfort-discomfort quality as

pleasurable or painful to the body surface. Consider your subjective

impression of the act itself, disregarding the context in which the act

takes place. Circle your choice. If a marked change in sensation occurs

during the touch, circle the second quality observed also, indicating state

of occurrence by a #2 or #3 next to the circled item.

Act # comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort---
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

Act comfort------------------ discomfort

comfort------------------ discomfort

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Act # comfort------------------ discomfort

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Act #

# comfort------------------ discomfort
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DURAT | ON | ND| CATOR

To measure the length of time for each tactile act, press down

on the button of the jani's machine at the beginning of each interbody

contact, and release the button at the end of each interbody contact

If the sender of the touch is displaying two simultaneous tactile acts,

use your other hand to code the second tactile act, pressing down on

the other button of the machine.

At the end of the videotape, place the subject's numbers on the

jani's paper and attach to this format.

Example of Janis Output:

3||
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TRA|N|NG OF THE JUDGES

Introduction to the Study

The goal of this study is to explore the relationship between

body image in children and the nature of the touch they receive from

their parents. Specifically, we are interested in looking at whether

there exist certain qualities of parental touching which are influential

for development of body image in children.

Description of the Role of the Judges

Your role as judges will deal only with the nature of parental

touching. The body image testing of children will take place in

isolation of you, so that your judgments concerning touch are not

influenced by anything except the training you receive today. Your

training involves a discussion of the Tactile Interaction Indicator,

the coding system you will use to rate various qualities of touching.

We will look at each of the five indicators which make up the T I I,

defining terms, discrimination between qualities of touching, observing

videotaped interactions as examples of the various qualities of touching,

and practicing the use of the coding system. After the training, you will

be prepared to observe videotapes of family interaction and to rate any

touching which children receive from their parents as to the quality of

the touch displayed.

Specifically, you will be watching videotapes of families participating

in a nonverbal activity. As you watch the videotapes, you are asked to focus

only on the touching which occurs during the fifteen minute videotapes.
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Your judgment will be concerned with individual tactile acts.

A tactile act is any single event which involves interbody contact

between two individuals. Each tactile act begins with the initiation

of body contact and ends with cessation of that body contact. For purposes

of your judgments a tactile act involves only interbody contact between

parents and child which is initiated by a parent and ended by either the

parent or the child.

[At this point, the judges are shown the interactional videotapes

which demonstrate the operational definition of a tactile act. (See

Table H, Chapter 1 for a listing of videotaped interactions used

in training.) )

lf the same parent is touching the child with both hands in different

locations, these acts are to be considered separate and rated as two

distinct tactile acts. If however, a parent continues a touch without

interrupting body contact while moving to a different location; this

touch is to be rated as one continuous tactile act, with designations for

change within the act. You will find the instructions for coding change

within a tactile act at the top of each indicator format. We will now

discuss the five indicator formats which constitute the T | | .

Discussion of the Indicators.

[Examples of each indicator are handed to the judges (Appendices

F1-5)]. You have five indicators in your hands: the location indicator,

the action indicator, the intensity indicator, the sensation indicator,

and the duration indicator. Let us begin with the location indicator.
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[Each indicator format is read and the operational definition made

clear. For each indicator, the appropriate interactional videotapes are

shown to the judges as examples of the qualities to be coded on each

indicator (See Table H, Chapter i ! I for videotaped interactions). At this

time, changes within tactile acts are also discussed, with videotape

examples for each indicator. J You will be coding the touching of a child

by only one parent at a time. For instance, as you watch the fifteen minute

videotape, you will observe only those tactile acts sent by father to the

child. You will then watch the same videotape again, observing only those

tactile acts sent by mother to the child. You will watch the same

videotape ten different times, coding the father's tactile acts first on

the location indicator, then the mother's tactile acts on the location

indicator, then the father's tactile acts on the action indicator, then

the mother's tactile acts on the action indicator, et cetera, until all

indicators on the T | I have been coded for both father's and mother's

touching of the child.

All judges will simultaneously watch the videotapes, each of you

utilizing the TI I to independently rate each tactile act you observe on

the quality which it displays. The videotapes will run straight through

without stopping unless one of you asks to see a segment repeated. When

a segment is repeated, all three judges will watch the segment again so

that observational time is consistent across judges. Make the best overall

judgment of the tactile acts possible to you in the time allowed.
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You will now practice using this coding system. We will begin

by observing five two-minute videotape segments of a pilot family

participating in the nonverbal activity. You will code the first

two-minute segment for location of father's tactile acts. At the

end of the segment, we will discuss the similarities or discrepancies

which exist between you on your codings, examining the videotape segment

for closer inspection of the tactile acts. This training session is the

only time where you may share and discuss your judgments, since we wish

to have consistency and accuracy among judges in the coding of tactile

acts. When you begin to analyze the actual videotapes from the study,

your judgements must remain independent.

[The practice period allows for many questions and answers concerning

qualities of tactile acts, as well as further clarification of operational

definitions. The total time for the training session was three hours. J
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The Body Sentiment Index

Test Materials

Test materials consist of 1) a cardboard model of the human

body in the form of a puzzle, with the various parts being removable

from the total model, and 2) two separate, identical boxes -- one

bearing the label " I like" and the other bearing the label " I don't

like.' Both female and male models are available, depending on the

sex of the child.

Photograph of the Body Sentiment Index--Male Model
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Photograph of the Body Sentiment Index--Female Model
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Procedure for Administration

Two boxes are on the table, identical but for the labels on the

front of the boxes.

Box #1 -- I like Box #2 -- I don't like

The puzzle-piece model of the front of the body is placed on a table

in front of the child, with all parts in place to form an integrated

picture of the body. A male model is used for a male child, a

female model is used for a female child. The instructions to the

child follow:

"Here is a puzzle of the front of the body and its

different parts. Put each body part in whichever box

you wish, according to whether you like that part of

your body or you don't like it. If you like a part

of your body, put the part in this box (pointing to

Box #1). If you don't like a part of your body, put

the part in this box (pointing to Box #2)."

The tester then brings out the puzzle piece model of the back of

the body and follows the same procedure as with the front of the body.

Allow the child as much time as he needs to complete the task.

Scoring

There are thirty-three body parts in total. The number of body parts

placed in the 'I like" box is divided by the total number (33) to yield

a percentage score for body sentiment.

Interpretation

As well as a total body sentiment score, the Index allows for an

awareness of which specific parts of a child's body provide him with

negative esteem, and which specific parts provide him with positive esteem.
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The Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale

Test Materials

Test materials consist of two sheets of blank paper and a pencil

with eraser.

Procedure for Administration

The child is asked to draw a person. When he is finished, he is

asked to draw a picture of a person of the opposite sex.

The child is allowed as much time as is necessary to complete

the task.

Scoring

The test is scored by other than the individual who administered

the test to the child.

Both pictures which the child has drawn are considered simultaneously

on three components of sophistication: form level, identity and sex

differentiation, and level of detailing. The following characteristics

of the drawings reflect the three components of sophistication:

A. Form level

l. Primitive features

a. Circles or ovals for body and limbs

b. Triangular or rectangular body with limbs stuck on

C. Other forms lacking attempt at human shape

(e.g., absence of waist, shoulders, etc.)

d. Limbs in form of sticks or ovals, shapeless,

ending in prong like or clawl i ke fingers; no

shaping of hands; prong like or clawl i ke toes
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€. Contact point of limbs to trunk involving overlapping

or transparent joining; limbs stuck on or detached

(as opposed to integrated body parts)

f. Grossly unequally sized arms, legs, ears, fingers,

etc., combined with primitive form, uncontrolled lines

9. Indiscriminately attached or misplaced body parts

(e. g., arms attached at center of trunk)

2. Sophisticated features

a . Definite, shaped body outline; head, neck,

shoulders well integrated into body outline and

lead into trunk and appendages

b. Attempt at humanlike shape, proportioning

c. Adequate profiling (e.g., trunk and legs facing

in same direction, etc.)

B. | dentity and sex differentiation

l. Primitive features

a . Objectively interchangeable male and female figures

b. Difference between figures only in hair and/or

hat treatment

C. Minimal inadequate trunk differentiation (i.e.,

triangle trunk for female, oval for male, but

otherwise identical ; or belt for male and buttons

for female as only difference)

2. Sophisticated features -- marked and adequate role assignment,

expressed in clothing and/or shape (also expressed in hair,

features, appropriate accessories, uniforms, etc.)
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C. Level of detailing

1. Primitive features

a . Body parts omitted (e.g., absence of neck, nose,

ears, or eyebrows; fingers attached directly to arms

with hands omitted)

No clothing indicated

Facial features expressed by dots or ovals

Inadequate or inconsistent clothing (e.g., buttons

but no neckline; cuffs or hemline; hat, but no other

clothing; toes shown in otherwise clothed figure;

tie, but no neckline, etc.

2. Sophisticated features

a . Consistent, well-rational ized detailing; clothing;

facial expression; shoes

Figure cast in role with good attempt at

presentation of action

Figure cast in role with presentation of accessories

consistent with this role (e.g., cowboy with

smoking gun, etc.)

Each child is given a rating of one to five on each component of the

Body Concept Scale according to the general level of sophistication

displayed in his figure drawings. The following distinctions are

considered in rating each component of the drawing:

Sophistication-of-Body-Concept Scale Ratings

5) Most sophisticated drawings: These manifest high form

level (e.g., waistline, hips, shoulders, chest or breasts,

shaped or clothed limbs, etc.); appendages and details
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represented in proper relation to body out line, with

some sophistication in mode of presentation; appropriate,

even imaginative, detailing (e.g., successful profiling, as

young girl in evening clothes, well-dressed man with

cigarette, etc.).

li) Moderately sophist i cated drawings: Drawings which show

a definite attempt at role assignment (with regard to age,

activity, occupation, etc.) through adequate detailing,
shaping, clothing; with continuity of outline (i.e.,

integration of parts ) attempted.

3) Drawings intermediate in level of sophistication:

Drawings in which identification of sex is evident,

attempts at shaping and a fair level of integration

of parts are manifest, and a minimum of detailing is present.

2) Moderately primitive drawings: Drawings which essentially

still lack features of differentiation through form,

identity, or detail ing; however, these drawings show

slightly more complexity in some respect (e.g., presence

of one body part that is unusual in most primitive drawings,

such as the neck).

1) Most primitive and infantile drawings: These manifest a very

low level of form (ovals, rectangles, sticks stuck on to each

other); no evidence of role or sex identity (same treatment

of male and female with, at most, difference in hair treatment,

no facial expression, little shaping or clothing).

The resulting numerical scores for each of the components are then added

and divided by fifteen, the total number possible, to yield a final

sophistication score, for body concept.
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Questionnaire for Husband

l. What is your ethnic background?

Afro-American

American Indian

Caucasian

Latin-American

Mexican-American

Asian-American

Other (please specify)

2. Have you been affiliated with any religions? Yes No

If so, what religion?

Do you consider yourself religious?

Very Somewhat Not at all

3. How old are you? 20–30 years 30–H0 years H0–50 years
Over 50 years

H. Check the highest amount of education you have had.

| Elementary SchoolJunior High
High School
Junior College
College
Post graduate Work
Other--such as Trade

or Secretari al School

5. What is your occupation?

Approximately, how many waking hours a week are you at home?

6. Where would you place your family on the following socioeconomic scale?

lower lower-middle middle upper middle upper
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7. What do you estimate has been your share of the child care during

your marriage?

Check one:
0% 10% 25%

50% 75% 100%

8. How do vou see your child on the following characteristics?

Five represents the highest possible degree of the characteristic.

One represents the least possible degree of the characteristic.

Check one box for each characteristic.

Characteristic l 2 3 l; 5

intelligent

physically attractive

socially skilled

fun to be with

Characteristic l 2 3 l; 5

intelligent

physically attractive

socially skilled

fun to be with
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Questionnaire for Wife

1. What is your ethnic background?

Afro-American

American Indian

Caucasian

Latin-American

Mexican-American

Asian-American

Other (please specify)

2. Have you been affiliated with any religion? Yes No

If so, what religion?

Do you consider yourself religious?

Very Somewhat Not at all

3. How old are you? 20-30 30-l;0 l;0–50 over 50

H. Check the highest amount of education you have had.

School ing
Elementary School
Junior High
High School
Junior College
College
Post Graduate Work
Other –- such as Trade or

Secretarial School

5. How long have you been married? less than 10 years

10–15 years

15–25 years

more than 25 years

6. How many children do you have, and what are their ages?

Boys # ---- ages

Girls # ---- ages
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7. During your marriage, has anyone such as a housekeeper or

grandmother been living in your home? Yes No

| f so, who?

And for how long? Less than 1 year

1-5 Years

5–10 Years

8. Do you have relatives living close to you, who are often in your

home? Yes No

9. Have you worked while married? Yes_ No

If so, approximately how many years of your marriage have

you worked:

less than 1 year

1-3 years

3–5 years

5–10 years

more than 10 years

In what occupation (s) have you worked?

In whose care did you leave the children while you worked?

10. Did you breast or bottle feed your children? breast feed

bottle feed

On what did you base this decision?
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ll. How do you see your child on the following characteristics?

Five represents the highest possible degree of the characteristic.

One represents the least possible degree of the characteristic.

Check one box for each characteristic.

Characteristic l 2 3 l; 5

intelligent

physically attractive

socially skilled

fun to be with

Characteristic l 2 3 l; 5

intelligent

physically attractive

socially skilled

fun to be with
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Test-Retest Scores for Parental Tactile Symbols on the Tactile Interaction

| ndicator in Two Pilot Families

Test and Retest Scores for Fathers' and Mothers' Tactile Symbols on the
Tactile Interaction Indicator -- Family A

——

Father Mother --

Initial | | Repeat Initial Repeat
Tacti le Symbols | Participation Participation ||Participation | Participation

frequency 53 5l.
-

129 l 19
-

location

high innervation 25 25 | 38 37

low innervation 75 75 | 62
-

63
action

--- -

abrupt 8 8 9 7

gradual 92 92 9] 93

intensity
- -

strong 20 15 12 8
r +– -- -

moderate
-

6|| 72 8] 88

weak
-

16 13 7 l;

sensation

comfort 88 88 94 95

discomfort 12 12 6 5
-

duration
--- -------- - -

long 9 9 2 2

moderate 25 27 27 26
-

short 66 | 64 71 72 TT
|

:
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Test and Retest Scores for Fathers' and Mothers' Tactile Symbols on the
Tactile Interaction Indicator -- Family B

Father Mother

In it i al Repeat, initial Repeat
Tactile Symbols Participation Participation Participation |Participation

frequency 70 76 105 108

location

high innervation 36 37 31 29

low innervation 6|| 63 69 71

action

abrupt l; 2 5 3

gradual 96 98 95 97

intensity

strong 7 6 20 17
-

moderate 86 88 ■ 71 75

weak 7 6 9 8

sensation

comfort 96 97 78 78

discomfort l; 3 22 22

duration

long 5 l; l; 6

moderate 22 23 31 33

short 73 73 65 6] |
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